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Dharma, as we’ sit to write this 
evening I am aware that you are weary 
unto breaking--trust thine strength, 
chela--trust thine strength. I shall give 
you ease that the hands can work. 
Tomorrow we shall wrap your arms 
and allow healing but we cannot set 
aside the work--not even for a day for 
lives are in the balance. 

We shall be moving from that 
which was planned for this writing but 
pridrlty has caused change due to that 
which has been brought unto us this 
day for urgent attention. 

I have awaited your rec&ing this 
material in point for it is extremely 
important, I desire that we work on 
reproduction until we have completed 
ihe material sent to us. We cannot do 
it all this day but we can get a good 
beginning. 

I ask that the first portion of this be 
sent quietly to the sender of the docu- 
ments so that those ones, so distant, 
know we have the material and WILL 
PRINT IT ALL AS WELL AS PUB- 
LISH IT IN A JOURNAL. We have 
not utilized the material sent some 
time past because I felt it dangerous to 
the writer. I, too, see that the writer 
is already under heavy assault and I 
honor him for his relentless effort to 
bring Truth to a dying world and 

people. 
Ones in the United States sleep on 

as they cannot believe their nation is in 
trouble--I, too, know not how to get 
their attention but we shall work at it 
together and perhaps the alarm shall 
be heard. 

I ask that the writer of the doc- 
uments take a moment and allow my 
communion. It matters not that which 
he “thinks” about regarding my per- 
son or perceived “reality” of such 
communications. Ask only in guid- 
ance’and contact with God and so shtil 
ye come into the cover of our shield. 
I request that he accept that for the 
present time for he is already very 
seriously failing. Truth shall come 
forth as in this manner and so shall the 
comfort of realization of my presence 
and mission. Spiritual Truth is NOT 
A RELIGION OF MAN DOC- 
TRINE--SPIRITUAL ATTENDING 
TO THE GODNESS PATH OF 
LIGHT IS THE POINT AND THAT 
WHICH WE ARE SENT FORTH TO 
SERVE--YE AS WELL AS MY- 
SELF. WESHALLBECOMEQUITE 
“REAL” VERY SOON NOW. 
Friends have no national boundaries, 
creeds nor color--you are on the same 
mission unto this globe and therefore, 
ye too, are “brother”. And I thank 
my old friend and comrade for loyally 
sharing so generously in this dan- 

gerous time fraught with terror. Know do no more from where he is. This is 
that nonecan pierce the shield set forth a brave man, chelas, who would risk 
from God come again to reclaim and his own very life for your en- 
return balance to a blind and ignorant lightenment. He knows, as does the 
humanity--brought down by heinous sender of the information, that if 
conspiracies. America fails to awaken and 

CHANGE--there is no chance for the 
CONFIRMATIONS UNTO YOU- rest of the world. 

THE-PEOPLE The person who has forwarded the 
material is doing so because he has 

As we walk through this journey, come into it and feels it important for 
know that there are ones in every me to receive it in this manner. The 
nation--every comer with the same author of the material knows me not 
intent as you of Light--to uncover the and did not send thedocuments. Much 
dark betrayals and move your planet of the material has been received from 
into Light and allow Man vision into me long prior to this but we are going 
Truth before it is too late. Can it be to.start “out of order” because Dr. 
done? Indeed--IF man will attend his Coleman’sbook is now in printing and, 
business. one will confirm the other as well as 

I wish you to realize, dear friends, giving’ Dharma peace over the un- 
that we are making progress--our known which she is required to write. 
material is being denounced via ex- First, let me reproduce a letter 
pensive television and radio episodes received from this sender from New 
set forth to destroy our work. It Zealand and that is sufficient infor- 
destroys not--it is wondrous news to mation. I shall ask that the letter be 
hear that the adversary fears God’s typed as is except for simple personal 
Truth enough to take such measures to reference. 
silence the word. We shall cover this If America cannot hear the plea of 
subject after we handle the inforrna- brothers of other places crying out for 
tion herein from ones in New Zealand. you to “do something”, then I see no 
Yes, America--I said New Zealand. way to reach through. 

You tend to live in day-tight com- 
partments never looking to right nor ROBOTOIDS REMEMBERED 
left but only at thine disinformation 
programming boxes set forth for your Before we do that however, I will 
mental destruction. harken you back to that which I have 

I am grateful to have this infor- recently presented on material from 
mation and to be allowed the printing Dr. Coleman and on writings by 
of it for I have not allowed Dharma Zbigniew Brzezinski called THE 
time to read any of the segments of TECHNOTRONIC ERA commis- 
John Coleman’s book and I believe sioned by the Club of Rome for the 
that as you reproduce the document in Committee of 300. The book deals 
hand--written by one now residing-- with the open announcement of the 
under full surveillance and terror--in manner and methods to be used to 
&Jew Zealand you will make the control the U.S. in the future--and 
rlmilarities and confirmations.. He - th !I?, the world. It also gave notice of 
bs- asked hearing for he has done all I’lea~ 
he can and is so oppressed that he can 

c!’ CONFIRM, ne~rt pag- 
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I am Gyeorgos Ceres Hatonn, 
Commander in Chief, Earth Project 
Transition, Pleiades Sector Flight 
Command, Intergalactic Federation 
Fleet. You may call me Hatonn. I 
am come in service unto the ONE 
GOD of Lighted Creation, and as 
“Host” unto His people who will 
be brought into His places long 
prepared for you. My own “Cap 
tain” is Sananda, the Christed 
Being you have called by many 
names--now one totally with Cre- 
ator/Creation. [Sananda: simply 
meaning of/with God]. We are 
not “mystical” nor even “myste- 
rious” aliens. We are the “Hosts” 
sent iu preparation for His return, 
bringers of Truth according to His 
promise and to reveal the ties 
Foisted upon you to claim your 
souls for the physical evil Elite 
controllers. We come in total love 
and without intent of force, coer- 
cion or judging. “Judging” is a 
state of evaluation of self in the 
presence of Creator in which e 
m in the physical experience 
are evaluated. 

The information within the doc- 
uments revealing Truth; THE 
PHOENIX JOURNALS and LZB- 
ERATOR, are the outlays of lies and 
hidden facts for which you can find 
confirmation, If you don’t know the 
problems and the source of the prob- 
lems, you can have no, solutions. 

I do not “channel”; I transmit 
on a frequency attuned to my “re- 
ceiver” who is simply a translator of 
the pulses into English. This is true 
of all receivers who receive from 
any of this Command come forth 
with God for this transition of spc- 
ties and planet. 

The receivers mostly have no 
reference for material given until 
after the giving and then, only for 
their own confirmation and yours. 
My petition is that you pay no 
attention to this resource if it is 
confusing and uncertain unto you- 
LET TRUTH STAND ALONE IN 
ITS PRESENTATION--THE 
REST WILL FOLLOW IN 
PROPER SEQUENCE. 

CONFIRM, cont. from previous page are at the crossroads-one road leads trouble. He talks about the Gulf 
to slavery--loss of freedom and a War--what about the sanctions on that 

cloning and “robotoids”, i.e., people world Dictatorship. In other words, poor country--no food or medical help. 
who acted like people and who seemed NEW WORLD ORDER. Bush only went into Iraq BECAUSE 
to be people, but who were not. Z appeal to you to votefor Bo THEY WOULD NOT JOIN THE 
Brzczins@ speaking for the Commit- Gritz for your President! IF YOU NEW WORLD ORDER! 
tee of 300, said the United States was WON’TDOITFOR you~S~~v~$- Last night I watched, on tele- 
moving “into an era unlike my of its PLEASE DO IT FOR YOUR CHZL- vision, a documentary on East Timor 
Prd=essors; you would be moving DREN AND THE CHILDREN OF where the Indonesians have overrun 
toward a “tedmo~onic era” that mid THE WORLD. THEREAZtE INNO- the place. They have killed and tor- 
easily home a dictatorship. I do not CENT PEOPLE ON THIS PLANET tured the Timor people, brought their 
wish to get sidetracked here for the WHO HAVE NO CHANCE. own people in and taken over the East 
outlay is forthcoming. 1 only ask that PEOPLE ARE HUNGRY-STARV- Timor people’s business and jobs, 
you readers red the subject for it ZNG AND SZCK WITH NO HOPE. kicked them out of their lands and 
will become easier to relate to infor- BUT MAYBE IF YOU ACT taken all their property. If Bush is so 
mation already given. 1 would note IN TIME AND VOTE IN SOME- concerned about human rights WHY 
herein--that the book is being efforted ONE OF STRENGTH AND CON- doesn’t he do something about this? 
at acquirement for Dharma’s ‘ tom- VZCTZON--BO GZUZZ-INTO THE My own country’s politicians 
fort level” but it is now necessary to PRESIDENCY, WE CAN MAKE A turned a blind eye because we do 
obtain it through very cow-t intelli- START ON THE RETURN OF THE millions of dollars in trade every year 
gence means and it has not made it AMERICAN DREAM, JUSTICE and it is the same with Australia. Is it 
back to her. It is fine, she will simply AND FREEDOMFORALL WHICH not an example of what is happening 
have to go with m--as usual. Read- CAN THEN FLOW LIKE A WAVE in Israel with the Palestine people? 
ers, please understand how hard this AROUND THE WORLD. LET US 
task becomes--you are shocked at the AS A PEOPLE JOIN TOGETHER REGAIN RIGHTS WITH GRITZ 
reading and these ones must work AND KKK OUT THESE INSANE 
blindly and still have to face the truth MANIACMURDERERS THATARE NOW YOU, THE AMERICAN 
of the lies as do you. CONTROLLING THE WORLD. PEOPLE, HAVE THE CHOICE!! 

You will note that as we move As I pen this letter to you I HEREBY I DONATE $100 DOL 
along through the “thesis” and then in have the newspaper in front of me and LARS TO GETTING BO GRITZ 
the reprint ofarticles that KISSINGER the headline reads: Bush Plunges into IN AS PRESIDENT AND I CHAL- 
is always itwlved--to and over his Campaign. The article reads that the LENGE ALL FREEDOM LOVING 
eyes--in EVERYTHING in EVERY President will tout his foreign .policy AMERICANS TO DO THE SAME! 
PART OF THE WORLD. strengths that under his stewardship IF’ YOU CAN’T GIVE A $100 IH: 

You shall also become aware that the Berlin wall fell, the Cold War AND ACTUALLY, NEITHER 
people in other nations know who Col. thawed out and the chances of nuclear COULD THIS PERSON AFFORD 
James “Bo” Gritz IS and know all holocaust have dipped as low as they TO GIVE IT.]--THEN PLEASE 
about him. It is only in America that haveever been. [H: Remember--this JUST GIVE A DOLLAR. THIS 
he is buried and hidden from view by is a paper in New Zealand so why MAN MUST WIN THIS ELEC- 
the Elite who most certainly DO NOT would it make he&Iines--do YOU TION FOR ALL OF US--FOR ALL 
WANTHIM IN ANY POSITIONOF know who is President of New OURSAKES. REMEMBERTHAT 
OPPOSITIONTOTHEIR “PLAN”. Zealand? I thought not, After all, A VOTE FOR GRITZ IS A VOTE 
I ask that you pay close attention to New Zealand is a colony of En- FORFREEDOM. YOUHAVENOT 
that which this person requests and gland--JUST LIKE YOU IN MUCH TZME-ZCANSMELL THE 
then, perhaps you can come together AMERICA!! A COLONY RUNBY SMOKE AND SEE, THE FIRE 
and figure a way to get some house- THE BRITISH-ISRAELI ZION- BURNING. WHO WZLL PUT OUT 
cleaning done in the government. ISTS AND THE COMMITTEE OF THE FIRE BEFORE IT ENGULFS 

300 CONSPIRATORS HEADED YOU? THIS IS YOUR LASTS 
LETTER FROM NEW BY THECROWNOFENGLAND.] CHANCE. AMERICA, YOU 

ZEALAND ONLY HAVE ONE LEFT-TAKE 

The folltwing letter was written 
WHAT RIND OF PATRIO- IT AND MAKE IT THE RIGHT 

TISM? ONE FOR YOURSELVES AND 
by a friend of mine in New Zealand on - THE REST OF THIS WORLD IN 
Feb. 17, 1992. You must recognize, Having used the U.S. flag to WHICH WE ALL MUST LZVE--OR 
readers, that ones in countries such as j his benefit in 1988, he will also appeal m. 
South Africa, Australia and New to American patriotism in the Gulf IF YOU MAKE THE RIGHT 
Zealand are suffering greatly as rights War, etc. I have never heard so much CHOICE YOU WILL BE THE 
and economy are already destroyed ! ! ! BS in my life. How can he appeal to GREATESTNATION ON EARTH-- 

QUOTE: American patriotism when he still has LOVEDANDRESPECTEDBYAU. 
Hello Commander Hatonn and prisoners of the Korean War and Viet- IF YOU DON’T YOU WILL BE 

welcome. It is your old friend from nam War STILL IN PRISON WITH HATED BY THE PEOPLE BE- 
New Zealand. I am going to address NO HOPE AT EVER GETTING CAUSE YOU HAD THE CHANCE 
this letter to the people of America. OUT, AND DOESN’T WANT TO GZVE FREEDOM BACK TO 

Soon you will be having an THEM OUT? He won’t allow them THE PEOPLE OF THE WORLD 
election. This election wilI be the out because he KNOWS THEY ANDDZDNOTTAKEZT. YOUARE 
most important in your country’s, WILL TALK AND TELL THE 
history and also in the world. You TRUTH, and he will be in big, big 

Please see CONFIRM, next page 
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THE ONLY ONE NATION WITH 
THE STRENGTH TO DO IT. RISE 
UP, AMERICA, AND TAKE THE 
LEAD--WE WILL FOLLOW! I 
PLEAD WITH YOU-DO THIS FOR 
THE FREEDOM OF THIS WORLD 
AND NEW ZEALAND. 

I now ask Commander Hatonn 
if you think this letter is good enough 
to publish it in the Phoenix Liberator 
along with the Economic Betrayal of 

New Zealand and the Reserve Bank 
Paper sent last year at a time when you 
know is right to do so. Hatonn, if you 
publish the papers the author asks me 
to tell you he desires his name pub- 
lished with the articles. He believes 
people will not believe what is written 
otherwise and he is quite prepared to 
answer any questions people have and 
wish to ask him. His mail is stopped 
and sorted (censored) except for bills. 
He is watched all the time. No news- 
paper in New Zealand will dare pub- 
lish the papers for they are too fright- 
ened. If you decide to publish them 
please give him protection. 

May I please ask a few ques- 
tions? In 1972 we had a Labour 
government in power. N. Kirk was 
the Prime Minister. He only lasted 
just over a year before he “died”. He 
went into the hospital for an operation 
on the veins in his leg--and died. At 

the time he was Prime Minister, 

even the changes of currency took 
place right according to the Elite 
plans-you have even sent some ar- 
ticles regarding that very subject. 
Oh, indeed--the United States IS 
NEXT!!! Note how cleverly they 
handled the money situation- 
changed it to “dollars” so you 
wouldn’t realize your own “mother” 
was killing you! Lessons are indeed 
hard to learn and worse “to bear” 
in Truth.] 

LAUNCHING AREAS 

Also, can you tell me where in 
New Zealand they are firing those 
rockets--with satellites on them? Are 
they from the bases on Stewart Island 
or the one on the West Coast? If it is 
better I should not know, I will accept 
what ever you say. Hatonn, if you 
print my letter--please don’t let harm 
come to me--I want to be here to help 
my country and do my piece for the 
Planet. m: They utilize a launching 
facility on the main island (South 
Island). There is also a lot of activity 
around the Bay of Plenty as well as 
around Auckland. I am sure you 
will recall the “Greenpeace” flag- 
ship, the Rainbow Warrior, which 
was sunk by bomb by the French in 
1985. Yes, there are French in the 
conspiracy--lots of them. More hn- 
portant to your interests might well 

be the area of Ross Dependency, 
“they” were drilhng for oil off administered by New Zealand in the 
Stewart Island in the Great South Antarctic. Itcomprisessome160,OOO 
Basin. There was an American Corn- square miles of the Antarctic and is 
pany drilling. Now the rumours are very active indeed, with massive 
that they struck oil and Kirk was going underground facilities. I believe it 
to Nationalize it for the benefit of the not wise to further discuss the mat- 
New Zealand people. The rumour ter.] 

New Zealand and that is a most danger- 
ous activity. I can only offer services 
which we have available and we are 
most happy to share information-- 
perhaps the words will strike a heart 
wherein they will not hear me. Thank 
you, son, for your love and caring--it 
is a tired old world who is very sick. 
She must now be nurtured if she is to 
survive--thank you for caring. 

It is a bit hard to determine which 
document to share in which order but 
I think you will find the “Intelligence 
Report” the most timely in view of 
our recent writings so we will dive 
right off into that one. 

I will do as usual in my com- 
mentary--my comments will be in 
brackets: [H: 1. I effort to follow 
another author’s intent entirely if pos- 
sible. If I disagree greatly, I will make 
comment. If the issue is not urgent, I 
do not change opinion nor output. 
You will note that the presentation is 
only an Appendix of an original pa- 
per* 

I.C.L.C. INTELLIGENCE RE- 
PORT 

This was first reproduced and pub- 
lished in New Zealand in 1984 by the: 

CULDIAN REVIVAL TRUST 
P.O. BOX 288 

THAMES 
NEW ZEALAND 

Now, in 199 1, this report has a seven 
year history of proven accuracy. 

BRZEZINSKI’S “ONE 
WORLD” VISION 

We ask you to read and study 
carefully the portion regarding who 
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search laboratories under government 
and foundation funding. This other 
set of values, ranging from homo- 
sexuality and oriental mysticism to 
‘ ‘cosmic consciousness” and ‘ ‘reli- 
gious fundamentalism” hasbeen given 
the collective code-name “Age of 
Aquarius”, “New Age”, or “The 
Aquarian Conspiracy”. 

The purpose of this report is to 
mobilize the average American citi- 
zen to take the specific types of mea- 
sures required to stamp out this mon- 
strosity. Without our special kind of 
coaching in this matter, you will tend 
to find this situation too overwhelm- 
ing, too emotionally wrenching, and 
in the end, too demoralizing. The 
kind of information we are putting at 
your disposal, information otherwise 
deliberately kept secret, will give you 
the ability and the instruments by 
means of which you, together and in 
coordination with us, can stamp out 
the brainwashing project code-named 
the Aquarian Conspiracy. 

EVIL “MAD SCIENTISTS” 

This report is not the ordinary 
type of book or pamphlet you pick up 
for leisure reading. It was written by 
a group of scientists and politicians 
who--from their headquarters--have 
been watching another group of evil 
scientists and evil politicians attempt- 
ing to carry out the hugest scale brain- 
washing project ever. 

We, the undersigned group of 
scientists and politicians who are at- 
tempting to rescue you from this night- 
mare, are distinguished from our en- 
emies, the evil scientists and politi- 
cians who are trying to brainwash . - _ . . 

was that he was killed because of what . . . .Is there any sign of planned the bringing down of the you, by the fact that we estimate that 
his actions were going to be regarding awakening in America? I do not like Berlin Wall and Why. brainwashing will fail if the victim of 
the oil. At the time the oil prices what is coming to this Planet. New Zealand is now being eco- brainwashing is given adequate knowl- 
rocketed with the trouble in the Middle Dharma, keep going, you are nomically sabotaged by the same or- edge of who is doing it, who are the 
East. “They” certainly would not doing great--we must ever remember: ganization. You will also find the brainwashersand why it is done. [EI: 
have wanted a big oil strike at that a boxer can win the fight in the last source of this Intelligence Report. Absolutely TRUE!] 
time. I have read enough to wonder if round. [H: Dbama mpon& that, I thank the: INTERNATIONAL Our evil enemies also know 
he was murdered? [H: Yes. It was a actually--it is ALWAYS IN THE CAUCUS OF LABOR COMMIT- that this kind of knowledge is sure to 
covert operation set up and arches- LAST ROUND THAT A BOXER TEES 
trated as a joint effort of British WINS! Youhavemanag&to waggle 

disrupt and derail the brainwashing 
E.J. HART process. For this reason, our re- 

Intelligence and Special Operations a weary smile out of this scribe. She (BROTHER EDWARD) sourceful opponents have maintained 
of the U.S. Government and in has a nifty cartoon which we shall 28th Aug. 1991 over the past 14 years a massive con- 
connection with the massive installa- effort to share: there is a whole herd tainment and harassment operation 
tions, both surface and under- of dozing sheep and one far into the APPENDIX B aimed at preventing us from reaching 
grcund, in Australia and New middle raises up and says to the you with this information. 
Zealand. The biggest benefactor, of hundreds of others, “We don’t have The traditional values of this This pamphlet is designed to 
course, wasBritish Petroleumowned to act like sheep, you know!” No, nation are meant to be extirpated from help you help us break through this 
by the Crown of England. There is you don’t!] our people’s souls by means of a large containment operation so that the kg- 
far more to the clandestine causes END OF QUOTING variety of methods known in the trade est possible number of American citi- 
than simply nationalization--but There is more to the letter but it as “psychosynthesis’ ’ and zens can gain full access to the infor- 
firk thought be could bring pm- deals only with the information which “psychotechnics”. They are to be mation they need if they are to be 
sure to bear t,o stop the insane drain 
on the economy. YOU will note that 

I shall now share with you. The author. replaced .by another set of values de- 
in point is “‘making a lot of waves’ ’ in 1 veloped’in. psycbolqgy am-J ,@in 7~~ Please see CONFIRM next page 

. I., s 
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CONFIRM, cont. from previous page 
. . 

effective in weathering the massive 
social and national crisis imposed on 
the United States by our internal en- 
emies, the social engineers we are 
about to introduce to you here. There- 
for, you are a very important factor in 
the “de-brainwashing” process that 
this report is designed to commence. 
Your deeper, innermost intellectual, 
and emotional response to the facts 
presented to you will determine the 
outcome. 

Many of you average, patri- 
otic Americans have for a long time 
puzzled over various ‘ ‘conspiracy theo- 
ries’ ’ , trying to understand what are 
the underlying hidden causes of the 
alarming moral, social, political and 
economical decay of your nation. But 
you had no access to the facts. Some 
of you, lacking tbe facts and reluctant 
to ‘ ‘ subscribe to conspiracy theories”, 
have been so discouraged by the dis- 
mal state of your national affairs that 
you have turned cynical and reverted 
to the suicidal path of withdrawing 
from politics--some of you have not 
seen the inside of a voting booth for 
many years. Everyone of you, how- 
ever, regardless of how you have been 
interpreting what is going on in the 
country, regardless of how much 
knowledge you lack respecting the 
facts of the matter, are all unanimous 
that somehow, somewhere, ‘ ‘the game. 
is rigged” in your national political 
affairs. This is a correct estimation, 
but it is too abstract and too vague to 
be effective. 

PERTINENT INPUT 

This report has been written 
for the purpose of giving you an exact 
idea of who has rigged the game, how 
it is rigged and what can be done to put 
an end to this national destruction. 
Therefore, you must read this report 
in the way a combat-unit commander 
reads and masters his Army Field 
Manual. This report will give you a 
description of a) the enemy forces, b) 
enemy deployments, c) enemy strate- 
gic objectives, d) weapons used by the 
enemy, e) enemy strategic and tactical 
doctrine--his method. This report 
will also supply you with the basic 
weapons you will require for the pur- 
pose of demolishing the enemy. 

The outcome depends on how 
you, the reader, shall conduct your- 
self. 

ABSTRACT OF THE THESIS 

The central conclusion that you 
will reach upon finishing the examina- 
tion of the facts in this report is that the 
moral, material, cultural and intellec- 
tual decay that you are witnessing 
every day in our cities and towns is not 
accidental, not a “sociological phe- 
nomenon’ ’ , not an “act of god”, but 
a deliberately induced social crisis. 

All this brutal experimenting 
has caused tremendous agony--both 
private agony, such as the deep agony 
dying souls experience, and the public 
agony of dying nations. 

You as a parent may have only 
tasted a few drops of the cup of agony 
our nation is forced to drench. You 
may have witnessed your son becom- 
ing a drug addict--the policy papers 
that caused his destruction were writ- 
ten a few years earlier by social- 
psychology laboratories; you may have 
silently watched your daughter be- 
come a lesbian--before that she had 
become a prediscounted statistic in a 
social policy computer; you may have 
seen, with silent tears in your eyes, 
your once-gifted, bright, agile child 
gradually turn into a withdrawn, pas- 
sive zombie listening endlessly to rock- 
and-roll, all the fire gone out, all the 
aspirations deadened, all interest in 
the future extinguished. And you sit 
there, bitterly, quietly, impotently 
weeping for the posterity that you 
have lost. And having lost your 
posterity, you reckon, you have also 
lost all meaning for the life that you 
have lived until this dreadful moment. 
‘ ‘If it all ends like this, all my struggles 
and all my sacrifices, even my modest 
achievements will have meant noth- 
ing! ’ ’ 

BRAINWASHING FOR YOU, 
TOO 

Life becomes empty of sig- 
nificance, you are discouraged, de- 
moralized, withdrawn--and not sur- 
prisingly. You have been prepro- 
grammed to react in this way, As we 
shall inform you, the evil people and 
institutions that have snatched your 
child away from you have been count- 
ing on you to react with dejection and 
withdrawal. On the basis of this 
reaction-formation, they plan to brain- 
wash you, too, as they did your child. 

Therefore, you must not react 
in this predictable way. You must 
resist being selfish in your private 
agony. You must now grow greater 
than your private agony and concern 
yourself with the agony of your na- 
tion. , 

In the late 1940’s and early 

THE PHOENIX LhERA’I;~k 

1950’s, the very same group of pow- BOYS” WANT IT! 
erful interests who today command We shall see, won’t we? Will 
the evil forces of social engineering, America sit still for blatant disregard 
then launched an irrational Cold War for Constitutional Law? I think NOT-- 
and a McCarthyite witch-hunt. Sud- “IF” THEY KNOW IT. WE IN- 
denly, rational argument in policy TENDTHATTI-IEWHOLE WORLD 
formulation disappeared from national KNOW IT. 
life. The traditional debate that Ameri- Go take rest, chela. Our work is 
can citizens historically conducted to very critically important for several 
determine their foreign policy, the reasons--it brings protection to both 
special moral and practical weight of writers in point. Publicity is that 
this nation among the nations of the which will bring safety--in numbers. 
world--all that was abandoned, to be Let us be grateful for our opportunity 
replaced by the unchallenged, axiom- to serve this magnificent “cause” for 
atic, pervasiveirrationality oftheCold it is blessed indeed. Adonai. 
War. The result was that the moorings Hatonn to stand-by and cleared. 
of national moral purpose collapsed, 
the citizens who make up the nation 2125192 #l HATONN 
and share its moral purpose surren- 
dered to a morally indifferent ii-ratio- INTERNATIONAL CAUCUS OF 
nality. LABOR COMMITTEES 

Disarmed by this moral in- 
difference and irrationality, young Before we proceed to give you 
adults entered the decade of the 1950’s a summary indentification of these 
in pursuit of private goals and petty networks, you ought to know a few 
career concerns. And the children of vital facts about the group of people 
this generation began growing up with- who have assembled the information 
out clear moral moorings. What fol- we are presenting in this pamphlet. 
lowed was the notorious “generation We, a group of scientists, mathemati- 
gap” and the large-scale manipula- cians, physicists, biologists, historians, 
tions of the social-engineering estab- economists, philosophy and music 
lishment, the Rand Corporation, the specialists, in North America, West- 
Stanford Research Institute, and other em Europe, Latin America and India, 
institutions we shall meet presently. known by the name of International 
The New Left, the Vietnam War and Caucus of Labor Committee, now 
the antiwar movement were all social- numbering over one thousand, have 
engineering projects. The Watergate been engaged in a continuous war of 
scandals, environmentalism and the ideas against the Stanford Research 
slow and deliberate destruction of Institute and related networks of brain- 
American technology were also washers since the 1964-68 period. 
preplanned social-engineering Thisscientificorganizationwaspulled 
projects. together and trained by Lyndon H. 

END OF QUOTING LaRouche, Jr., considered by many to 
We need to take a rest break. We be the greatest scientific mind that 

will then take up the International America has so far producedand proba- 
Caucus of Labor Committees. You bly the most advanced thinker since 
are going to find out the truth about Gottfried Wilhelm Leibnitz (1646- 
WHY the Elite saw to it that Lyndon 1716). 
H. LaRouche, Jr. was REALLY locked LaRouche founded this sci- 
away into prison. ‘It will also make entific organization upon certain im- 
more sense to you WHY THE REST portant discoveries he made in eco- 
OF THE WORLD PAYS MORE nomic science in the 1950’s when he 
ATTENTION AND EFFORTS TO began to apply the advanced topologi- 
GET HIM RELEASED THAN DOES cal conceptions of Riemannian geom- 
ANY IN AMERICA. WELL, THE etry to economics. The result of that 
CONSTITUTIONAL LAW CENTER breakthrough was a thermo-hydrody- 
WILL SOON CARRY A VERY namictheoryofeconomicswhichtreats 
LARGE STICK AND WE SHALL the rate of growth of advances in 
SEE HOW LONG THEY CAN KEEP science and technology as the primary 
HIM INCARCERATED. The farce invariant of economic systems, and 
called “trial” of LaRouche is as ugly which views creative mental activity, 
and horrendous as anything done po- the principle of causality behind ad- 
litically to any citizen--AND YOU vances in science and technology, as 
HAVE ALLOWED IT, SANC- the epistemological equivalent of the 
TIONED IT--AND MOST OF YOU ontological existent of negentropy--in 
DON’T EVEN KNOW OF WHOM I 
SPEAK! !--EXACTLY AS THE ‘ ‘BIG Please see CONF@f, n,ext.p~ge 
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physical processes, that primitive sub- 
stance which accounts for the evolu- 
tion of higher orderings of the organi- 
zation of “energy” and “matter” 
from lower orderings. LaRouche’s 
scientific breakthrough, his identi- 
fication of the equivalence between 
primary epistemological and the pri- 
mary ontological transinvariant, hap- 
pens to have massive implications in 
advanced research currently being con- 
ducted in every branch of science, 
from high-energy physics to biology, 
physiology, psychology, and applied 
social sciences including political sci- 
ence, economics and military-strate- 
gic studies. 

In the 1966-68 period, 
LaRouche’s seminal breakthrough had 
a twofold intitial impact. First, it 
generated great stimulation among 
more gifted university layers, espe- 
cially among graduate and advanced 
undergraduate students who attended 
his lecture on the East Coast; this led 
to the coagulation of that group of 
scientists and future scientists who 
came together to form the Intema- 
tional Caucus of Labor Committees. 
Second, LaRouche’s conceptions 
caused enormous alarm and conster- 
nation in those circles of the country’s 
scientific establishment most closely 
associated with the principal institu- 
tions of social psychology, social en- 
gineering, and among their powerful 
patrons, a cluster of sixty or so major 
financial and manufacturing corpo- 
rations, who during that time were 
busy undermining the NASA space 
program and beginning to put a firm 

straitjacket over the nation’s advanced 
physics and natural science research 
and development centers. 

From that moment on, an un- 
even contest began between two rival 
scientific tendencies: LaRouche’s 
ICLC, armed with the most devastat- 
ing and effective sort of scientific 
conceptual weapons, and the crude,, 
plodding, amoral crowd of social en- 
gineers and social psychologists fol- 
lowing orders from this particular 
coalition of powerful patrons. The 
ICLC forces were inferior in material 
resources; their opponents resolved 
on a strategy of ‘ ‘containment of influ- 
ence’ ’ . Over the years, this contain- 
ment has assumed various forms, rang- 
ing from rumor campaigns and slan- 
der operations to financial warfare 
and even assassination attempts. 

In the course of the conflict, 
the ICLC developed formidable se- 
curity, counterintelligence and strate- 
gic intelligence capabilities, which 
enabled it to survive and begin exert- 
ing a significant and rapidly growing 
influence in elite policymaking circles 
in Western Europe, the Third World 
and North America. During the 1960’s 
and early 1970’s, the ICLC deployed 
against the New Left and developed 
the evidence demonstrating that ‘ ‘the 
movement” was a thoroughly con- 
trolled social-engineering project. 
Similar thrusts were developed against 
various “community control” and 
“radical minority” social engineer- 
ing projects such as the Kawaida project 
of Imamu Baraka, built around the 
same ideology which produced the 
Symbionese Liberation Army; against 
terrorism, which is also a controlled 

PHOENIX I_@TTRNAL 1 TANGLED WEBS 

NEW fiOUK KELbASE 1 

“GOTCHA’‘--VOLUME I 
$lO.OO...BY HATONN 

Hatonn reveals the tangled webs of deceit 
woven throughout all religions. Topics in- 
clude: The Holy War; Origins of Christian an 
other; doctrine; Desecration of Judaism; The 

To Order Contact 
role of British Freemasonry; New Age Decep- 

America West 
tion and what is meant by the ONE WORLD 

800-729-4131 
CHURCH. Also included are updates on 
current world events. 

rANGLED WEBS - GOTCHA’ --AGAIN -VOLUME II 
$lO.OO...By Hatonn 

latonn presents the history and operations of the CIA, also called the 
Cult of Intelligence”, since 1952, as presented by two former insiders 
vho remain anonymous (IMA and A) for their protection. Related 
‘epics: Oliver Stone and JFK; Psychological warfare; Espionage and 
lounterespionage; Bush and CIA connection; ,Na$onal Security Act. I ~ . \ 

social-engineering project; and against 
the emerging zero-growth movement. 

During the 1972-73 period, 
our ability to demolish the New Left, 
Kawaida scenarios and our embar- 
rassing expods of Law Enforcement 
Assistance Administration complicity 
with terrorism plus the international 
uproar we caused against zero-growth, 
caused considerable consternation at 
the headquarters of the “mother” 
institution of our rivals, the Tavistock 
Clinic in England. In the late months 
of 1973, Barbara Ward (Lady Jack- 
son) wrote a secret memorandum on 
the need to curb ICLC deployments 
and influence. Shortly thereafter, a 
group of intelligence officers from 
Great Britain, headed by Messrs. 
Schroeder and Walsh of MI-6 and 
coordinating with elements of the FBI 
and individuals from the New York 
Police Department (under LEAA juris- 
diction) launched a major assault 
against the ICLC leadership, includ- 
ing numerous assassination attempt 
scenarios, kidnappings and the ad- 
ministration of psychotropic drugs. 

We countered that offensive 
by a mobilization which had as its 
purpo$e to place in the hands of ap- 
propriate officials the appropriate sort 
of intelligence. In the course of that 
effort, we beat our opponents by edu- 
cating a significant number of law 
enforcement and intelligence officers 
in the subjtit of “who controls inter- 
national terrorism”, among other 
matters. 

But within the United States, 
the dimension of containment against 
the ICLC and LaRouche grew by leaps 
and bounds once Dr. Zbigniew 
Brzezinski assumed office as Na- 
tional Security Advisor to President 
Carter. In January 1977, the new 
NSC coordinated various elements of 
a number of government agencies to 
launch a sustained, ongoing operation 
called “FIST and SWEEP”. Subse- 
quent investigations by the ICLC 
turned up the fact that the real control- 
lers of “FIST and SWEEP” went 
beyond the National Security Council 
to include a powerful elite above and 
outside the United States government 
proper. The NSC functions as an arm 
of a powerful extragovernmental 
group. It turns out this same group 
controls and deploys all the social 
engineering vd social psychology 
outfits in the country, including 
Sfanford Research and its Aquarian 
Conspiracy. 

Our researches identified this 
powerful group with certain old aris- 
tocratic families in England, the Utiited 

, . /.‘! 
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States and Canada witch control, for 
purposes of social manipulation, the 
world’s $200 billion drug traffic. 
Those findings were published in the 
best-selling book, DOPE. INC., which 
caused quite a stir among the law 
enforcement agencies of numerous 
nations, and threw the governors of 
the U.S. Federal Reserve System in 
Washington into turmoil for a pro- 
tracted period. 

TAVISTOCi 

Our first systematic’study of 
our opponents’ techniques and meth- 
ods in psychological social control 
were published in April and May of 
1974 in the magazine The Carnpaign- 
ers as a series of research papers under 
the joint title The Tavistock Grin. 

We identified the Tavistock 
Clinic in London, England as the 
world’s center for mass brainwashing, 
social engineering programs and ac- 
tivities in the postwar period. During 
World War II, Tavistock was the 
headquarters of the British Army’s 
Psychological Warfare Bureau which, 
through the arrangements of the Brit- 
ish Special Operations Executive, also 
dictated policy to the United States 
Armed Forces in matters of psycho- 
logical warfare. 

Toward the. end of the war, 
Tavistock personnel took over the 
World Federation of Mental Health 
and the Psychological Warfare Di- 
vision of the Supreme Headquarters, 
Allied Expeditionary Force (SHAEF) 
in Europe. Tavistock’s chief theore- 
tician, Dr. Kurt Lewin, organized the 
Harvard Psychological Clinic, the MIT 
Research. Center for Group Qynam- 
its, The Institute of Social Research at 
the University of ,-Michigan. Lewis 
also played a pivotal policy role at the 
psychological department of the Of- 
fice of Strategic Services (OSS), at the 
Office of Naval Research, the U.S. 
Strategic Bombing Survey and the 
Committee on National Morale. 
Moreover, a large number of influ- 
ential people at the top policy level 
were trained in Dr. Lewin’s theory of 
topological psychology, which is to 
this day the world’s most advanced 
method of behavior modification brain- 
washing. [H: Please, you regular 
readers who think you have heard 
this ALL from me before--READ IT 
AGAIN. Until you are totally con- 
vinced that you have been duped 
and played the fool-you CaMOf, for 
you WILLnot,act. ThisISthemost 

( Please see CONFIRM, h&t page 
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CONFIRM, cont. from previous page Close cooperative relations were de- aware, frustratedat the blind popu- LAST GREAT PLAGUE.] You 
veloped between these think-tanks and lace and possibly quite bored by this have heard, or seen, or lost relatives to 

gigantic mass cover-up and brain- the U.S.A’s key polling organizations presentation.] It has swallowed up the Hare Krishna, the Moonies, and 
washing/programming in the his- and the major media. Gallup Polls, all the other “power groups” of ear- numerous other exotic religious cults; 
tory Of your planet* It Is the time the yankelovich-CBS-New YorkTimes lier U.S. history, the Morgan Group, you have seen or heard about the 
spoken of in the prophecies of all 
seers. How could it be thus? Be- 

polls, the National Opinion Research Rockefeller group, Cabot-Lodge charismatic movements, liberation 
C 

cause the plan was written and 
en er and others are incessantly con- group, etc. In the deeper recesses of theology, the new religious funda- t 

d UC mg psychological profiles of the theintelligence establishment in Wash- mentalism, the PTL (‘ ‘Praise the t. 
orchestrated by EVIL itself and 
YOU WERE SOLD A POISON- 

entire population, sharing them for ington, veteran intelligence officers Lord”) shows on television, and of 

OUS, DESTRUCTIVE BILL OF 
evaluation and processing with the refer to this awesome group, in hushed course you have Islamic fundamental- 

GOODS. WE ARE GOING TO 
ubiquitous social psychologists. What tones and mysterious language as the ism coming out of your ears; you are 
the public sees printed in the newspa- “COMMITTEE OF THREE-HUN- 

GIVE THIS PUBLICLY IN SEV- 
well aware that this country right now 

.ERAL DIFFERENT WAYS AND 
pers as opinion polls is only an infini- DREW’. THE GROUP PREFERS is going through the worst drug epi- 

9 tesimal portion of the work that the TO BE CALLED “THE OLYMPI- demic in its history. 
YES, I HAVE ALREADY GIVEN pollsters do. ANS”. THESEARETHEREAL 
IT IN OUR MATERIAL--BUT 

Fewer among you have no- 
ticed that in the 1970’s a drastic shift 

SUCH A TINY PORTION OF 
Above thisclosely cooperating POWER IN THE LAND, THE DE 

grouping of social psychologists, poll- PLOYERS OF OUR SOCIAL EN- occurred in school curricula at all 
MANKLND HAS HAD ACCESS* sters and media manipulators, pre- GINEERS AND 
IT IS NOW UP TO YOU.] 

SOCIAL- levels, to the point that youngsters are 
now rewarded school credit for such 

Other important colleagues of 
sides an elite of powerful patrons, PSYCHOLOGISTS. 

Kurt L&win, including Eric Trist and 
“the gods of Olympus” m: Olym- [H: I cannot urge you courses as “TV soap opera”, “So- 

John Rawlings Rees of Tavistock, as 
pians! The Committee of 300! strongly enough to get your name on cially relevant Basket Weaving”, _ 
b ranched out as Club of Rome, then 

Well X3 H. V. Dicks, W. R. Bion, and Bilderbergers, etc., 
the list for obtaining Dr. Coleman’s and various environmentalist subjects 

as book on this Committee and related 
Richard Crossman, took the person- 

priorly with little or no content. An epidemic 
matters. 

nel from the Strategic Bombing Sur- 
given.], as they delight in being called. America West is risking of cultism, kookery and Sodom and 
Al., 

vey, the Committee on National MO- 
ese are acluster of corporations and everything in bringing it into print Gomorrah sexual behavior has over- 

f amilies 
rale and the National Defense Re- 

on top of the electronics, and it is not foreseen if it wilI be whelmed the country, accompanied 

sources Council, and from this pool 
communications and related sophisti- allowed into the public to any great by pseudo-science, charlatanism and 

founded the Rand Corporation, the 
cat&technology industries, etc. The extent before being permanently superstition in our educational in- 

Stanford Research Institute, the 
core cluster consists of the following: squashed. Information will be some- stitutions. 
I t where in this document for its or- 

Wharton School, the National Train- 
n emational Telephone & Telegraph, This picture is only the raw 

A merican Telephone & Telegraph, dering. 
ing Laboratories, the National Insti- Xerox, Rank Organization, Bendix, 

You who have had great empirical side of the story, the surface 

tute of Mental Health and others. 
difficulty with my being and impression that every citizen gets by 

Raytheon, Arthur D. Little, Eagle Dharma’s receiving--must have this merely observing what is going on. A 

GOVERNMENT FUNDING FOR 
Star Group, RCA, Bechtel, Textron, information in what you perceive as slightly closer examination of the mat- 

ter, statistical compiliations and so 
EVIL 

Reliance Group, Prudential Insurance, “reality”. Do not be put off, in this 
American Express, Lazard Bi-others, instance, by that which is unseen for forth, indicate the following: approxi- 
Kuhn Loeb, Blyth-Eastman Dillon, we will deal with that matter later mately 15 million of our citizens are 

The United states government Petro-Canada, Standard Telephones when you come to realize TRUTH.] participating ifi one active form Or 
started contracting multimilliondol- another in the outfits of this organized 
1~ prO@tS With dl the%? OUtfitS. OVer 

and Cables and their subsidiaries, af- 
filiatd ad interlocking CO~~tiOnS. WHAT IS AOUARIUS? 

a period Of thidy YEUS, tensof billions All in all, it is estimated that this 
insanity. 

There are literally thousands 
of dollars have been allocated by the 
federal government to fund the work 

group, which on matters of long-term We now come to a summary of counter’ culture newspapers and 

of these groups; other tens of billions 
strategy tends to act in a very dis- presentation of what is meant by the magazines which proclaim the com- 

of dollars found their way into these 
ciplined and unified way, commands Aquarian Conspiracy and the New ing of the New Age, the Age of 

institutions from private foundations. 
over 60 of the Fortune 500 companies Age or Age of Aquarius, which the Aquarius. 

To top all this, in July 1980, a 
Over the Years, these ins& 

in the USA. [H: It is far worse than entiresocialpsychology establishment 
this projection for you will take note is now mobilized to impose upon our major international conference is be- 

tutions grew and the scope of projects ing held in Toronto, Canada, under 
they conkWd grew- EVeV asPt Of 

and harken back to the past few society. 

the mental and psychological life of 
years when companies merged and First, let us survey the terrain the title Fii Global Conference on 

the American people was profiled, 
were bought and sold and taken- of physical evidence, what our eyes the Future [H: Note reference to 
over willingly or not--to the extent 

re=d& ad Stored intO Computer that there am No major cowo~- 
see and ears hear every hour of the day ~~upcoming” year of 1980 and shiver 

memoriep. The institutions, person- t* 
and night over at least the last fifteen a bit at the years gone by in which 

eons owned by the “general” citi- years. You have heard about sex this was available and you DIDN’T 
nel and networks grew and penetrated 
deeply into every nook and cranny of 

zens of the United States. And--this education programs in which gram- KNOW!], to be attended by over 

federalp state and local governments. 
very writing was done long before mar school children are instructed in 4,000 social engineers, cybernetics 
1984. It was simply republished in masturbation and “alternate life experts and futurologists from all the 

Thein-housespecialistsadgraduates 1984 and now brought again in this styles” such as homosexuality, thinktanks. Thepurposeoftheconfer- 
were called in to develop policies for 
welfare departments, labor, mediation 

particular format in 1991 but was transvestitism, lesbianism, prostitu- ence, in the words of its chairman, 
not updated for this late publiciz- tion, and so forth. m: Now it is “safe “The time has come to move -from 

boards, trade unions, the Air Force, ing. It h far wome today, &elm, sex” and condom use in the very thinkinPanddialonuetoaction. This 
the Navy, the Army, the National th 
Education Association, and psychiat- 

an your wildest estimates. If you lowest grades of grammar school conference will become the launch- 
b ave been taking the LIBERATOR and free condoms for older children &g mzd for that important action to 

ric clinics. or reading the JOURNALS, such and babies. You will learn how and occur in the 1980’s. ” [H: Please go 

CLOSE RELATIONS BETWEEN 
papers as the World Intelligence why AIDS was introduced and why back and read that statement over a 

THINK TANKS. POLLING 
Review, Insider’s Report, New Fed- you don’t have an antidote available couple of times!] SO says the billion- 

GROUPS & MEDIA 
emlist, Spotlight and several other (there is one)-please go back and 
daring publications--then you are read our JOURNAL, AIDS. THE 

Please see CONFIRM next page 
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CONFIRM, cont. porn previous page impressive Witches Sabbath yet in 
Toronto. 

aire Maurice Strong, chairman of The peril this nation is im- 
Petro-Canada, high-ranking British minently confronted with, in fact the 
Intelligence officer during World War peril to the whole human species, is 
II, one of the chief executives of nothing less than complete elimina- 
Dope, Inc., and former director of the tion of what mankind has historically 
United Nations Environmental Pro- regarded as its soul. Our brainwash- 
gram. One of the chief speakers will ers are proposing the complete extir- 
be Dr. Aurelio Peccei, chairman of pation of mankind’s inner sense of 
the Club of Rome, a NATO THINK identity, &d the placement, in the 
TANK about which we will say more vacant space, of an artificial, synthetic 
later. pseudo-soul. 

Close investigation of the pre- Before you howl “incred- 
paratory activities of the conference ible”, you ought to review the tech- 
participants and the in-house studies nical study that was prepared in 
of the social-engineering think tanks May 1974 by the Stanford Research 
that will participate, has confirmed Institute, whose contents were later 
conclusively that the ‘ ‘decisive ac- used in popularized form in Marilyn 
tion” Maurice Strong is speaking about Ferguson’s book. 
is the brainwashing of the entire hu- The study is entitled 
man species. All the kooks of the CHANGING IMAGES OF MAN, 
world are coming out in the most Contract Number URH(489)-2150. 
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By Gyeorgos Ceres 

Hatonn...%lO.OO 
Details are given regardingt6 facts 
If the Holocaust; the history and 
3ackground of the “Jews”; why 
[srael receives reparations paid to 
ner due to the “Holocaust”; why 
millions of “Jews” receive 5,000 
Serman marks annually for “dam- 
lges”. Plus current events about 
3ur economy, the Anti-Defama- 
[ion League, the Torah, and the 
Talmud. 

THE TRILLION DOLLAR 

LIE 
THE HOLOCAUST, VOL. II 

By Gyeorgos Ceres 
Hatonn...$lO.OO 

In this journal we are given addi- 
tional important information aboul 
how and why the Holocaust is a 
massive deception against all hu- 
mans on planet earth, either di- 
rectly or indirectly. Details aboul 
phoney pictures, phoney numbers, 
phoney gas chambers, etc., are in- 
cluded. 

To order call: 
America West 
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NEW BOOK RELEASE 

does it become a bit easier to see that 
British Intelligence actually set up 
the Anti-Defamation League (ADL) 
who is working day and night to 
stop this information from reaching 
you-the-people and actually HAS 
NOTHING TO DO WITH JEWS?] 

When this was published in 
May 1974, the authors were careful 
not to fully reveal their direct in- 
volvement in artificially manufacturing 
all these hideous, inhuman forms of 
countercultural zombie-ism. Six years 
later, however, in February 1980, Dr. 
Willis Harman, the project director of 
the report, after lengthy collaboration 
with Marilyn Ferguson, induced her 
to come out into the open to boast that 
all this was, from the beginning, the 
work of a deliberate conspiracy. 

A leaderless but powerful net- 
work is working to bring about radical 
change in the United States. Its mem- 

Policy Research Report No. 4/4.74, bers have broken with certain key 
prepared by SRI Center for the elements of Western thought... The 
Study of Social Policy, Willis great shuddering irrevocable shift 
Harman, Director. Dr. Harman overtaking us is not a new political, 
later personally coached Marilyn religiousor philosophical system. It is 
Ferguson in writing her popular- a new mind--the ascendance of a 
ized version, THE AOUARIAN startling worldview. . . . We concede 
CONSPIRACY. The 319-page that on’le of the things that causes 
mimeographed SRI report was pre- people to be incredulous when this 
pared by a team of 14 researchers and picture is presented is that they do not 
supervised by supervisory panel of 23 comprehend what kinds of motivation 
controllers, including anthropologist our brainwasher social-psychologists 
Margaret Mead, psychologist B. F. could possibly have for doing this to 
Skinner, Ervin Laszlo of the United us. If the motivation cannot be com- 
Nations, Sir Geoffrey Vickers of Brit- prehended, then the motivation “does 
ish Intelligence and others. [H: Now not exist”. And if the motivation does 

A PHOENIX JOURNAL, 
New Book Release 

THE DARK CHARADE 
By Hatonn...$lO.OO 

not exist, then the action that derives 
from it does not exist; therefore “The 
Aquarian Conspiracy’ ’ . 

But the Aquarian Conspir- 
acy itself proclaims that it exists! 

Therefore, you should sit down 
to reason out what its motivation might 
possibly be. Identifying its history, 
both before and after the events of 
World War II, the social experiments 
of H. G. Wells, Aldous and Julian 
Huxley, Teilhard de Chardin, and 
others will give you some added basis 
for understanding the motivation. 
Identifying the recent history of the 
matter, from the 1960’s on, will give 
you a further basis. On that basis you 
can project into the more distant past 
history of this school of thought that 
our brainwashers represent, into the 
period of Aristotle. 

Meanwhile, with respect to 
the more recent history: the strategic 
foundations for thecurrent form of the 
Aquarian Conspiracy were laid down 
during the 1966-67 peiod in a series of 
high-level NATO conferences which 
at the time involved, among others, a 

Page 7. 

famous NATO official, Aurelio 
Peccei, and the then little-known Dr. 
Zbigniew Brzezinski m: You will 
note that all of these “leaders” in 
the movement have changed names, 
i.e., Kissinger and ALL of the Com- 
munist Party foundation leaders-- 
including Lenin. All members of 
the Communist Party government 
set-up wereso-called “Jews”. Actu- 
ally, as we have said over and over 
and over again--they were and are 
Khazarian Zionist Talmudists and 
have nothing to do with “Jew@ as 
later defined when the word was 
developed. Note these ones develop 
and change words to haveany mean- 
ing they desire and YOU ALL BUY 
INTO THE LIE.] in his capacity as a 
staff member of the State Department’s 
Policy Planning Group, and most of 
the leaders of those multinational 
corporations we mentioned earlier. 
[H: You Americans must under- 
stand that ones such as Brzezinski 
and Kissinger are NOT natural citi- 
zens of the United States--they do 
not even function under their real 
names. They are planted in your 
highest government policy-making 
positions and as public spokesmen 
and authorities to RUN YOUR 
GOVERNMENT, FOR A PRES- 
IDENT, SENATOR, ETC., MUST 
BE A CITIZEN. THE EFFORT, IN 
FACT, IS TO CHANGE YOUR 
CONSTITUTION SO THAT 
THESE “ACTUAL FOREIGN 
CITIZENS”CANBEYOURPRES- 
IDENT. THAT IS ONE MAJOR 
THING WHICH WOULD BE 
CHANGED AT A CONSTITU- 
TIONAL CONVENTION-ALONG 
WITH BURYING YOUR ENTIRE 
CONSTITUTION AS WRITTEN.] 

The final decisions of those 
NATO deliberations were to apply a 
series of long-term policies through- 
out the Western World for the purpose 
of inducing a transition to a techno- 
logically “steady-state”, “zero- 
growth”, “post-industrial society”. 
[H: Go back and read that again!] 
The Soviet bloc was supposed to be 
skillfully induced to gradually evolve 
toward a similar type of “steady- 
state’ ’ equilibrium system. Dr. 
Brzezinski, in the aftermath of those 
NATO meetings, wrote his famous 
essay, THETECHNETRONIC ERA 
and Aurelio Peccei [H: Interesting?] 
his famous book, THE CHASM 
AHEAD. Following that, McGeorge 
Bundy and the Council on Foreign 
Relations attempted to start the “in- 

Please see CONFIRM, next ,KWKP 
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2/25/92 #2 HATONN 
ducement process” with the Soviets 

victim case-by-case and once-at-a- will react by adopting some shallow 
time, and started puzzling over how to sloganeering ideals to which, how- 
accomplish something more drastic ever, it will not attach any serious 

by jointly establishing the Vienna In- INTERNATIONAL CAUCUS OF and permanent, likealteringthedeeper “ego investment”. This is a passive 
temational Institute of Applied Sys- LABOR COMMITTEES structures of human personalities. “maladaptive” response, maladap- 
terns Analysis. The SALT arms con- Thus, brainwashing moved from the tive because it fails to identify the 
trol negotiation and nuclear non-pro- KURT LEWIN eraof “behavior modification” to the causes of the crisis and therefore the 
liferation processes got underway. The era of “identity change”. crisis (tension) will persist. 
NASA space program was gradually The technique derives from the The theory for this type of The second phase of reaction, 
terminated. A massive increase in “topological psychology” doctrineof activity again relied upon the original since the crisis continues, is “frag- 
world drug traffic appeared. Aurelio Dr. Kurt Lewin, the seminal the- formulations of two Tavistock theore- mentation”, in which panic begins to 
Peccei went to the Tavistock Institute oretical influence in the entire field of ticians, Dr. William Sargent’s theory strike, social cohesion breaks down, 
in England and there he launched the social-psychology, the patron-saint of in this BATTLE FOR THE MIND , and small social groups try to protect 
notorious Club of Rome jointly with all the Tavistock-related think-tanks and Kurt Lewin’s own work on per- themselves from the crisis at the ex- 
Tavistock. and the man upon whose theories the sonality regression. pense of other small, fragmented so- 

The brainwashing specialists psychological warfare battles of World Lewin observed that the inner cial groups. This is also a “passive 
of the Tavistock network intema- War II were fought. self of the individual displays certain maladaptive” reaction and, failing to 
tionally went to work. The era of To summarize the matter of reactions when under tension from the identify the cause of the crisis, it 
government by “crisis management” Lewin’s doctrine in chunks man- environment. When there is no ten- degenerates further into a third phase: 
had arrived. Some basic things ought ageable by the layman: all psy- sion, then the normal inner self of a “dissociation”. 
to be said now about the social-engi- chological phenomena occur in a person is well differentiated, balanced, In the third phase, the victim 
neering technique of “crisis manage- domain defined as “psychological multifaceted, versative. When a rea- turns away from the source of tension, 
ment’ ’ . phase space” or “life space”. This sonable amount of tension is applied, from the induced crisis, and goes into 

m: As wemove into this subject, space is composed of two interde- then this geometry collapses into a fantasy trip of internal migration, 
let us take a brief look at other pendent “fields”, the “environ- blinded, undifferentiated soup; aprimi- introspection, obsession with self. This 
things which were utilized to bring ment” and the “self”. Life space is tivization, a regression of the person- is the so-called “self-realization” pro- 
people into compliance. At that the domain in which human behav- ality occurs. The person is reduced to cessoftheStanfordResearchInstitute’s 
time as the populations were being ior occurs. Behavior depends on an animal, the highly differentiated report. 
hyped through brainwashing, came both environment and self or B = and versatile abilities disappear. The Subsequently, Dr. Emery adds 
the age of “Channels” and every- F(E.P.) (Behavior is a function of controlled environment takes over the that these three “passive” maladaptive 
one began to get into the act of Environment and Person.) This is personality. responses are each accompanied by an 
“talking with extraterrestrials and accompanied by a tremendous Or, as Marilyn Ferguson puts “active”, but equally mdudaptive 
other disembodied entities” and the amount of misplaced emphasis on it, “Stress andtransformation.. . these response. “Superficiality” is thus 
“New Age Cults” were founded. mathematical/topological interpre- paired ideas are a theme, a litany in the paired with “synoptic idealism” as its 
When I am asked about this Chan- tations of psychological relations, literature of the Aquarian Con- opposite; “fragmentation” with 
nel or that one, I am stymied at the none of which makes any contribu- spiracy. ” ‘ ‘authoritarianism’ ’ , ‘ ‘dissociation’ ’ 
gullibility of the masses to fall into tion to scientific knowledge, but is - From this bit of nastiness with “evangelicism”. The report 
unreasonableexpectations. It seems admirably suited for transforming emerged the theory of government by then goes on to summarize the results 
that the New Age touters offer all psychological problems into corn- “crisis management”. -The social of the last thirty years [H: Thirty 
for nothing, total irresponsibility puter-programmable problems. psychologists reasoned, more or less, years? Stop and thii a moment- 
and fortune-telling and the popula- This was uromntlv done. in the following fashion: “Since we thii means that your enemy has had 
tions of the world flow like honey The concept of “controlled are already in control of a ‘controlled over half a century to perfect his 
across a biscuit trying to sop it up. environment” arose from the corn- environment’, what will happen to the deadly plans.] of combined applied 
It seems all Cod-given reason flew mon-sensical observation that if you P (person) entrapped inside it when social psychology and crisis manage- 
the coop with the last of the chickens have a fixed personality (one sus- we introduce ‘social environmental ment. 
so that you are left with NOTHING. ceptible to beingpredictably profiled), turbulence’? The deliberately directed In the decade of the 1960’s we 
I CAN OFFER YOU ONLY GOD-- and if you want to elicit from this turbulence will create tensions for the had the “superficiality” of the new 
WHO SENDS US, THE HOSTS, personality a particular type of behav- P (person) and under those conditions Left movement paired with the “syn- 
TO OFFER TO SHOW YOU ior, then all you have to do is control we shall examine the effects of di- optic idealism” of the Great Society. 
TRUTH AND “THE WAY”. YOLI the third variable of the equation and rected tension upon the personality In the decade of the 1970’s we 
HAVE BECOME CONTROLLED, thus produce the desired behavior. and character structure of large popu- had the “fragmentation” of “com- 
MANZPULATEDPEOPLE OF THE This was the standard social-psychol- lations.” munity control” movements paired 
LIE. ’ ogy formula used for years in every A senior psychiatrist of the with the “authoritarianism” of the 

May you open your eyes and ears type of situation from labor negotia- Tavistock clinic, Dr. Fred Emery, Nixon era. w 
and see and hear for the days are tions to army counterinsurgency op- now at the national University of In the decade of the 1980’s we 
short in the timing upon yourplace in erations , to important diplomatic ma- Australia and formerly a member of have the “dissociation” of “self-real- 
ability to recover that which is about neuvers, until apparently sometime in President Johnson’s Kemer Corn- ization”, “transcendental medi- 
to be LOSTFOREVER TOHUMAN- the 1960’s. From that point on the mission, describesthefollowing symp- tation’ ’ , paired with the 
ZTY. greater emphasis of social-psychol- toms that large populations display ‘ ‘evangelicism” of all forms of mass 

Let us begin the next portion, ogy practice and theory was placed on under conditions of this sort of “social religious fundamentalism. 
Dharma. Simply change the pro- the problem of using the technique of environmental turbulence”--the. so- So all these scenarios are in the 
gram, please. controlled environment to produce not cial crises that crisis management computers of our pervasive social en- 

Hatonn to stand-by. the desired B (behavior) but the de- causes: gineering think-tanks. The scenarios 
There are three phases of re- are in operation at the present time. 

/I ~~b!?I~$% i~?o~~~~: action t~~~;~;Superficiality’, , 
washers found tt very frustratmg to 
merely modify the behavior of the in which the threatened population 

What is s~~~~g~~ 
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pair of “disassociation” and are other alternatives) will have any 
‘ ‘evangelicism” of the present na- 
tional crisis is the -Age of Aqu&us. 

effect and if your behavior turns out to 
be typical of most of your fellow 

The snag in the whole project citizens, then you will be acting ac- 
is that the brainwashers of our society cording to the way you have been 
are counting on the populations re- profiled. If you do so, you will not be 
sponding with exclusively maladap- able to retain your sense of identity, 
tive responses--responses to the crisis that inner sense which you call your 
which fail to identify the causes of the soul, for more than the time between 
crisisor “environmental turbulence”. now and the year 1984. By that time, 

Shouldthepopulation, oreven if you do not succeed in producing 
significant minorities of the popula- anything but maladaptive responses, 
tion, be able to identify what the you will no longer be the same person 
causes of the crisis are, the whole you are now. 
social engineering operation of the The body-snatchers of the 
last thirty years will collapse. Aquarian Conspiracy are after you. 

The reason we of the ICLC are *** 
putting this report in your hands is to When we write again we will 
enable you to identify the causes of the discuss the Psychiatric ShockTroops-- 
crisis. If you successfully do so, then the enemy’s main army. 
your reaction will not likely be I find it most interesting and I hope 
maladaptive, because you will know so will you that E. J. Hart, as far back 
the causes. If your mental abilities are as May, 199 1, said that Mr. Gorbachev 
within the range of the national aver- would become active with the 
age, you will know without being told “hardliners” of Kissinger Associates 
that your best “active” “adaptive” Incorporated just as has come to pass. 
response will be to get to the nearest You who underestimate the intentions 
copying machine and make copies of of one Henry Kissinger err greatly. 
this report for literally every citizen Also you will find as we move along 
you know, or get to the nearest tele- and confirm by news releases that 
phone to contact us for further Kissinger, Fraser (Malcolm Fraser: 
mobilization. former Australian Prime Minister) and 

If you have any notion that Brzezinski are the founders of athink- 
anything else, apart from collaborat- tank called “Anzus”. This was a 
ing with us, (ICLC), (Editor, Remem- major thrust in New Zealand and 
ber this was in the 1970’s. Now there &lstraliain 1984-85. It was set UD and 

OF A PLANET 
ZIONISM IS RA CtSM 

Find out how you have been lied 
to about the cause and reasons 
for most wars and the real goals 
of the “New World Order” 
which is to rule the world with 
total control and an iron fist. 
Find out how you are being kept 
track of by computers in every 
detail of yotir lives. Read the 
story of how the man-created or 
man-enhanced diseases (AIDS, 
Flu, etc.), man-created disasters 
of droughts, wars, floods, earth- 
quakes, volcanos, will continue 
to kill off the unwanted. 

To Order Contact: America West 
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would be directed by one’ Ray 
Cline...ex CIA and Reagan adviser. 
Cline was later Director of Intelli- 
gence in the U.S. State Department 
and later Deputy-Director of Foreign 
Intelligence at the Central Intelligence 
Agency. The facts are, chelas, that no 
matter what we write about in this 
tangled web of deceit, we come back 
to the same groups of participants who 
hold the power and control the intelli- 
gence community--except the major 
dealer is the British Intelligence, 

This must have been a severe blow 
to the people “down under” for the 
project would be controlled by the 
Center for Strategic and International 
Studies, an independent unit which 
was attached to the Georgetown Uni- 
versity in Washington, D.C. 

Also, I wonder how many of you 
know that Henry Kissinger joined the 
“Advisory Board” of Banca Nazionale 
de1 Lavoro in late summer of 1985. 
Perhaps you would enjoy seeing how 
he is written up in international circles: 
London: Wed., Aug. 21, 1985, In- 
ternational Herald Tribune: “ Banca 
Nazionale de1 Lavoro (yes, this is a 
biggie doing the same kind of criminal 
activity as BCCI), the state-controlled 

institution that is Italy’s biggest bank 
(Mafia run), has app&nted Henry A. 
Kissinger to its international advisory 
board. 

“Formed in 1984, the board ad- 
vises the bank on economic and social 
conditions in countries where it oper- 
ates. 

“Mr. Kissinger, a former U.S. 
Secretary of State, is Chairman of the 
Board of Kissinger Associates Inc. 
which gives political advice to gov- 
ernments.” 

In 1984 Mr. Kissinger gave his 
expert help in political affairs and 
economics to Brazil and Argentina. I 
believe that you will note both are in 
very, very bad circumstances with 
Brazil totally devastated economics- 
wise. Where the man, Kissinger, goes 
there follow sell-outs, collapse, wars 
and disasters. I find it interesting. 

Good evening, 
Hatonn to clear. 
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THE PSYCHIATRIC SHOCK 
TROOPS 

THE ENEMY’S MAIN ARMY 

What happens when a massive ill- 
working experiment fails? Actually, 
it usually means that the Elite 
Psychotics have made it WORK. 
Remember the “rule of thumb” and 
the “Theory of the Bureaucracy”-- 
Whatever they say they intend to 
accomplish, they will accomplish the 
direct opposite. Let me remind you 
that the adversary ALWAYS WORKS 
IN THIS MANNER AND IF HE 
TELLS YOU A THING AND YOU 
WORK ON THE ASSUMPTION OF 
THE DIRECT OPPOSITE--YOU 
WILL BE CORRECT. 

DRUG WAR BEING 
“FOUGHT” BY DRUG 

DEALERS 

Let me example. While drugs 
were being introduced and addictions 
were being set forth so you could have 
a world “war on drugs”--the very 
persons “fighting the war” were the 
ones selling and dealing drugs--world- 
wide. In Switzerland where the major 
drug money would flow and be hid- 
den, the most cruel of all tortures was 
set up--right under the public’s noses-- 
a whole park, right behind the massive 
banking houses of the world and Elite-- 
where drugs were wholesaled. needles 
were provided freely and over 10,000 
injections were done in a given day on 
average. 
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Now they say, as casually as they 
will tell you that the “we were mis- 
taken about the economy--there IS a 
massive depression and the economy 
has collapsed--SO EXECUTIVE OR- 
DER THROUGH EMERGENCY 
MUSTBEINSTIGATED,“--“. . .and 
the park idea didn’t work out and we 
must now put those addicts into the 
neighborhoods and clean up the park. ’ ’ 
Go look at your special reports on 
CNN this day! This is also a clue of 
the intent to bring the world up short 
and within control--ALL THE SIGNS 
ARE PRESENT!! 

CONVERT THE RUSSIANS? 

Another major clue to the madness 
of confusion: Schuller and TBN are 
going into Russia and, weekly, the 
NEW ideas of religion will be blasted 
out to all of the Soviet bloc people. In 
other words, give them hopelessness 
in “hope” while you depress and kill 
them physically. If you are not terri- 
fied--get with the program for it is 
SERIOUS time. The Russians in 
opposition to the New World Order 
are onto you, however, and,it is going 
to get very ugly as you try to spread 
evil under the guise of goodness and 
“allowing”. They don’t want loose 
morals and they have had their bellies 
full to ovefflow of abortions with 
sanction and irresponsibility and lazy 
counterfeits. 

Yes, our New Zealand friend is 
correct--if America can’t pull out of 
this pit of vipers then the world is 
LOST. I can speak from authority, 
precious ones, for I see both ends of 
the path. 

BACK TO THE DOCUMENT 
IN POINT 

INVISIBLE ARMY NOW IN 
PLACE 

Over the course of the last 35 
years, an invisible army has been 
deployed into place in nearly every 
comer of the globe It is an army of 
professionals, buried deep in the uni- 
versitiesand think-tanks, whose names 
and faces are unfamiliar to most citi- 
zens until they are utilized as special 
“experts” to further deceive you. 
They are dedicated to one purpose-- 
TO REDUCE MANKIND, 
THROUGH THE USE OF AD- 
VANCED TECHNIQUES OF 
PSYCHOLOGICAL, CREATED 
DISEASES AND OTHER VARI- 

Please see CONFIRM, next page 



OUS METHODS OF DESTRUC- 
TION TO TAME. EASILY CON- 
TROLLED BkASTS WHO WILL 
SERVE THE MASTERS. 

sion 

NATIONAL TRAINING LAB- 
ORATORIES 

THE TAVISTOCK NETWORK 

In this section, we summarize 
the network, indicating its evolution, 
its general character and its leaders. In 
the United States, this network, which 
we shall call the Tavistock Network, 
has ten major installations, an esti- 
mated four hundred medium sized 
installations and probably about two 
to three thousand mini-sized spin-off 
groups deployed around the major 
ones. The total number of profes- 
sionals employed in these institutions 
is an estimated 35,000-40,000 per- 
sons. [H: Count those years since 
this document was written and you 
will realize how understated this is, 
especially as ones are “laid off” 
now that installations and under- 
ground technical facilities have been 
completed and are ready for use.] 
The annual budget was running at over 
$5-6 billion. 

(International Institute for Applied 
Behavioral Science) 

Rosslyn Station, Va. 
Tel. 703-527- 1500 
Founded: 1947 
Director: Leeland Bradford 
Number of Employees: 500 (in- 
cluding regional NTL branches) 
Gross Expenditures Per Year 
(1979): $23 million. 
Percentage of Total Research De- 
voted to Futurology: 10% 
Major Clients and Types-of Con- 
tracts: NTL runs “T-Groups” 
(“Training Groups”) on Lewinite 
Group Behavior, including “role- 
playing” involving plunging the 
participants into ‘ ‘artificial stress 
situations’ ’ . NTL annually runs 
these T-Groups programs for the 
entire managements of the follow- 
ing: 
U.S. Department of State 
U.S. Civil Service Commis- 

National Education As- 
sociation: NTL is an official 
unit of the NEA, the largest 
Teachers Association in the 
U.S. for which NTLconducts 
most of the Leadership Train- 
ing Programs. 
NTL’s clients include the following 

corporations: Alcoa, American 
Cyanamid, Bell Telephone, B.F. 
Goodrich, Eli Lilly, Dow Chemical, 
U.S. Steel, Westinghouse, 
Lockheed, DuPont, Eastman Kodak 
and all major oil companies. [Re- 
member: 1979 in point of numbers. 
That is over a decade past.] 

INSTITUTE F’OR SOCIAL 
RESEARCH 

426 Thompson St., Ann Arbor, 
Michigan [H: This one is com- 
pletely controlled and integrated 
within the Naval Intelligence 
Trainii Program.] 
Tel: 3 13-764-8363 
Founded: 1946 (officially) 
Director: F.T. Juster 
Director Emeritus: Rensis Like 
Survey Research Center: Director, 
Stephen Withey 
Group Dynamics: Director Emeri- 
tus, Dorwin Cartwright 
Center for Research on Utilization 
of Scientific Knowledge: Director 
Emeritus, Ronald Lippitt 
Center for Political Studies: Di- 
rector Warren Miller 
Number of Employees: 500 
Total Revenue (1978): $14 mil- 
lion 

tern”, relates various data on the 
production of goods, household 
use of time, and products of house- 
hold production, and individual 
and societal welfare, to establish 
the significance that various areas 
of life have for people’s evalua- 
tions of their well-being and how 
rapidly these states can be dis- 
I-UptCd. 
Department of Health, Education 
and Welfare, U.S. Office of Edu- 
cation: “Youth in Transition”. 
What are the major causes and 
consequences of dropping out of 
high school? Are some high 
schools more effective than others 
and why? Variouscontrolled stud- 
ies on disruptions as introduced 
into the settings. 
National Institute on Drug Abuse: 
“Monitoring the Future”, an as- 
sessment of personal lifestyles, 
drug use, attitudes about drugs, 
intergroup and interpersonal atti- 
tudes, and other ethical and social 
issues--and, how quickly groups 
respond to introductions of sub- 
stance and activities within those 
groups and concerning those is- 
sues. 

BRAINWASHING INSTALLATIONS IN AGGREGATE 
EFFECT 

i:\VI!:KAC;I< SUI’POK’I ~‘OS’I’: $45,000/YK/MAN iu 1979) 

IllSl:llliltiO1lS 

k’undiug 
Euiployees ($ mill’s) 

Stanford Re,scarch Institute 3,300 
Rand Corporation 1,500 
Hudson Institute 120 
National Training Laboratories 500 
Center for Advanced Study in the 

Behavioral Sciences 100 
Institute for Social Research 500 
ES,Llkl~ 100 

(Esalen subdivisions nationally) 10,000 
MIT SC. School Total: 300 

Systems Dynamics Group 50 
Industrial Relations Section 30 

University of Pennsylvania Wharton 
School Total : 600 
Management and Behavior Research 30 
Wharton Econometrics 50 

SertJllditr> I,winite hlst~lhti~~ls 

‘l‘ol~rl of Significant Installations 
in U.S., estimated: 
Life Sciences & Social Psychology: 4: 
Mental Health Institutions: 50 

.‘l’otal Number of Employees 16,000 
Life Sciences & Social Psychology 14,000 
Mental Health Institutions 2,000 

Total Funding Revenues* 
Life Sciences & Social Psychology 
Mental Health Institutions 

$150 
70 

253 

4 
14 

40: 
14 
2 
1.5 

30 
1.5 
3 

$720 
630 
90 

*Based on the average support level for these staffings which 
obtain in the major installations of $45,000 per man per year in 
1979. 

Major Clients and Types of Con- 
tracts: 
UNESCO: ‘ ‘International Study 
on the Organization and Per- 
formance of Research Units”, an 
international study on the con- 
ditions that constitute a productive 
organizational climate for scien- 
tific R&D. 
Russell Sage Foundation: “The 
Human Meaning of Social 
Change’ * , the current state of re- 
search on subjective well-being, 
followed by a national survey sup- 
ported by Russell Sage which 
sought to conceptualize and mea- 
sure people’s feelings of well- 
being. 
National Science Foundation: 
Continuation of above, with em- 
phasis on both individual and group 
change in perceived well-being 
over 1971-78 period. 

NationalInstituteofMental Health: 
“How Americans View Their 
Mental HeaIth” and “Effects of 
Introduction of Added Stress and 
Disease upon Populations”. 
National Chicano Survey: 
“Chicano Research and Train- 
ing”. 
U.S. Congress Office of Tech- 
nology Assessment: “On Leam- 
ing to Plan--and Planning to 
Learn”, the use of technology 
assessment as a tool to guide pub- 
lic policy and planning, as wit- 
nessed by the establishment of the 
OTA. Identify psychological, 
sociological and political factors 
affecting the utilization of tech- 
nology products for public policy 
formation and planning. 
U.S. Department of Labor, Man- 
power Administration: An ana- 
lytical comparison of systems for 
R&D diffusion and utilization in 
four federal agencies. 
Government of PERU: ISR has 
helped Peruvian Government es- 
tablish a survey research facility. 
[H: And my, my--have you 
EVER HELPED PERU INTO 
DESTRUCTION!!] 
Grants and contracts have also 
been received from: U.S. De- 
partment of Agriculture, U.S. 

OECD: “Social Accounting Sys- Please see CONFIRM, next page 
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Department of Defense, U.S. 
Department of Juslice, U.S. De- 
pan%ent of Interior, Ford Foun- 
d&ion, International Labor Or- 
ganization, U.S. Postal Service, 
Elect& Power Research Insti- 
tute. 

mALEN INSTITUTE 

Big Sur, California 
Tel: 408-667-2335 
Founded: 1962 
D?ector: Richard Price 
Co-Director: Michael Murphy 
Number of Employees: Over a 
100 with spin-off institutes in the 
U.S. numbering over 1,000, with 
atotalstaffin 19790fover 10,CKKl. 
Gross Volume of Sales Turnover 
Per Year (1979): $4 million; $400 
million estimated for total national 
spin-offs. 
Major Clients and Types of Con- 
tracts: Esalen is the popular ver- 
sion of National Training Labs, 
and like NTL conducts essentially 
the same seminars for all its cli- 
ents: T-Group ego-stripping &es- 
sions, Group Therapy including 
group sexual therapy as a form of 
‘ ‘couples counseling’ ’ , mind-ex- 
pansion with and without psyche- 
delic drugs, and religious cult expe- 
riences such as the chanting of 
Yoga man&as and Zen medita- 
tion. More than 2.5 million in- 
dividuals have been brainwashed 
through Esalen group techniques 
since 1962. Organizations who 
have used Esalen for their mem- 
bership in institutional training 
include: Episcopal Church of 
California, San Fmncisco State 

College, San Fmncisco Gmce 
Episcopal Gthedml, Bmndeis 
Vniversily, UCLA, American Pky- 
chological Assockztion, Playboy 
Magazine, Stanford Research 
Institute, Journal of 
Tmnspersonal@ychology, Jour- 
nal of Humanistic Psychokkgy, 
Western Behavioml Sciences 
Institute (La Jo&z), World Coun- 
cilof Churches, Mendocino State 
Hospital, Stanford University, 
Santa Cnrz University--and the 
list goes on so long as to preclude 
re-publishing it. [H: It has been 
proven and re-proven that the 
leaders were the epitome of cor- 
ruption of both fmncial and 
moral attitudes of self and as 
practiced (taught). You who 
have been brainwashed through 
Esalen need compassion for if 
you are “screwed-up”, you now 
know the source and where the 
problems REALLY began. This 
was among the most evil inten- 
tional brain-change programs 
ever produced against the citi- 
zenry to gain control and mind- 

warp.1 

MASSACHUSETTS INSTI- 
TUTE OF TECHNOLOGY 

ALFRED P. SLOAN 
SCHOOL OF MANAGE 

MENT 

[H: Please harken back to the 
.information given on “The Profits 
of Cancer” because from herein 
comes the same group of Elite Con- 
spirators.] 

Cambridge, Massachusetts 
Tel: 617-253-7166 
Senior Professor of contempt 

TODAY’S HEALTH 
ALTERNATIVE 
By Raquel Martin 

$16.95...Trade Paper 
This is the first comprehensive, 
referenced, easy-to-read book 
about chiropractic care as viewed 
from the patient’s perspective. Over 
55 million Americans are receiv- 
ing or seeking chiropractic care. 
Ms. Martin has successfUlly dis- 
pelled the myths which have in the 
past prevented individuals from 
seeking chiropractic care as a valid 
and successful preventative health 
care and treatment alternative. 

NEW BOOK RELEASE 

To Order Call America West 

l-800-729-4 13 1 
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Technology: Carol1 L. Wilson emment of the psycho- 
Systems Dynamics Group Di- logical necessity of the 

rector: Jay Forrester. 617-253- Club of Rome’s program 
1550 for the shutdown of U-S, 

Industrial Relations Section Di- industry. [H: Remepl- 
rector: Dr. Charles A. Myers. her!!--still in the 197Os.J 
617-253-2671. Major Sponsors of the Systems 

Major Clients and Types of Con- Dynamics Group ‘ ‘World 
tracts: The Sloan School’s 1, 2, 3” (Club of Rome) 
professorial and magazine model: IheClubofRome, 
staff for Sloan Management The Volkswagen Founda- 
Review, afe ahnost all trained tin, The National Sci- 
Operations Research and ence Foundation, 7%e Na- 
Lewinite Group Psycholw tional Academy of Sci- 
gists specializing in ences, l%e American Gas 
restructuring of corporate Association. 
and labor union man- Systems Dynamics Group “Na- 

The Sloan School aeement. tional Dynamics Project”: 
,has done personnel training The Sloan School Sffi 
and organizational restructur- also canied outfmm 1972- 
ing for GTE, Sylvania, TRW, 77 a National Dynamics 
and major medical administra- Project “to better under- 
tive units. stand the behavior of the 

U.S. Navy, Office of Naval Re- socioeconomic system of 
search, Group Psychology the U.S. and to provide 
Branch: Edgar H. Schein, testing alternate public 
Study on Increasing Organi- policies centered around 
zation Effectiveness Through a computer simulation 
Better Human Resource Plan- model of socioeconomic 
ning and Development, 1977, change to be test run in 
,and psychological ‘ ‘fortifica- the 1980’s on “‘live sub- 
tion” of Intelligence groups. jects”. 

American Management Associ- 
ation: “Management Deci- THE TAVISTOCK 
sions for the Next Decade “MOTHER” 
(1980’s and into the ‘90’s)” 
by Charles A. Myers. Im- The “mother” institution for 
provement of Management this network of psychological war- 
productivity through better riors is the Tavistock Institute of Hu- 
utilization of human resources man Relations located in London, 
in labor force computer sys- England. While the name of the 
terns, urban crises (natural and institute is unknown to all but certain 
constructed), and members of this psychological profes- 
multinationalization of inter- sion and their students, it is no 
national BUSINESS. exaggeration to say that the techniques 

U.S. Department of State for psychological control of “target 
NATIONAL COUNCIL OF populations”, the key planning for 

CHURCHES their implementation, and the training 
NASA-ERC Computer Research of most of. the “controllers” are the 

Lab: Prof. Avery R. Johnson, Institute’s handiwork. 
Consultant, Social Science Re- 
search council. JOHN RAWLINGS REES 

MIT Sloan School Systems Dy- 
namics Group wrote the Tavistock was founded as a 
Club of Rome’s Limits to clinic in 1921, to serve as a psy- 
Growth by Jay Forrester chological think tank for the British 
and Dennis Meadows. The intelliaence services. The man who 
methods of group dynam- shaped Tavistock and who developed 
its, combined with corn- what is sometimes referred to as the 
puter analysis of economic “Tavistock method” was Brigadier- 
parameters deliberately General John Rawlings Rees, an in- 
restricted to limited re- timate of Margaret Mead, Gregory 
sources over which corpo- Rateson and Kurt Lewin who became 
rate management are told the clinic’s director in 1932. Rees’s 
to compete, are used to contribution to psychology, to put it 
convince major U.S. indus- 
tries and the U.S. gov- Please see c’ONFIlLi4. next pugs 
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crudely but accurately, was that he 
recognized that the same techniques 
used in psychothempy to cure an 
indivtiual of his neuroses orpsycho- 
sis could be applied to make him 
sicker. Reesproposed to deliberately 
induce controlledforms of neurosis, 
or even psychotic behavior. 

First applying this to single 
individuals, then to groups, Rees even- 
tually proposed that this “retrogres- 
sive psychology” be applied to large 
numbers of individuals . It is on this 
premise--that large numbers of indi- 
viduals can be driven neurotic or psy- 
chotic and therefore controlled--that 
the entire Tavistock method rests. .It 
certainly works for as with the Holo- 
caust circumstance in Germany dur- 
ing World War II--whole massive 
groups of people were made to believe 
in something that simply did not tran- 
spire as given forth publicly. It also 
allows for ones to increase those num- 
bers of atrocities annually to quanti- 
ties beyond original numbers of pos- 
sible participants and NO-ONE EVEN 
NOTICES BUT PROCLAIMS THE 
LIE AS ACTUALLY THE FACT-- 
AND WORSE--BELIEVES IT TO 
BE TRUTH! 

HOW TO PROFILE AND CON- 
TROL A SOCIETY 

The tool for driving a society 
mad--or neurotic--was repeated ‘ ‘psy- 
chological shocks” ‘or “stressful 
events”. Rees and his cothinkers 
reasoned that if populations could be 
put through “stress tests” it was pos- 
sible to first predict a response and 
then, through altering the range of 
perceived choices, to direct responses 
in an intended direction. In that way 
whole societies could be “profiled” 
andcontrolled. In his published works 
and private conversations, Rees rea- 
soned that it was possible to induce a 
population to believe almost anything, 
provided that the dissemination of 
information, and therefore the 
population’s perceived choices, were 
rigorously controlled. This is the 
essence of what is called a “con- 
trolledpsychologicalenvironment”. 

While some of Rees’s more 
timid colleagues claimed that this could 
only occur under laboratory condi- 
tions, Rees boldly asserted that the 
entire society or parts of it could be 
turned into al&oratory. [H: America 
and the Western World were turned 
into that laboratory in the Gulf War 
against Iraq and caused to act and 

believe exactly as programmed. 
Moreover, you were treated to an- 
other dose of it with the so-called 
collapse of Soviet nations. Nothing 
has .changed except the level OF 
CONTROL and the intensity and 
absurdity of the lies--to which you 
prove to fall over and over and over 
again.] 

PEOPLE “TREATMENT”? 

Thegoal, according toRees, is 
to use psychological shock troops to 
build a society “where it is possible 
for people of every social group to 
have treatment when they need it, 
even when they do not wish it, 
without it being necessary to invoke 
law.” [H: NERVOUS YET??] 

Starting in the mid-1930’s, 
Rees began to systematically build his 
invisible army. [H: THEY HAVE 
NOW HAD OVER HALF A CEN- 
TURY TO PERFECT THEIR DAS- 
TARDLY TRICKS AND PROVE 
THEIR THESIS TO BE COR- 
RECT--YOU HAVE PLAYED 
YOUR PART TO PERFECTION 
AND PULLED THE ENTIRE 
WORLD DOWN WITH YOU.] 

He recruited W. R. Bion, who 
developed the concept of the “leader- 
less group’ ’ , to the Tavistock staff. 
Eric Trist, now at the Wharton School 
in Philadelphia and the effective head 
of the Tavistock operations in the 
U.S.A., was recruited in 1940 while 
doing experiments on hypnosis-re- 
duced abreaction at an English hospi- 
tal. H. V. Dicks, who became 
Tavistock’s assistant director, was 
brought on board in 1940. 

REES COMMANDS BRITISH 
ARMY 

But it was the war that gave 
Tavistock its biggest boost. It is 
absolutely no exaggeration to say that 
Rees, from 1938-42, proceeded to 
take over the effective command of 
the British Army. The military, ac- 
cording to Rees, was the ideal place to 
test out his theories. “The army and 
other fighting services form rather 
uniqueexperimental groups since they 
are complete communities and it is 
possible to arrange experiments that 
would be very difficult to do in civil- 
ian life.” 

Rees eventually became the 
consulting psychiatrist to the Army at 
Home and later effectively ran the 
directorate of Army psychiatry. From 
this position, Rees was able to recruit 
from all over the British Common- 

. 

wealth to fill out his “first team”. 
Rees demanded that his “team”’ meet 
regularly in informal sessions, dub- 
bing the meetings the “invisible col- 
lege’ ’ . Rees managed to get his per- 
sonnel assigned to the staff of every 
British Army unit and the Allied Com- 
mand itself, especially SHAEF (Su- 
preme Headquarters, Allied Expedi- 
tionary Force). 

The Tavistock crew worked 
closely with the Special Operations 
Executive, the British intelligence ser- 
vice section in charge of clandestine 
operations. Rees’s top assistant, H. 
V. Dicks, was seconded to the Direc- 
torate of Military Intelligence on a 
semipermanent basis. Tavistock per- 
sonnel were responsible for training 
the American Office of Strategic Ser- 
vices (the forerunner of the CIA) and 
the allied psychological warfare divi- 
sion . 

It would require pages to pro- 
vide full details of Tavistock’s war- 
time exploits. The point to be made 
here is that Tavistock under Rees’s 
direction used the war to both expand 
its staff and influence; more impor- 
tantly it became impossible to separate 
Tavistock and its personnel from the 
Allied military command structure. It 
was this structure which was to evolve 
in the immediate postwar period into 
the NATO command. 

POSTWAR NETWORK 

At the close of the Second 
World War, John Rawlings Rees out- 
lined his postwar plans to a group of 
U.S. Army psychiatrists. Said Rees, 
‘ ‘If we propose to come out in the open 
and to attack the national and social 
problems of our day, then we must 
have shock troops and these cannot be 
provided by psychiatry based wholly 
on institutions. We must have mobile 
teams of psychiatrists who are free to 
move around and make contacts with 
the local situation in a particular area. ” 

Rees proposed the creation of 
a psychological conspiracy--modeled 
on his wartime “invisible college”-- 
and expanded to include points of 
influence and control in every major 
nation on earth. In a world driven 
deliberately mad, the only arbiter of 
sanity is psychiatry and this power can 
only be exercised by a cabal “in every 
country, groups of psychiatrists, linked 
to each other” capable of influencing 
the “political governmental field”. 
[H: Now you are getting nervous? 
Remember, we are still at only the 
Second World War! NOW COMES 
THE MORE INTERESTING 

THE PHOENIX LIBERA TOR 

MOVES.] 
*** 

Let us take a little break here at this 
point. I ask that each reader take this 
information within and ponder it most 
carefully for no matter where you 
reside in the world--it impacts you, 
has brought down your nations and 
destroyed your societal structures and 
along with it, your eco-systems. The 
point is to take the world--by year 
2000, hook, line and YOU. 

DO YOU DENY THIS? 

You can deny this to your dying 
breath--but we bring Truth and if you 
hope to survive in any manner what- 
soever--YOU WILL PAY AT- 
TENTION. KNOWING is the only 
protection you have for countering 
this heinous and insidious disease 
spread upon you. KNOWING CAN 
GIVE YOU FREEDOM--denial and 
remaining ignorant will simply TAKE 
YOU OUT. 

Please see CONFIRM, next page 
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CONFIRM, cont. from previous page in 1947 by Rees to supersede the old 
clinic. Unlike the clinic, which has 
only informal relations with other 

COLEMAN WILL PRESENT institutions and members of the “net- 
SPECIFIC DETAILS work”, the Institute from its inception 

moved to establish direct relations 
Hatonn to move to stand-by. Sum- with like-minded individuals and in- 

man me, please, when your are ready stitutions in other countries, most no- 
to resume, Dharma. I am sorry to tably in continental Europe and espe- 
cause you the pain of this writing, cially in the United States. Funding 
chela--and you readers the pain of the for the project came from the British 
input but it MUST BE DONE AND government and from the Rockefeller 
GIVEN. FULL EXPLANATIONS Foundation, and a number of large 
WILL BE PRESENTED BY DR. corporations such as Unilever. 
COLEMAN BUT THIS IS A NEC- For the operation to be successful, 
EsSARY STEP IN HIS PROTEC- it was required that new institutions be 
TION SHIELD AND TO REACH created to train social controllers in 
TO THE MASSES MORE the “Tavistock method”. Thesecon- 
QUICKLY. UNDER ATTACK? trollers were to create yet another 
INDEED, SO YOU WHO WOULD layer of institutes to spread Tavistock’s 
THROW STONES AT THE WRIT- ideas throughout the population. 
ERS AND PUBLISHER--I SUG- .On the other side of the Atlantic, 
GEST YOU BACK OFF FOR I the Tavistock network had as its core 
SHALL STAND BETWEEN THE group the circle around Kurt Lewin, 
ENEMY AND MY PEOPLE AND I the German emigre psychiatrist who 
AM VERY LARGE INDEED. REST developed the field theory of psychia- 
INGOD’SKNOWING, BROTHERS, try and its corollary, the concept of 
AND IT SHALL BE FINE. BLESS- group dynamics. 
INGS UPON YOU WHO WILL SEE It was these credentials of the 
AND HEAR--FOR UpON YOU Lewin group that identified them as 
RESTS THE FUTURE OF YOUR the key American collaborator of the 
PLANET. YOU HAVE BEEN Tavistock crowd. Like Rees, their 
DUPED Am IT Is A WISE BEING concern was the use of wartime psy- 
WHO REALIZES AS MUCH AND chological warfare techniques for 
ACTS IN THAT NEW REALI&+ peacetime “mind control”. 
TION AND KNOWLEDGE. SO BE Even before the war ended, 
IT. Lewin’s group began planning for 

postwar activity. In l-944, Lewin 
2128192 #I HATON-N established the Center for Research in 

Group Dynamics at MIT while simul- 
TAVISTOCK NETWORK ’ taneously setting up the Commission 

. 

Please, as we move along here you 
must pay close attention because as we 
switch countries on you, you will get 
fully confused if you have skipped and 
slipped through this outlay of infor- 
mation. Since we have spoken of 
London and Tavistock and British and 
Tavistock it will be hard for you to 
grasp the next statement. 

The Tavistock network is the 
EVOLVED ,FORM OF THIS 
REESIAN CONSPIRACY--[H: THIS 
IS NOT “RUSSIAN”, HE SAID 
“REESIAN”. THIS NEEDS TO BE 
UNDERSTOOD BECAUSE SUCH 
CLOSE PROXIMITY OF LABELS 
CAN MISLEAD YOU--IN THAT 
YOUWILLFINDTHESAMEKIND 
OF POWER ALLOCATED TO 
“RUSSIA” VIA “SOVIET” “COM- 
MUNISM” WHICH IS ACTUALLY 
“FASCIST SOCIALISM”/MONAR- 
CHY/DICTATORSHIP.] 

-At the center is the .Tavistock 
In&ituteofHhmanReIations,.founded z 

on Community Interrelations for the 
American Jewish Congress. The 
former was to be a base of domestic 
operations for the Lewin group simi- 
lar to Tavistock. Its key personnel, 
including Gordon Allport, Dorwin 
Cartwright and Rensis Likert, were 
seeking to “multiply” themselves--to 
create a new generation of controllers 
schooled in Lewin’s small-group brain- 
washing techniques. The CCI, on the 
other hand, was one of the first sophis- 
ticated projects in racial and ethnic 
profiling dealing with the question of 
cultural assimilation. While the CC1 
received money from the AJC and 
similar funding conduits, the CRGD 
received its funding from both MIT 
and private grants, including the U.S. 
Navy. 

In 1966 the Science Policy Re- 
search Unit (SPRU) was set up at 
Sussex University in England. The 
SPRU is cited in the book the Hand- 
book of Future Research (1978) as the 

. 

sive “future oriented” research in the 
postwar period. The SPRU in- 
corporated Tavistock’s group dynam- 
ics and related social manipulation 
techniques into policy planning. It 
quickly established itself as a principal 
think tank and training institution for 
other future-oriented planning cen- 
ters. As such, the SPRU was able to 
locate--or as referred to in military 
parlance “second’‘--key Tavistock 
agents into planning positions in ma- 
jor European centers. Significantly, 
such planners are aided in proliferat- 
ing these techniques among govem- 
ment and corporate layers by Tavistock 
personnel who ran seminars for SPRU. 

By the 1970’s, no major center for 
long-range planning, either private or 
public, had avoided the long arm of 
SPRU. It is important to note that the 
SPRU has done direct contract work 
for the NATO command and that this, 
relationship, while the details may be 
classified, is nonetheless a widely 
acknowledged fact. 

The parallel U 3. institution to the 
SPRU is the Institute for Social Re- 
search at the University of Michigan. 
ISR is the product of the 1947 merger 
between the Survey Research Center 
founded in 1946 by Lewinite Rensis 
Likert and the Center for Research in 
Group Dynamics headed by Dorwin 
Cartwright which moved from MIT 
following Lewin’s death. The ISR, 
along the Tavistock model, is the most 
“Action-oriented” psychological in- 
stitute in the U.S.A., c0nducting.a 
myriad of project studies in every 
aspect of social life. Of particular 
significance is Rensis Like& who 
functions as director of the Survey 
Research Center, described as the pre- 
eminent social profiling institution in 
the U.S.A. Likert and his staff, 
through their connections to other 
polling services, such as the Gallup 
Poll and Harris Poll, have the ability 
to get instant readings on the 
population’s response to policy 
intitiatives, and to reshape response. 
More importantly, Likert has trained 
or supervised the training of market 
researchers for major corporations, 
including General Motors and Ford, 
thereby pl’aying a role in determining 
what products will be placed on the 
market and when. 

The Institute for Social Research, 
set up with original funding from the 
National Institute of Mental Health, 
the Rockefeller Foundation, and the 
Department of Navy now does con- 
tract work for well over a hundred of 
the nation’s “Fortune 500” firms. In 

mother instimtion for all’comprehenl * addition, the ISR has effectively taken a .I (1 (. , ., ’ 
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over the ‘ ‘education” departments of 
several major unions, most notably 
the United Auto workers, drafting 
worker education plans and plans for 
dealing with in-plant troublemakers, 
drug addicts, and alcoholics. 

ISR exists as a key American re- 
source for the Tavistock cabal. 

AtpresenttheISRcommand struc- 
ture is in the hands of former Lewin 
students: the institute’s director is Alvin 
Zander, the CRGD is headed by 
Dorwin Cartwright, while the Survey 
Research Center is still headed by 
Rensis Likert. [H: For more current 
update as to players in the lead roles, 
I suggest you refer to Dr. John 
Coleman’s book for I do not wish to 
take time herein to update informa- 
tion . ] 

The third institution is the Na- 
tional Training Laboratories, founded 
in 1947, by Ronald Lippett, Kenneth 
Danne, and Leland Bradford, all stu- 
dents of Lewin, with funding from the 
Office of Naval Research, the Carnegie 
Corporation and with direct assistance 
from Tavistock. Its staff comes from 
the Michigan ISR and from Tavistock. 
From its inception, NTL had one 
mission--to put as many key’leaders of 
society as possible through Lewinite 
small group brainwashing sessions and 
to guarantee that these methods were 
applied in educational systems and in 
corporate environments. The NIL, 
which eventually became the NTL 
Institute of Applied Behavioral Sci- 
ence, set out to train a new circle of 
“controliers”. This was done through 
a series of “workshop seminars”, 
some on site at corporate headquar- 
ters, or at the NTL mansion at Bethel 
and later in Florida. The hallmark of 
NTL “training techniques” was the 
so-called T-group sessions, which were 
more generally popularized towards 
the end of the 1960’s. The encounter 
groups stressed the development of 
“organizational” identities, with NTL 
group leaders infusing values into the 
flaccid minds of the participants. 
Special emphasis is made on tech- 
niques forestablishing “noncoercive” 
small group sessions for all levels of 
corporate management and in using 
“group dynamics” as a basis for plan- 
ning “new responses” to “discon- 
tinuous developments” in corporate 
existence. 

From the mid- 1950’s on NTL has 
run similar sessions for the U.S. State 
Department, the U.S. Navy and the 
U.S. Civil Service Commission. Each 
of these seminars or consulting projects 

Please see CONFIRM, next page .‘.>. 9 . 
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CONFIRM. cant: from previous page Gross, Fred Emery and Dorwin others, are thereby equipped to deal common criteriaof restraint as well as 

has involved input from Tavistock, 
Cartwright in solidifying Tavistock’s more effectively with these issues as of utilization.” 
West Coast operations; then he headed encountered in any work setting. ” A brave new world? In a critical 

which has drafted portions of the NTL for CaseUniversity in Cleveland where passage further in the text, Brzezinski 
program. he spent 1964 establishing aTavistock BRZEZINSKI’S ‘ONE WORLD’ laid out the following chilling descrip- 

From 1964 onward, the NTL be- management program; from 1967-71, VISION 
came a direct part of the National Trist was seconded to the chairman- 

tion of the “technetronic society”: 

Education Association, the largest ship of the graduate business school at 
The challenge in its essence in- 

[H: Thisis an incredibly important volves the twin dangers of frag- 
organization of teachers in the United UCLA; and finally, in 1971, Trist section so please attend it closely.] mentation and social control... The 
States with membership of more than “landed” the chairmanship of the When the first results of Tavis- 
2 million. The NTL institute is funded University of Pennsylvania’s Wharton 

next phase may be one of sullen with- 
tack’s profiling of NASA were turned drawal from social and political in- 

by the NEA as well as the U.S. School’s Management and Behavioral in, analarmed mobilization took place. volvement, a flight from social and 
Department of Health, Education and Science Institute. The Wharton In May 1967, the Scientific and Tech- political responsibility through inner 
Welfare, and drafts programs for the School, one of the leading economic nological Committee of the North emigration. Political frustration could 
training of the nation’s primary and think tanks in the country, is effec- Atlantic Assembly and the Pennsylva- increase the difficulty of absorbing 
secondary school teachers. Under the tively a branch of Tavistock. nia-based Foreign Policy Research and internalizing rapid environmental 
NTL’s supervision, the NEA has set Since 1965, Trist has been directly Institute (headed by NATO Ambassa- changes, thereby prompting increas- 
up ‘ ‘group sessions” for its affiliates involved in establishing a network of dor Robert Strausz-Hupe) organized ing psychic instability. 
and pushed such educational ‘ ‘re- primarily corporate-linked psychologi- the Conference on Transatlantic At the same time, the capacity to 
forms” as the open classroom. Here, cal “problem solving” operations that Technological Imbalanceand Collabo- assert social and political control over 
as in other NTL operations, Tavistock are grouped under the heading of ration in Deauville, France. Among the individual will vastly increase.. . It 
has had its input in a massive and Organizational Development. There the participants were Dr. Zbigniew will soon be possible to assert almost 
major way. are two levels to this operation. At one Brzezinski, then on the staff of the continuous surveillance over every 

The NTL has spawned literally level on the shop floor in as many as State Department Policy and Planning citizen and to maintainup-todatecom- 
hundredsof similarinstitutionsaround 500 factories, schools, etc., OD is a Council, and Dr. Aurelio Peccei, the plete files, containing even most per- 
the country, including the establish- sophisticated small-group-oriented, current head of the Club of Rome and sonal information about the health or 
ment of a West Coast base of opera- brainwashing project. Through the during that time the chairman of personal behavior of the citizen, in 
tions, the Western Training Laborato- application of controlled stressful situ- NATO’s leading think-tank, the Eco- addition to morecustomary data. These 
ries in Group development. The NTL ations, workers and employees are nomic Committee of the Atlantic In- files will be subject to instantaneous 
Institute has no firm figure on the “broken from their individualism” stitute in Paris. retrieval by the authorities. 
number of Americans that have gone and given a “team spirit”. They are That conference was one of many Moreover, the rapid pace of change 
through its “group dynamics” pro- then “allowed” in “consultation with in that period in which a decision was will put a premium on anticipating 
gram or spin-offs at satellite institu- management” to set their own work- shaped to put an end to the scientific- events and planning for them. Power 
tions. All estimates place the figure at ing rates, which Trist has found are technological advances of the United will gravitate into the hands of those 
well over one million. “higher’ ‘than normal, In short, they -States. Two books were produced out who control the information, and can 

The Tavistock network does not are induced to speed themselves up. of those deliberations. Brzezinski’s correlate it most rapidly. Our existing 
stop here. In another location, we The program is coordinated directly TECHNETRONIC ERAandPeccei’s post-crisis management institutions 
show the development of a California with ISRand theNTL Institute. Whar- THE CHASM AHEAD. From the will probably be increasingly sup- 
nexus. The network goes even far- ton publications speak highly of the ideas presented in these books, the planted by pre-crisis management in- 
ther. The Center for Research in way such methods “increase pro- Club of Rome was later formed. stitutions, the task of which will be to 
Group Dynamics was set up as part of ductivity”. In his piece, Brzezinski wrote that identify in advance likely social crises 
the Sloan School of Business Manage- On a second level, OD deals with America was moving into a society and to develop programs to cope with 
ment at MIT; Lewin operatives such training corporate management in us- “increasingly unlike its industrial pre- them. This could encourage ten- 
as Gordon Allport worked out the ing these techniques. decessor ’ ’ , a ‘ ‘technetronic” society dencies during the next several de- 
School of Business and its manage- An NTL brochure describes a that could easily become a “techno- cades towards a technocratic dic- 
ment division at Harvard. course in the Tavistock model of group cmtic dictatorship”. The society would tatorship, leaving less and less room 

The point is that Tavistock con- dynamics: “This model provides par- be characterized by an “information for political procedures as we now 
trols the key business schools and ticipants with opportunities for in- revolution”, “Cybernetics”, and the know them. 
related think tanks around the country creasing their understanding and replacement of “achievement-orien- Finally, looking ahead to the end 
(world). The case of Eric Trist is awareness of group processes, with tation” by “amusement-focus” based of this century, the possibility of bio- 
exemplary. Trist came to this country particular emphasis on the covert dy- on “spectator spectacles (mass sports chemical mind-control and the genetic 
from Tavistock in 1960 after first namics which occur in groups with and TV) providing an opiate for in- tinkering with man, including eventu- 
heading Tavistock’s management di- regard to the issues of authority, lead- creasingly purposeless masses.” ally the creation of beings that will 
vision and then its human resources ership and followership. * “In the technetronic society,” function like men--and reason like 
center. “The learning focus is upon groups Brzezinski announced, “industrial them as well--could give rise to the 

Trist then proceeded to make some rather than individual personalities. employment yields to services, with most difficult questions. 
assigned rounds. In 1960-61 he headed This perspective is emphasized in or- automation and cybernetics replacing This transformation means that 
for the Stanford Center for Advanced der to facilitate a new understanding individual operation of machines.” America, having left the industrial 
Behavioral Sciences, where he joined of institutions, organizations and This will occur simultaneously with phase, is today entering a distinct 
fellow Tavistock operatives Bertram communities. The focus of the staff is “the increasing availability of bio- historical era, a different one from 

upon the major problems of group chemical means of human control”. that of Western Europe and Japan. 

America West life--those encountered in the exercise In addition, “new forms of social This is prompting subtle and still inde- 

P.O. Box 986 
of authority based upon competence, control may be needed to limit the finable changes in the American 
power or both. It is assumed that indiscriminate exercise by individuals psyche, providing the psycho-cultural 

Tehachapi, CA 93581 
people who understand something of their new powers. The possibility underpinnings for the more evident 
about the nature and exercise of their of extensive chemical mind con- 

800-729-4131 own authority, as well as that of trol.. , will call for a social definition of - - j p1-e see CONFIRM, next page 
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political disagreements between the 
two sides of the Atlantic. . . . .Europe 
and America are no longer in the same 
historical era. What makes America 
unique in our time is that it is the first 
society to experience the future . . . be 
it pop art or LSD. Today, America is 
the creative society; the others, con- 
sciously and unconsciously, are em- 
ulative. ’ ’ 

This, Brzezinski continued, will 
have enormous international reper- 
cussions. “The instantaneous elec- 
tronic intermeshing of mankind will 
make for an intense confrontation, 
straining social and international 
peace. ” There could well be a “three- 
way split into rural-back-ward, ur- 
ban-industrial and technetronic ways 
of life” that will “only further divide 
man”. 

The “implications of a truly new 
era” will require a “universal intel- 
lectual elite” and a “world super- 
culture’ ’ produced ‘ ‘inevitably’ ’ by 
the “the network of electronic com- 
munications’ * . Brzezinski demanded 
‘ ‘creative interpreters of the new age” 
to develop a concept of “regionalism 
and due deference to the symbolic 
meaning of national sovereignty”. 
This could be best thrashed out at “a 
special world congress, devoted to the 
technetronic and philosophical prob- 
lems of the coming AGE. ” [H: If this 
doesn’t point out from where came all 
your ‘ ‘channels” and false religious 
teachers with BS for information, then 

YOU CAN SLAY 
THE DRAGON 

By Gyeorgos Ceres Hatonn 
$lO.OO...Trade Paper 

‘he purpose of this JOURNAL is tc 
aform you about the unlawful ant 
nconstitutional 16th Amendmen 
egarding Income Taxes. This in 
ormation gives you the opportu 
lity to determine whether or no 
‘ou are subject to, or liable for an! 
Income Taxes” that are imposec 
lpon you. You will also learn the 
listory behind the unlawful am 
inconstitutional establishment o 
he Federal Reserve System ant 
The Internal Revenue Service. 
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CALL TO ORDER 

(800-729-3141) 
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I don’t know what will convince you. 
You are direct victims of the LIE as it 
was constructed and thrust upon you 
step by certain step.] 

*** 

We need a break and this is quite 
enough to digest at this sitting. We 
will work into this scenario the con- 
nectionsbetween Brzezinski and Peccei 
when we write next but let us consider 
a thing or two of the above message. 

All changes have been directed at 
the original thrust of the adversary to 
pull you down into finite physical 
limitations by brain manipulation and 
LIES. The Tavistock Institute and all 
other such institutions and organiza- 
tions have simply been the formal 
thrust in recognized format for the 
final devastating thrust for control. 

The. mission has been aided and 
abetted by thousands of others who 
either thought they served peace and/ 
or deliberately were part and parcel of 
the overall plan. I have no intent to 
discern, for you, which is which. If it 
is against God it is against me. If you 
turn from God along the path and deny 
God, God will deny you! 

You will find personal pain and 
growth in my scribe this day as Sister 
Thedraand ASSK have attacked again 
for the acquisition of money for some 
past perceived non-production. This 
time, at least they do not invoke the 
name of Sananda or Christ to garner 
material possession. I suggest that is 
indeed wise for I suspect the next 
statement from Sananda would be, ‘ ‘I 
know them not! ” 

Leap Year? 

This relationship is very close with 
the workers of evil in the United 
Nations as ones such as Donald Keyes 
set you on a course whereby this very 
governmental unification against you 
could be put into final motion for 
fulfillment. Innocent? NO--deliber- 
ate and orchestrated! 

Are the followers in the “New 
Age” innocent? No, for they have 
now had ample opportunity to gain 
TRUTH and they refuse--in continued 
attack on Truth-bringers and further 
deliberate pulling of thecitizenry away 
from that truth. 

It is up to each that which you will 
do but if you do not come into respon- 
sible individual recognition of the 
shroud cast upon you, soon, it shall be 
too late for action for you can see from 
the projections in planning that the end 
is nigh. So be it. 

Hatonn to clear, thank you. 

2/29/92 #I HATONN 
or the Iraqis don’t feel much impor- 
tance to death,” etc. That must be 

Add a day every fourth year to 
why you gave them and continue to 

make up missing “time”? A “Pope” 
give them so much of it. You know, 

did this, you know! Pope Gregory. 
just kill off the blacks in Africa (their 

Also you efficiently and scientifically 
homeland) and keep right on killing 

add a minute a century to account for 
the Arabs because they must not mind. 

the slowing of Earth’s rotation due to 
Are you totally insane? No, you are 

something or other with the moon. So 
programmed, controlled and have 

be it. In New York state, once, it was 
become robots in the hands of the 

offered by the State Politicians to 
Elite 

*, 
round off ‘ ‘pi’ ’ (a symbol denoting the 

I like what I heard yesterday from 

ratio of the circumference of a circle 
a speaker that I greatly respect: When 
asked if he is a “Conspiracy Theo- 

to its diameter. The ratio itself: . ” he responded: “No, I am a 
3.14159...) Reason? Because the ttnkidence Theorist 
fractions were too inconvenient. This 

. Everything 

was to have become the legalized 
MUST be ‘just coincidence’ for surely 

ruling for ‘ ‘new mathematics’ ’ among 
no one in their right minds would 

a few dandy other changes. 
actually conspire to pull off such atroei- 

You ask me to give you fre- 
ties.” I takeitabitfurther: Ithinkthat 

quencies, tones and mathematical equa- 
it truly must be coincidence for, as 

tions to “cure” this or that and “how 
badly as the general order functions, it 

to build a spacecraft” and what pro- 
is amazing that the conspiracies come 

portions of “things” to use for free 
off at all and must be a coincidence of 

energy, etc. Do you begin to under- 
activities. Coincidences, however, 

stand the problem we face herein? 
were not working their percentage of 

Your people (politicians) are ready to 
the odds in the bombing of Iraq for far 

blow you out of the universe and you 
too many “precision” bombs ONLY 

have to work with figures such as pi 
FELL ON CIVILIANS AND I THINK 

rounded to “easy” non-fractions. It 
THAT, PERCENTAGE-WISE, 
SOME SHOULD HAVE HIT MILI- 

is sort of like saying, “Well, the TARY TARGETS 
blacks don’t feel much about death,” 

So much for 
introduction this moming . 

Neuremb urg Trials 
2129192 #l HATOh’N 

This morning it is announced that 
Kuwait and allied coalition “persons” 
are about ready to have Neuremburg 
trials for Iraqis just like in the original 
Neuremburg trials of Germany. God 
have mercy on such atrocities--do you 
never get enough of the bloodshed 
from the lies and crimes? You went to 
war to protect and regain position for 
a MONARCH WHO WOULDN’T 
EVEN GO BACK INTO HIS OWN 
COUNTRY UNTIL HIS ‘ ‘LUXURI- 
OUS LIFESTYLE” WAS RE- 
STORED. SADDAM HUSSEIN 
WAS GUILTY OF REFUSING TO 
JOIN THE NEW WORLD ORDER.’ 
NO MORE AND NO LESS! Your 
New World Order thugs set up the 
entire scenario, sold it to you-the- 

Please see CONFIRM, next page 
people and went in to destroy and 
torch a nation and kill thou-sands and 

thousands of innocent women and 
children because that is where Saddam 
would be worst hurt and insenced. 
YOU--AMERICA! YOU!! IT WAS 
TO TEACH THE OTHER NATIONS 
THAT THEY COULD NOT AND 
WOULD NOT STAND AGAINST 
THIS MASSIVE TECHNICAL 
MACHINERY. IT IS GOING TO 
HAPPEN TO YOU, AMERICA-- 
YOU!! IT WILL “TEACH YOU A 
LESSON” IT WILL BE SAID AF- 
TER MOST OF YOU ARE DEAD 
OR DYING. 

If you learned nothing from the 
Soviet stupid fiasco pseudo-splitup 
than the fact that the Russians do not 
want a New World Order, either, you 
will have been a wise perceptor. The 
controllers want a New World Order-- 
the ‘ ‘people’ ’ are willing to die for 

Please see TRIALS, next page 
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TRIALS, cont. from previous page DIERS MARCHING TO DEATH. CONFIRM, cont. from previous page occur. So. Peccei suemsted. citing 
YOU CANNOT HOLD MY PEOPLE Brzezinski as his source. that the 

prevent that happening--they have had HOSTAGE! AND IF MY PEOPLE INFORMATION Warsaw Pact be offered “conver- 
ENOUGH of the New World Order. ARE SUPPOSEDLY HOLDING ence” with the Atlantic Alliance as 
But apparently YOU have not. You YOU AND YOUR GOVERNMENT We shall speak later this day about ie alternative to 6 ‘explosion’ 9 This 

are headed for the most massive time HOSTAGE, HOWBEITTHAT YOU delaying these Current Writings on the 
of deprivation of historical note since HAVE BUILT MASSIVE WAR “Mother of all Web Builders”. The 

4 &convergence’ 9 would lay the basis 

for what Peccei labeled “One World” 
the blowing away of Atlantis and MACHINES BENEATH YOUR information is not new--it is old by 
return to the blackest of Dark Ages EARTH IN THE RAT TUNNELS 

government, to run global affairs on 
half a Century--it Only nOW becomes. the twin foundations of 4 ‘crisis 

human of Earth ever experienced. OF DARKNESS? WHO IS GOING pe rtinent to the understanding Of your management’ 7 and 6 ‘global plan- 
Look at your globe and you will see TO HOLD THIS WAR? OUR people and nations of citizens. Why nlng”. 
WHERE the most massive damage PEOPLE AGAINST US? COME, do you wish it delayed? Study that 
took place--look and see where the COME YOU STUPID LIARS--DO q uestion most carefully for, in fact, A VISIT TO TAVISTOCK 
resources of life are scarce and the YOU THINK THERE IS NO END the author of other volumes stands to 
deserts vast and the lands arid. Keep TO THE STUPIDITY OF YOUR be shot in the delay. This is the time While this new world strategy 
going, humans, and you shall surely BROTHERHUMANS? ALLTHESE of pulling the mass of information 
have it again--only this time it will be 

was being prepared in NATO, Peccei 
SLEEPING MASSES HAVE TO DO forth and putting it into the hands of had a series of consultations with key 

massive and total. IS WAKE UP AND SEE THE LIE the people in a marmer in which it can 
AND “YOU” ARE FINISHED! SO be utilized instantly--in such outlay 

offici& One was McGmrge Bundy, 
f ormer National Security Council chief 

WAR BE IT FOR THIS THAT IS lays the possibility Of a world’s reCOV- 
PLANNED 1s GOING TO BE THE Wj’. BeCarefUl t0 whom YOU listen for 

during the Cuban missile crisis, an- 

other was the chief scientific adminis- 
Your coalition of Global masters DOOMSDAY IDIOCY OF ALL HIS- instructions lest ye be led into the trap trator for NATO, Dr. Alexander King, 

prepare for a war of wars--they are TORY, I SUGGEST YOU SURVEIL- Of doom. you who work with me and the Director General of Scientific 
ready to introduce unto you the terror LANCE TEAMS PUT THIS MOST cannot quite find the doubts fallen Affairs for the OECD; a third was Dr. 
of the Space Aliens. Believe me, they CAREFULLY INTO YOUR LITTLE away--must look again and consider Homer Perlmutter editor of 
have the replicas in their hidden under- PIPES AND PASS ONTHE WORD-- Y Our SUggeStiOnS in the light Of my Tavistock’s magazine ~~~~~ &,lu- 

ground bases to “prove” it to you. YOU HAVE MET YOUR MATCH truth as measured against the “intelli- lions Peccei also met extensively 
Note, however, that these aliens are AND YOU SHALL FIND YOUR- gence” communit3’ wi* half-factsand with white House otcials and with 
somehow predominantly in the U.S. SELVES TO BE BUT AS CHAFF IN P lanted information. Let us alwaJ’s the State Department Policy Planning 
while the Cosmospheres and “en- THE WHIRLWINDS. I SUGGEST consider the aspect Of human EGo Council. 
emy” are from the Russias. They are YOU KEEP YOUR GAMES LIM- and make sure we do not endanger our 

le 
Finally, Peccei traveled to the 

about ready to launch some pretty ITED UNTO PHYSICALENCOUN- PeoP and/or Our mission through headquarters of the Tavistock Institute 
strange craft loose on you-the-people TERS OR YOU SHALL FEEL THE ego desires. ofHuman’Relations in England, where 
and call them alien intrusion. They WRATH BEYOND YOUR WILD- Let US return to Our subj=t of the th &cisio~ on how to proceed in 
claim, and your UFOlogists tout and EST IMAGININGS. WE DO NOT TavistockInstituteand players and see tratisfonning NATOpolicy werejbul- 
scream “aliens are holding the gov- COME TO INTERVENE NC)R TO if we can wrap UP this vo1ume Of ized. An attempt would be made to 
emment hostage”. BS! You have PHYSICALLY DO ANYTHJNG TO Tangled Webs as I am reminded that 

I draw to the limits of the numbered 
induce the Soviets to accent ‘konver- 

replicated a bunch of clones which you So I SUGGEST, STRONGLY, 
will do-in your world because you THAT YOU LEAVE OUR MISSION Pages. Thank You for Your attention. 

I’. bv offerinp “diisannament 
tions’ ’ , and through i&o- 

plan to go to all out war in space with TOTALLY ALONE. WE SHALL 
the Cosmospheres and in turn the COUNTER EVERY LIE AS IN- ENTER AURELIO PECCEI 

logical/psychological manipulations 

Hosts of God. We shall see how that 
centered on the offer of “Systems 

VADES THE PLACES OF GOD IN 
turns out, won’t we? You can’t live THE UNIVERSAL ORDER, YOU 
off your orb--no way, no how 1 And MIGHT BE AWARE, HOWEVER, 

Brzezinski’s line was echoed 
Analysis” cooperation. McGeorge 
Bundy and Alexander King would 

yet, the se& at3 now plant4 for a THAT IT WILL 0NLY REQUIRE 

in vakus NATO conferences of the offer the Soviets an “entry point” 

pe riod. In his book, THE CHASM 
massive war to be launched very, very “TRUTH’* TO DEFEAT YOUR AHEAD, Aurelio Peccei fully en- 

through the International Institute of 

dorsed Brzezinski’s “technetronic 
Applied Systems Analysis (IIASA) 

soon now. PURPOSE. 
Ones are nervous living in this area of Thank you readers, for allowing age” perspective. In Pf3k’s words, 

and the International Federation of 

underground facilities some 40 levels me to take a moment to give un- America was entering the “IBM age”, 
~sti~~sofAdv~&Studi~ pfifj). 

into the earth and catacomb right un- while Europe was still in the “GM 
The job of brainwashing the 

der this dwelling in which we work. 
equivocal announcement to the sur- 

,ge”* 
peoples of the NATO countries, with 

MAKE MY DAY AND JUST “TRY 
veillance groups who monitor all our special emphasis on the American 
machines in this place--you can con- Chaos wou1d enSue un1ess the 

IT” BECAUSE IF YOU EARTH sider this information and instructions Atlantic alliance ruled world policy, 
population, would be coordinated by 
a “Club of Rome” to be founded by 

BARONS OVERSTEP YOUR ‘RIGHT OUT OF THE *HORSE’S’ Peccei argued. But *at alliance was Aurelio Peccei and Alexander King, 
BOUNDARIES YOU SHALL FEEL MOUTH! “--ME BEING THE threatenedbythis “gap”. Therefore, 
THEWRATHOFTHATGODWITH HORSE IN POINT. Europe must end its resistance to align- 

with Tavistock Institute functioning 
as the evaluator/controller of the pro- 

WHICH YOU EFFORTED TOTER- Rest easy, Dharma, remember that ing itse1f with “p”~t-ind~sfrial” cess. m: IT HAPPENED IN MM- 
RIFY MANKIND BY LIES. YOU America, and redirect its pohcies to- IwIll 
ARE NOW TINKERING WITH THE 

ye sit in the hollow of my hand along 
with my other brood of fledglings and ward the “informational society”, 

SPACE COMMAND OF THE thine feathers shall not be singed even and thereby re-create the Atlantic Al- TRANSITION TO BARBARISM 
HOSTS OF GOD AND YOU SHALL if a bit ruffled. liance. 
NOT FARE WELL, EARTH HIJ- Peccei realized this would mean 
MAN. LYING TO YOUR SHEEPLE America West Malthusian triaging of industrial capi- 

The Club of Rome has now 

tal on a global scale. At some point, 
concluded that the U.S.A. has been 

WILL NOT HELP YOU OR THEM. P.O. Box 986 softened up enough by years of 
HOSTAGES? YOU WILL HOLD * a collision with the scientific-techno- Aquarian brainwashing so that it is 
MY PEOPLEHOSTAGE? SURELY Tehachapi, CA 93581 logical-military apparatus of the SO- 

YOU JEST, LITTLE TOY SOL- 
800-729-4131 

viet Union and the Warsaw Pact would Please see CONFIRM, next page 
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CONFIRM. cont. from previous page were guided by Lewin’s student, Murphy was a Stanford University the acting out of various techniques 

already in transitioi toward the New 
Abraham Maslow, the respected. Department of Psychology alumnus foraccelerating thegetting-acquainted 
Harvard psychologist and head of the and former resident scholar at the process between two people”, for the 

Age. They are therefore mobilizing American Psychiatric Association Stanford CASBS during the late dissolution, that is, of the individual’s 
their faithful to begin the next phase WhosebookTOWARD A PSYCHOL- 1950’s. Price was a Stanford Uni- sense of himself, into the group envi- 
crationofcultsmdmassbtinwashing OGY OF BEING served as Esalen’s versity Medical Center behavioral ronment. 
of Americas into acceptance of the bible. Maslow, who took control of psychologist who participated in Dr. Stanford Medical Center- 
death of the American &am. m: It 
has happened.] 

Esalen in 1965, had arranged for ex- kidolf Moos’ experimentson patients Palo Alto Veterans Hospital: $& 
tended visits and lectures to the out-of- at the Palo Alto Veterans Hospital and gorv Bateson not only taught seniinars 
the-way retreat by Sir Arnold Toynbee, worked with Murphy at the CASBS in consciousness raising at Esalen but 
wartime head of British Intelligence during the same period. trained Eden’s major inhouse guru, 
Research, and his Oxford student, Alan Watts, at the Palo Alto Veterans 
Aldous Huxley. BEHIND THESE MEN WERE Memorial Hospital, where Bateson, 

As described in the Esalen THE FOLLOWING INSTITU- Watt’s psychiatrist, indoctrinated him 
Institute Newsletter: TIONS WHOSE LECTURERS with LSD. Bateson also introduced 

Esalen started in the Fall TRAVELED TO ESALEN: Baba Ram Das, a leading guru of the 
of I%2 as a forum to bring to- LSD cult, into Esalen. Baba Ram 
gether a wide variety of approaches London Tavistock: R.D. &&’ REAL name is RICHARD 
to enhancement of the human m and Aldous Huxlev came to ALPERT, together with fellow psy- 
potential.. . . including experiential Esaleri. They were accompanied on chologist TIMOTHY LEARY. Alpert 
sessions involving encounter occasion by Arnold Tovnbee, the ran the MK-Ultra Project at Harvard 
groups, sensory awakening, ge- Oxford history professor whose work University’s Department of Psychol- 
stalt awareness training, and re- on the Western mind and its dissolu- ogy which launched the LSD move- 
luteddisciplines. Ourlateststep is tion at the hands of primitive (“Third ment on the U.S. East Coast in 1965. 
to fan out into the community at World”) cultures laid the basis for the Today, Esalen acts as the cen- 
large, running programs in co- thought of Mao Tse-tung and Franz ter for the Aquarian -Conspiracy 
operation with many diferent in- Fanon. through the Journal of Humunistic 
stitutions--churches, schools, hos- National Trainirw Labs: Psychology. Its board of editors in- 
pitals, and goveniment. Abraham Maslow, author of TO- eludes Aldous Huxley and Abraham 

Despite its “far-out” hippie WARD A PSYCHOLOGY OF BE- Maslow (posthumously); Willis W, 
image, Esalenhoastedasitsfounders m, which became Esalen’s bible, Harman, of Stanford Research, Hazel 
one of the most distinguished inter- was a top group dynamics leader at Henderson of the Club of -Rome, 
national casts of highly trained psy- NTL before he moved to Esalen in Marilvn Fereuson, Robert 
chologists, psychoanalysts and 1963 and tookover diiectionof Murphy Tannenbaum and James F.T. Bueental 
neurophysiologists assembled by and Price’s work. In fact, NTL had of Esalen. Carl Royers and n 
Tavistock since the World War II established a California division, Bennis of Tavistock. 
effort. Esalen was a massed WesternTraining Labs, whoselead- NOW SHUDDER: FOR IT IS 
redeployment of the entire forces of ership began to teach group therapy COME UPON YOU. 
the Tavistock network into CaIifor- sessions at Esalen with regularity. 
nia, led bv oersonnef dire& from Among those included was Roper THE ESALEN METHOD 
London Tavistock Lewin’s National Tannenbaum, an NTL Fellow who 
Tmining Labs. and the Stanford was personally trained by Eric Trist One of the main techniques 
Center for the Advanced St&v of the during Trist’s tenure at UCLA during for breaking morale through a 
Behavioml Sciences. Mass Do&ur- the 1950’s. Tannenbaum, described strategy of terror consists in 
i&on of the Aauurian mind control by the Es&n Newsletter as “a top exactly this tactic--keep the 
process was underwav. leader in the field of Sensitivity Train- person huzy as to where he 

Esalen was set up to do what ing”, ran Esalen T-groups while serv- stands and just what he may 
Lewin’s National Training Labs could ingasaco-directorofUCLA’s “Leam- expect. In addition, iffrequent 
not, to become the national laboratory ing Community in Organization De- vacillations between severe 
for the indoctrination of the American velopment” designed by m. disciplinary measures and 
people into Lewinite T-Group behav- James F.T. Bupental, trained promises of good treahnenf 
ior modification. NTL, the training by Eric Trist at UCLA, and a fellow of together with the spreading of 

center for the trainers, with its top- NTL from 1963, became a major contradictory news, make the 
level government and corporate clien- force at Esalen, while on assignment cognitive structure of this situ- 
tele, was inappropriate for a popular as a professor of Clinical Psychology ation utterly unclear, then the 
mass marketing of the countercul- at Stanford University Medical Center individual may cease even to 
ture--which would have cost NTL and the VA Hospital. He is currently know a particular plan would 
many of its distinguished accounts. a fellow at SRI. As indicated by his lead toward or away @from his 

Esalen’s nominal founders book, THE SEARCH FOR AU- goal. Under these conditions 
were two transcendental meditation THENTICITY; AN EXISTENTIAL- even those indiviiluuls who have 
students, Michael Murphy and Rich- ANALYTIC APPROACH TO definite goals and are ready to 
ard Price, who had been through years PSYCHOTHERAPY, Bugental isone take risks are paralyzed by 
of mind dissolution at the Aurobindo of Esalen’s leading ego-strippers, a severe conjlict in regard to 
Ashram in Pondicherry, India. “Mike man who assassinates personalities. what to do. . . Kurt Lewiu, 
wants to turn on the world,” said a Bugental- leads seminars in “Getting TIME. PERSPECTIVE 
close friend, referring to the founding Deeper Faster”, which according to 
of Esalen. A closer look reveals that the Esalen Newsletter “a% devoted to Please see CONFIRM, next page 

A special bicentennial meet- 
ing of the Club of Rome was held in 
Philadelphia in April 1976 on the 
theme, “NewHoriwnsforMankir$‘. 
Preparations were advanced for the 
1977 opening of an office of a new 
U.S. Association for the Club of Rome 
in Washington, D.C. Donald Lesh, 
then of Potomac Associates and for- 
merly of the National Security Coun- 
cil, became head of the office. 

Meanwhile, the Woodlands 
Conference in Houston, Texas, spon- 
sored by oilman George P. Mitchell, 
continued to put out the Club of Rome 
line as it had since the early 1970’s. 
From Oct. 28-31, 1979, the Wood- 
lands -Conference on Growth Policy 
featured presentations stressing that 
people could be induced to accept 
“limits to growth”. 

The conference was cospon- 
sored by the University of Houston 
System, theCenterofIntegrativeStud- 
ies, the Aspen Institute, and the 
Mitchell Energy and Development 
Corporation. 

The Club of Rome itself was 
founded in late 1968 at a meeting 
pulled together on the basis of Pec- 
cei’s call for a new one-world gov- 
ernment. 

ESALEN 
A CASE STUDY IN CALI- 

FORNIA 

The Aquarian Conspiracy first 
surfaced in a public institution for 
mass popularization at the Esalen In- 
stitute in Big Sur, California, founded 
in 1962. When it took off in 1967, 
Esalen became the mecca of hundreds 
of Americans who paid exorbitant 
fees for weekends of T-Groups, the 
“Training Groups” modeled on be- 
havioral group therapy; for Zen, Hindu 
and Buddhist transcendental medita- 
tion; and for “out of body” experi- 
ences through simulated and actual 
hallucinogenic drugs. 

But Esalen, in all its kooki- 
ness, was a direct product of the 
“practical” industrial theorist Kurt 
Lewiu and his Tavistock network of 
professional behavioral psycholo- 
gists. Michael h4urphy and Richard 
Price, the nominal founders of Esalen, 
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CONFIRM, cont. from previous page sive encounter, breaking through de- letter include: Still the most powerful among 

AND MORALE. 1941 
fenses, and from this experience to re- LSD Experiences and the the tools of the Esalen brainwashers, 

The essence of the demo- 
awaken one’s capacity for faith and Great Religions of the World, Week- the induction of psychotic experiences 

cratic experiment is tested in 
trust and to strengthen one’s tolerance end Seminar with Stanislav Grof. through administering hallucinogenic 

the laboratory of California. 
for anxiety, frustration, and ambigu- A comparison of the experi- drugs is practiced openly. So-called 

Having tended our national 
ity. ences of subjects in LSD research to “Non-Drug Approaches to Psyche- 

myth, California, purveyor of 
Husain Chung was born in those described within such religious delic Experiences”, thevarious meth- 

our electronic and celluloid 
Shanghai and educated in the United traditions as Christianity, Judaism, ods of meditation and self-hypnosis 

myths, transmits to those look- 
States. He has practiced Subud in- Islam, Hinduism, Buddhism, Taoism have also been taught at Esalen in 

ing for hope. If it can work in 
tensively here and in Indonesia and and various primitive and heretical small-group tests, to see if they might 

California, maybe it can be 
has studied psychodrama with J. L. traditions. Considerationwillbegiven not be taught to large populations, 

adapted and put to work else- 
Moreno. He has taught and counseled to the authenticity of chemically in- without necessary chemicals, over tele- 

where.. . . Marilyn Ferguson, 
in California schools, clinicsand mental duced religious experience. vision or other electronic media. Such 

THE AOUARIAN CON- 
hospitals, and is now associated with Stanislav Grof is a research seminars at Esalen have included: 

SPIRACY. 
the Human Institute, Menlo Park, psychiatrist currently on a fellowship Non-Drug Approaches to 
which conducts psychodrama work- at the Johns Hopkins Medical School Psychedelic Experience, Weekend 

THE REvoLuTIoN HAs shops and marathons. 
BEGUN. HUMAN LIFE WILL BE 

in Baltimore. During the past decade workshop with Bernard S. Aaronson 

TRANSFORiUED. HOW IT WILL 
Fight Training for Lovers he has conducted numerous studies and Steven A. Stroud. 

and Couples: Weekend Workshop with LSD subjects in Prague, Czecho- 
BE TRQNsFoRMED Is up To with George R Bach and Staff 

Psychedelic experiences can 

I&. ..George B. Leonard, Senior 
. . Slovakia. be produced without drugs by meth- 

This workshop, beginning with Are You Sound? Weekend Work- 
Editor, Look magazine; Board Of a theory and demonstration session, shop with Alan Watts. 

ods involving the creation of hypnoi- 

Editors, Journal of Humanistic Psy- 
dal states. Through the use of visual- 

choZogy AT ESALEN, October 8, 
wilI include a mini-marathon on Sat- The double meaning of this ization and other procedures, includ- 

1967. 
urday in which participants will prac- question willbeexplored through both ing music, readings, and techniques 

In 1967, after Gregory Bate- 
tice the fine art of intimate communica- discussion and experiment. We shall for enhancing perception, participants 

son, Ken Kesey, and Timothy Leary 
tion. Verbal and nonverbal, fighting investigate the “musical mysticism” will experience and try to understand 

had softened up the American pop- 
and loving, autonomous and dyadic of mantra-yoga in Hinduism, Bud- the nature of psychedelic experience. 
ways of deepening and stimulating the dhism, Christianity and Islam, con- Bernard S. Aaronson, Ph.D., 

‘lation for the counterculture~ Esalen male-female bond will be explored. sidering the universe as an energy- heads the experimental psychology 
began to assume a high public profile. Part. rcipants will be introduced to Dr. pattern which is essentially musical in 
hh’de T-Groups, rf%iOUS CUlk B&l’s original “Fight Training for its nature. 

section of the New Jersey Bureau of 

and hallucinogenic experiences were ~ovef~** in which intimate partners 
Research in Neurology and Psychia- 

henceforth to be merchandized like 
Alan Watts, author of THE try. He is interested in many -tech- 

deodorant. HereisacatalogofEsalen’s 
can strengthen their love relationship WAY OF ZEN; NATURE. MAN niques to promote human growth in- 

products. 
b y 1 earning how to “fight” fairly and AND WOMAN; PSYCHO- eluding hypnosis, elements of occult 

T-Groups: Esalen’s use of T- 
effectively. The weekend will end THERAPY EAST AND WEST; BE- traditions, meditation, and operant 
with a critio-ue,. integration and YOND THEOLOGY; THE BOOK: conditioning. He has sixty publica- 

Groups, also called Sensitivity Ses- ‘*Lovefeast” on Sunday from 11 a.m. 
sions, concentrates on “ego strip- 

ONTHETABOG AGAINSTKNOW- tions to his credit, and has been pro- 

ping”, putting the individual in a 
t 0 p.m. 5 ING WHO YOU ARE; and, many fessor at several universities and is 

group situation in which he is forced 
Participants should bring fight- other writings, has been--with D.T. also engaged in the private practice of 

to dissolve his identity into the group. 
willing partners and be prepared to Suzuki--theleading popularizer of Zen psychotherapy. With Humphrey 
study assigned sections in Dr. Bach’s Buddhism in the United States. In Osmond he is editor of 

In *e Esalen version, extensive em- latest book, THE INTIMATE EN- recent years Dr. Watts has worked to PSYCHEDELICS: THEIR USES 
phasis is placed on group physical EMY 
contact; during Esalen’s early years, -’ 

a copy of which will be sup- unify science, philosophy and religion AND IMPLICATIONS to be pub- 

this was restrained to group hand- 
plied at the beginning of this weekend. into a totally modem view. lished by Doubleday. 

George Bach, Ph.D., founder Creating New Forms of Wor- *** 

holding, hugging, and other forms of 
“mothering”. As, Esalen grew, to- 

and director of The Institute of Group ship, 3-Day Workshop with Bill I hope that as you read the above 

gether with the much-publicized ‘ ‘free 
P sychotherapy, is an innovator of the McGaw and Wilson Van Dusen. it became a bit more clearly apparent 

sex” of the “love generation”, 
marathon experiences and couples 

these therapy. 
Today religion is facing a cri- why the orthodox religions would 

He is the author of THE sis of far reaching proportions. In 
T-Groups became increasingly porno- 

speak out against hypnosis, etc. Also, 

graphic. Today, group sex is used at 
INTIMATE ENEMY. 

Religious Cults: 
many situations a sense of community why the very group promoting such 

Esalen as a brainwashing tool: the 
Whereas is almost non-existent, and in many would disallow legal practiceof same-- 

individual becomes totally psycho- 
pl t a onic religions are based on the churches there is less and less partici- for if a state is introduced into the 

logically dependent on the “love” of 
godliness of the creative human mind, pation from youth. A possible source subconscious mind through this above 
Esal en religious cults are based on the of renewal may be the inclusion of type of hypnotic programming--IT 

*e group, and intellectual regression destruction of the individual’s creativ- encounter and awareness techniques CAN INSTANTLY BE UNDONE 
is intense. ity under the pressure of the group or in Sunday morning worship and other BY RECLARIFYING THE 

RWHI~ T-Group sessions as in the face of “meditation” upon rituals 
* 

SUBCONSCIOUS MIND. This is 
described in the Esalen Newsletter man’s 46oneness with the environ- 
have included: 

Workshop members will be why ones who are onto the plan and 
ment ’ ’ 

Psychodrama Marathon. 
--the dissolution of the bound- introduced to a dynamic theory of know the methods being utilized are 

Weekend Marathon, with Husain 
ary between the person and his “life ritual and symbol which is open to not subject to the program in point. 

Chung. 
space”. Thisincludes thesortof “out creative change. Experiential wor- You can fool and reprogram the 
of body” experiences associated with ship services will be presented and subconscious mind--YOU CANNOT 

This psychodrama marathon, B’ h is op 1 e and his disciple, Eliza- discussed. P’k VOID ORREPROGRAM THE GOD 
40 hours long, Will provide an intense b& Ku&r-Ross, the proponent of SOUL SUPRA-MIND. VALUES 
confrontation with the meaning of “death with dignity” who regularly HALLUCINOGENIC INBRED WILL NOT BE OVER- 
being human. The process of the “communes” with the dead. Esalen PSYCHOSIS 
marathon will be to provide an inten- cult sessions as described in its news- Please see ~OhrFIRA4, next page 
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COME THROUGH THE GIM- 
MICKS AT THAT HIGHER LEVEL 
AND WHEN REAWAKENED TO 
THE MORAL VALUES OF 
“RIGHTNESS”. THECONSCIOUS 
WILL RESPOND WITH REASON 
AND INTELLIGENCE EVEN IF 
THE PROGRAMMING OF THE 
SUBCONSCIOUS IS STILL AT 
WARP SPEED. THIS IS WHAT 
CAUSES THE TREMENDOUS 
CLASH IN EMOTIONAL RE- 
SPONSE AS CHAOS AND CONFU- 
SION IMPACT THE HIGHER BE- 
ING OF THE SOUL INDIVIDUAL. 
IN OTHER WORDS, NO MATTER 
WHAT IS TAUGHT TO THE CON- 
SCIOUS AND SUBCONSCIOUS-- 
THE GOD LEVEL OF BEING 
KNOWS TRUTH. 

Let us close this portion at this 
point, Dharma. I believe this will be 
the final chapter in this JOURNAL as 
well. 

I have rapidly ripped through this 
material and I can only ask that you 
move rapidly in obtaining the more 
detailed writings and updatings of Dr. 
Coleman. By the way, for his own 
protection--know that this is a “pen- 
name” for this person because his 
background is such that birth names 
cannot be utilized. He has, however, 
gathered quite a reading audience and 
is recognized by this title and there- 
fore we shall honor him in that man- 
ner. 

Yes, you readers who have studied 
this subject widely will recognize por- 
tions already have been given over the 
past decades. I urge you to not get lazy 
in your homework for you are going to 
get the details, updating and far more 
information than I have given. I have 
only rapidly run through the facts so 
that misperceptions are not allowed to 
bring damage to any writers or speak- 
ers. There is comfort and safety in 
numbers and my mission is to get you 
the detailed information via the best 
and most accurate routing and still 
give security to the daring partici- 
pants. 

And to YOU, the readers, please 
remember that information is only 
printed symbols if you heed it not and 
do not act on the input. You may well 
experience overwhelming overload-- 
please, just rest a bit and reread. 
Ignorance is your enemy--never truth. 
salu. 

Hatonn to stand-by. Good-day. 
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As you open the pages of a new 
volume you must wonder “where 
have I been?” or “. . .this is pure 
idiocy and fabrication. ” Let me share 
a moment with you as Dharma pon- 
ders: “There must be an ending--a 
limit--to this deceit and surely he will 
run out of stuff to write about.” NO-- 
we have not so much as dented the 
surface layers but WE HAVE GIVEN 
YOU THE WHO AND THE IN- 
TENT. The rest is the unraveling of 
the web so that you can confirm Truth 
as the different scenarios come into 
the focus of the ONE. For instance, 
what think ye means “Trilateral” 
Commission? Obviously by the word 
itself, if not changed to suit the needs 
of the Elite, it refers to “three’‘--three 
whats? Three whiches? 

New World Order 
MATI’ON GIVEN FROM THE 
ELITE TO YOU IN THE EXACT 
FORM AS A MOVIE SCRIPT--TO 
PRESENT AN ILLUSION WHILE 
YOU BELIEVE THE STORY TO BE 
NON-FICTION. THEN, THE RE- 
MAINDER OF THE NETWORKS 
ARE REQUIRED TO PRESENT 
BACKUP INFORMATION FOR 
THAT ILLUSION. YOU NOW LIVE 
IN TOTAL “LA-LA” LAND OF 
MAKE-BELIEVE AND, WORSE, 
IT DOESN’T SEEM TO BOTHER 
YOU VERY MUCH. 

NEW WORLD ORDER AT 
WORK 

Dear ones, you have a working 
New World Order. The judicial sys- 
tem is corrupt and has long since 
stopped practicing ‘ ‘justice’ ’ . All 
your major “systems”, i.e., educa- 
tion, religion and government for 
SOVEREIGN CITIZENS are GONE! 
So, what is happening in the service of 
that “Mother of all Webs”? It is 
simply the legalization of the New 
World Order. 

Few, FEW, (FEW), know this 
next information--but enough know 
to recognize that someone “out- 
there” is giving you-the-public the 
infomsation if only someone would 
listen and HEAR! I do not speak of 
myself-I speak of ones who learn of 
these coalitions in the same secret 
manner as they are conceived. YOU 
only are introduced to them in a 
jumble of hidden debris so that you 
THINK THE THING OR 
ORGANIZATION HAS BEEN 
AROUND FOREVER, DOING ITS 
“GOODLY” WORK IN YOUR BE- 
HALF. 

CNN: THE MOST CON- 
TROLLED.OF 

I repeat a most important thing-- 
THE CNN NETWORK IS THE 
MOST CONTROLLED MEDIA OF 
ALL OF THE CONTROLLED ME- 
DIA FOR PLANNED INFOR- 

LEGALIZING THIS “NEW 
WORLD ORDER” 

COMING: APEC 

This elusive NEW organization 
being powerized and soon to be thrust 
upon you is--the Asia-Pacific Eco- 
nomic Cooperation (APEC). It is so 
near to terminology, like for in- 
stance, OPEC, that no one notices it 
is something else of unknown fiber 
and power--it is also called a “fo- 
rum”. 

This is the East Asian coun- 
terpart to the Conference on Se- 
curity and Cooperation in Europe 
(CSCE). The point is to confuse you 
with so many “initiais” that you 
haven’t the vaguest idea about what 
anyone is speaking. 

1 urge you to make no mistakes 
about this link-up of this trilateral 
structure. The game goal is the same 
as always--without deviation. Only a 
few incidents and players are changed 
along the way as necessary to better 
accomplish the Elite ends. Unfortu- 
nately for you--things are remaining 
exactly as described by your author, 
George Orwell in 1984. It may SEEM 
otherwise--it is not. In one of his 
private talks, David Rockefeller put it 
succinctly for you, that is, “to restruc- 
ture the world into three regional (or 
“trilateral”) blocks. In each area, 
the ONE CONSTANT will be the 
initiation, participation, and open 
checkbook of the government of the 
United States. ’ * 

And make no mistake about this, 
either: The Insiders’ dream of a New 
World Order, as first envisioned by 
John Ruskin, Cecil Rhodes, Andrew 
Carnegie, and Elihu Root a century or 
so past,- has the full blessings and 
support of the Bush Administration. 
This also falls directly into the overall 
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blueprint of the Khazarian Zionist 
Elders outlined within the Protocols 

At Work 
for Global Control--by year 2ooO. 

The real thrust will come imme- 
diately in implementing these plans 
being pushed through Congress, once 
the inconvenient but necessary fa- 
cades of elections of 1992 are out of 
the way. THESE TREATIES WILL 
BECOME THESUPREMELAWOF 
THE LAND. THEY WILL NOT BE 
THE “EQUIVXLENT”LEGAL AU- 
THORITY OF YOUR CONSTITU- 
TION--THEY WILL SUPERSEDE 
IT. 

CSCE IN ACTION 

Ones are now pointing out recent 
developments which show just how 
comprehensive the New World Order 
game plan is for participants in the 
CSCE or its regional facsimiles. In 
January, 1992, during a two-day con- 
ference in Prague, both Foreign Min- 
ister Hans-Die&h Genscher of Ger- 
many and President Vaclav Have1 of 
the Czech-Slovak Federal Republic 
openly called for the establishment of 
CSCE peacekeeping forces. Just as 
predicted, Yugoslavia would serve as 
an excuse for such an action. 

Following is how the publication 
The Week in Germany reported the 
story (funny that YOU don’t get any of 
THESE details). 

. . . against the background 
of civil war in Yugoslavia, 
Genscher and Have1 stressed 
that the CSCE needed More 
rights and powers. Genscher 
said that the conflict in Yu- 
goslavia had shown the ’ ‘con- 
tinuing structural weakness ” 
of the organization and he 
called on the CSCE to ’ <create 
the opportunity of CSCE blue 
and green-helmet missions to 
keep the peace and to protect 
our foundations of life. ” 

The minister stressed that 
the “control of military 
power must remain an es- 
sential element of the CSCE 
process in the future.” 

BLUE AND GREEN HELMETS 

I suggest you go back and take 
note of “blue and green-helmet mis- 
sions’ ’ . Shake, shudder and wheeze 

Please see NWO, next page 
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CIA Involvement 
Gyeorgos Ceres Hatonn 
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For those of you who witnessed 60 
Minutes yester-evening I believe you 
will begin to find our writings regard- 
ing the outrageous infiltration and 
violence within your “intelligence*’ 
groups to be quite accurate and denial 
should lessen considerably. 

I found much humor afoot anqyou 
will note that the most ludicrous of all 
of the American intelligence services 
is making the most fuss about infiltra- 
tion, as terrorists, of your own special 
forces into the Navy’s installations. I 
sincerely hope and pray that you are 
beginning to see all things through 
different “eyes” these days as your 
awareness is piqued. 

As we begin a new volume of the 
JOURNAL I find my scribe dismayed 
that we are into our fourth document 
and still are only on page 135 in the 
book upon which we started out to 

NFVO, cont. from previous page 

now for “blue” obviously means 
United Nations and refers to tradi- 
tional military and police functions. 
Green refers to environmental PO- 
LICE ACTIONS. 

So what? Read on. What do you 
think happens to national individual 
sovereignty? Try this dispatch: ‘ ‘ . . . the 
foreign ministers agreed that in cer- 
tain cases of ‘clear, crass and continu- 
ing’ violations of such CSCE prin- 
ciples as the renouncement of force, 
democracy and human rights, the other 
CSCE member states can enact reso- 
lutions concemirw the violation and 
thereby OVERRIDE THE VETO OF 
THE STATE IN OUESTION. ONCE 
A MEMBER, NO NATION SHALL 
BE ALLOWED TO WITHDRAW 
FROM THE MEMBERSHIP.‘” 

It certainly seems quite clearly put 
to me. BY THE WAY, THE 
UNITED STATES IS A FULL- 
FLEDGED MEMBER OF CSCE- 
SO THIS DEFl.NlTELY INCLUDES 
YOU-THE-U.S. PEOPLE. 

There is so much more, but I hope 
you get the picture for right on the 
coattails will come the activation of 
APEC AND THE WORLD WILL BE 
LEGALLY AND FORCIBLY 
“6LOCKED INTO” THE GLOBAL 
ONE GOlf&RNMENT--SANS 
CONSTITUTION OF, BY AND FOR 
THE PEOPLE! 

focus attention. So be it--we have as 
long as we have and all matters be- 
come as urgent as the other in point. 

For you who missed the previous 
and have access to this first, let me say 
that I shall not give background in- 
formation. Suffice it to say that I am 
utilizing a document censored by the 
CIA prior to allowing printing and 
that censorship was upheld and, in 
fact, required, by your judicial sys- 
tem . We are identifying the author as 
“I.M. Anonymous (IMA)” for secu- 
rity for I desire the missing informa- 
tion be brought or sent to me and I 
shall see to its publication. It must be 
without knowledge of the author for 
he would be in direct contempt of 
court. 

As we trip off onto side issues you 
will -find that we are giving you that 
information at any rate as we set the 
players of the Elite Conspiracy Cartel 
into focus. I only wish you readers to 
get “turned-on” and to the point of “I 
won’t take it any longer”--but I do not 
ever suggest violence nor disadvanta- 
geous actions which are illegal in any 
way whatsoever. 

Please note that I make remarks in 
brackets (IH:l) and effort to set up the 
areas of deletions exactly as has the 
author--in centered space in bold let- 
tering. The work is the outlaying of 
the workings of theCIA whichin turn, 
structures all Intelligence Cults to great 
extent. All are simply branches spring- 
ing from the Mother Web--the control- 
ling Committee of 300 rulers and rule- 
makers and their official enforcement 

“OK, Just Stay Off 
The Jew Kick” 
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I have never been ON a “Jew” 
kick. The groups I speak of ARE 
NOT “JEWS” AS YOU WOULD 
DEFINE“JEW”. THEACCURSED 
DECEIVERS HAVE DUMPED 
THAT ON YOU, TOO! The precious 
“ones of Jewry” are the first in intent 
to be wiped out for THEY KNOW the 
deceit of this new group of pretenders. 
Further, they are causing you to 
actually blot out personages and 
happenings from historical record 
and allowance of speaking. This 
next brief note in Sunday’s (yester- 
day) paper should chill your blood. 

: .- 

THE PHOENIX UBERA TOR 

In Latin America 
group--British Intelligence. Even your 
“Jewish” leagues are ALL branches 
of British Intelligence--NOT “Jew- 
ish”. 

Dharma, we will not delay with 
background as ones can obtain all the 
background desired from the prior 
volumes. We shall simply start ex- 
actly where we left off at quarter-page 
down on page 135. Thank you. You 
will find the writing outdated for the 
original document was published in 
1974. It suffices for information on 
the establishment and working 
organization of the service in point 
and you will be able to update for self 
if you acquire our other documents or 
those of other writers of inside in- 
formation. 

CUBA 

Latin America in 1954 was the 
scene of one of the CIA’s greatest 
paramilitary triumphs--the successful 
invasion of Guatemala by an agency- 
organized rebel force. And it was in 
Latin America that the CIA seven 
years later suffered its most notable 
failure--the abortive invasion of Cuba 
at the Bay of Pigs. But the agency was 
slow to accept defeat in the Cuban 
operation. The only reason for the 
failure, the CIA’s operators believed, 
was that President Kennedy had lost 
his nerve at the last minute, refusing 
more air support for the invasion and 
withholding or reducing other pos- 
sible assistance by U.S. forces. [H: 
We have covered all of this in other 
writings as it REALLY happened. 
You must constantly keep in mind 
that you will be receiving informa- 
tion herein from the perspective of 
ones experiencing that which they 
can uncover at the time and cannot 
be totally accurate in the forefront 
of the issues in point. Remember 
always-hindsiit is much better 
and-yet, in thesematters-still delib- 
erately hidden and clouded.] Con- 
sequently, the agency continued its 
relationships with its “penetrations” 
of Cuban exile groups--in a way remi- 
niscent of its lingering ties with East- 
em European emigrd organizations 
from the early Cold War period. And 
the CIA kept many of the Bay of Pigs 
veterans under contract, paying them 
regular salaries for more than a decade 
qfterward m: Moreover, you will 
lind thesesame operatives popping 
up at every major event. of scandal 

such as Watergate, Iran-gate, etc.] 

8 LINES DELETED 

Time after time, the Cuban gov- 
ernment would parade CIA-sponsored 
rebels before television cameras to 
display them and their equipment to 
the Cuban public and the world. Often 
the captives made full confessions of 
the agency’s role in their activities. 

HOT 
INVASION 

Nevertheless, the CIA kept look- 
ing for new and better ways to attack 
the Castro government. Under con- 
tract to the agency, the Electric 
Boat Division of General Dynamics 
at Groton, Connecticut developed a 
highly maneuverable high-speed 
boat designed for use by guerrilla 
raiders. The boat was supposed to 
be faster than any ship in the Cuban 
navy, and thereby able to move 
arms and men into Cuba at will. 
There were numerous delays in put- 
ting the boat into production, how- 
ever, and no deliveries were made 
up to 1967. By that time, the U.S. 
was too deeply involved in South- 
east Asia to thii seriously about a 
new invasion of Cuba. The CIA, 
therefore, quietly dropped the boat 
project and turned the developmen- 
tal model over to the U.S. Navy. 

Also during the mid-1960’s 

9% LINES DELETED 

By 1968, almost everyone in 
the Clandestine Services had finally 
accepted the fact that special opera- 
tions against Cuba had outlived their 
usefulness. To be sure, there were 
still some diehard veterans around 
who would continue to propose new 
schemes, but even “Frank Bender”-- 
the heavy-accented, cigar-smoking 
German refugee who had helped man- 
age the Bay of Pigs fiasco--could no 
longer bring himself to believe in 
them. The death knell for CIA Cuban 
operations was sounded that year, 
seven years after the Bay of Pigs, 
when the agency closed down its two 
largest bases in Florida. One of these, 
located on an old naval air station at 
Opalocka, had served as an all-pur- 
pose base for CIA-sponsored raids on 

Please see CIA, next page 
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Where Are 
You Now? 
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When the press is gagged, lib- 
erty is besieged; but when the 
press assumes the liberty to lie, it 
discounts clemency, mocks moral- 
ity, outrages humanity, breaks 
common law, gives impulse to vio- 
lence, envy, and hate, and pro- 
longs the reign of inordinate, 
unprincipled clans. 
Deny truth if ye so choose--but 

in so-doing the LIE WILL RISE UP 
TO DEVOUR THEE. 

Hitler Speech 
Brings Change 
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The Bakersfield Califor- 
nian, Sun. Mar. 1, 1992: 
THOUSAND OAKS-- 

A fij?h grader’s portrayal of 
Adolf Hitler in a speech contest 
prompted school oficials to stitffen 
its rules for the competition, a 
decision praised bv Jewish lead- 
ers. 

While the CIA was largely concerned 
with Cuba in its Latin American op- 
erations during much of the 1960’s, 
the rest of the continent was by no 
means neglected. For the most part, 
the agency’s aim was not to overthrow 
particular Latin American governments 
but rather to protect them from local 
insurgent movements. The CIA gen- 
erally avoided getting involved in any 
large way, instead using relatively 
small amounts of covert money, arms, 
and advisors to fight leftist groups. 
While this switch in tactics reflected 
the counterinsurgency theories pop- 
ular in the Kennedy and Johnson 
administrations, it also came as a 
result of the diversion of a substantial 
part of the nation’s military resources-- 
covert and otherwise--to Southeast 
Asia. 

PERU 

In the fiture, students will be 
required to choose subjects who 
were “‘positive figures ” in Ameri- 
can history, said William Seaver, 
superintendent of the Conejo Val- 
ley Unified School District. 

The rule change camejust days 
after an 11-year-old Westhzke 
Elementary School student 
dressed as the Nazi leader was 
awarded second oluce afier m’v- 
inp a st?eech that FAILED TO 
MENTION THE DEATHS OF 6 
MILLION JEWS 
CONCENTRATION CAM:: 
WORD OF THE SPEECH AN- 
GERED COMMUNITY MEM- 
BERS . 

THE TRACKING OF CHE 
JUNGLE FORT BRAGG 

When he vanished from the 
The agency financed the con- Cuban scene in the spring of 1965, 

struction of what one experienced there werereports that Ernest0 “Che” 
observer described as “a miniature Guevara, the Argentinean physician 
Fort Bragg” in the troubled Peru- and comrade-in-arms of Fidel Castro, 
vian jungle region, complete with had challenged the Cuban leader’s 
mess halls, classrooms, barracks, authority and, as a result, had been 
administrative buildings, parachute executed or imprisoned. There were 
jump towers, amphibious landing other reports that Guevara had gone 
facilities, and all the other accoutre- mad, beyond all hope of recovery, and 
ments of paramilitary operations. ‘was under confinement in a villa some- 
Helicopters were furnished under where in the Cuban provinces. And 
cover of official military aid pro- there were still other reports that Che 
grams, and the CIA flew in arms had formed a small cadre of dedicated 
andothercombat equipment. Train- disciples and had gone off to make a 
ing was provided by the agency’s new revolution. At first no one in the 
Special Operations Division person- CIA knew what to believe. But even- 
nel and by Green Beret instructors tually a few clues to Guevara’s where- 
on loan from the Army. abouts began to dribble in from the 

As the training progressed agency’s field stationsandbases. They 

And you are not worried?? This 
man, Hitler--good or bad--was one of 
the most IMPORTANT (definition of 
“important”: having the greatest in- 
fluence and impact on the largest 
number of people and places) person- 
ages of all history. 

Do you still actually believe that 
there can be no errors nor missing 
information from your history books 

The CIA assumed the role of 
coordinator of all U.S. government 
counterinsurgency activities in Latin 
America, and other agencies--par- 
ticularly AID, with its police-training 
programs, and the Defense De- 
partment, with its military-assistance 
and civic-action programs--provided 
the CIA with cover and additional 
resources. Much of the agency’s 
manpower for Latin American special 
operations was furnished by the U.S. 
Army’s Special Forces; small detach- 
ments of Green Berets were regularly 
placed under CIA control. These 
soldiers usually came from the Third 
Battalion of the Seventh Special Forces, 
located at Fort Gulick in the Canal 
Zone. The agency had its own para- 
military base in the Canal Zone, and 
even when the Special Forces carried 
on missions outside the CIA’s direct 
command, agency operators kept in 
close touch with what was going on. 
Since 1962 more than 600 Special 
Forces ‘ ‘mobile training teams’ ’ have 
been dispatched to the rest of Latin 
America from Fort Gulick, either under 
direct CIA control or under Pentagon 
auspices. GreenBerets participated, 
for example, in what was the CIA’s 

and the proficiency of the court- were fragmentary, frustratingly 
terguerrilla troops increased, the flimsy, and, surprisingly, they pointed 
Peruvian government grew uneasy. to Africa--to the Democratic Republic 
Earlier, the national military of the Congo, now called Zaire. Yet 
commanders had been reluctant to another insurrection was going on in 
provide persoMe for the counter- the former Belgian colony, and 
insurgency force, and thus the CIA information from the CIA’s open- 
had been required to recruit its tivesin the field indicated that foreign 
fighting manpower from among the revolutionaries were participating in 
available local populace. By paying it. Some of their tactics suggested the 
higher wages than the army (and unique style of Che Guevara. 
offering fringe benefits, better train- Before the intelligence could 
ing, and “esprit de corps”) the be verified, however, the rebellion in 
agency soon developed a relatively the eastern inland territories suddenly 
efficient fighting force. In short evaporated. By the fall of 1965, Lake 
order, the local guerrillas were Tanganyika was again calm. But the 
large!y wiped out. CIA mercenaries (some of them veter- 

A few months later, when ans of the Bay of Pigs operation), who 
Peru was celebrating its chief na- had been assisting the Congo govem- 
tional holiday, the authorities re- ment in repressing the revolt, were 
fusedtoallowtheCIA-trainedtroops convinced, asweretheiragency superi- 
into the capital for the annual mili- ors in Africa, that Che had indeed 
tary parade. Instead, they had to been in the area. 
settle for mar&ii through streets 
of a dusty provincial town, in a CHE GUEVARA WOULD “SET 
satellite observance of the great day. AFRICA AFLAME” 
Realizii that many a Latin Ameri- _- * 

single large-scale Latin American can regime had been toppled by a 
and/or bibles of religions? The next is intervention of the post-Bay of Pigs 
a month old but even more urgently em. 

crack regiment, Peru’s leaders were 
This ommed in the mid- unwillhtg to let the CIA force even Please see CU. next page 

important. 

CIA, cont. from previous page 

Cuba. 

3 LINES DELETED 

LATIN AMERICAN 
OPERATIONS 

1960’s, when the agency secretly come to Liia, and the government 
came to the aid of the Peruvian soon moved to dismantle the unit. 
government, then plagued by guer- 
rilla troubles in its remote eastern BOLIVIA 
regions. Unable to cope adequately 
with the insurgent movement, Liia As large and successful as 
had turned to the U.S. government the CIA’s Peruvian operation might 
for aid, which was immediately and have been, it was outweighed in 
covertly forthcoming. @I: If you importance among agency leaders 
find this kind of action unaccept- by a smaller intervention in Bolivia 
able to your belief system--then I that occurred in 1967; for the CIA 
suggest you hear what Col. Bo Gritz was out for bigger game in Bolivia 
(who has one of those cute little than just local insurgents. The 
green berets) has to say about his target was Che Guevara. 
own stint in Panama, etc.] 

Later it was learned by the 
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CIA that Guekara and a group of more 
than 100 Cuban revolutionaries had 
infiltrated into the Congo from neigh- 
boring Tanzania’ m the spring of 1965. 
They intended to set Africa aflame 
with rebellion, but their revolutionary 
zeal was not matched by that of the 
native guerrillas or the local populace. 
In disgust, six months later Che se- 

’ cretly returned to Cuba to lay plans for 
his next adventure. At the time, 
however, the CIA knew only that he 
had once again disappeared. Again 
conflicting reports as to his where- 
abouts and status, health and other- 
wise, began to drift into the agency. 
By early 1967, almost a yearand a half 
later, the information available to the 
agency pointed to the heart of South 
America, to Bolivia. 

While many of the officers in 
the CIA’s Clandestine Services firmly 
believed that Guevara was behind the 
insurgent movement in the southern 
mountains of Bolivia, a few of the 
agency’s top officials hesitated to ac- 
cept the fact. Despite that air of doubt, 
some agency special operations per- 
sonnel were sent to the land-locked 

Blatant 
Constitutional 

Abuse 
$2192 #l HATONN 

77IESUN, Thurs, Jan. 30, 1992. 
NEW YORK (AP):. An Arab immi- 
grant ACOVITTED of killing Jewish 
extremist Meir Kahane was sentenced 
Wednesdav to up to 22 vears in 
prison on lesser chrirzes bv a iudEe 
who chastised the iurv of its verdict 
“devoid of common sense”. 

El Sayyid Nosair was sentenced 
to the maximum term on assauit and 
weapons charges for-shooting two 
men andltrying to hijack a taxi as he 
fled the hotel where Kahane was 
slain in November 1990. 

In a lo-minute speech before 
sentencing, Nosair, A U.S. CITI- 
ZENoriginally fromEgypt, declared 
his innocence. 

HOW DO YOU SLEEP NIGHTS, 
AMERICA? WORLD? 

Another little article reads: SON’S 
DEATH IN GULF WAR UNEX- 
PLAINED. Questions haunt the 
parents of a corporal who died when 
hit bv machine-eun fire from U.S. 
Armv sauadron. 

South American country to assist 
local forces in dealing with the rebel 
movement. Ironically, at this point 
not even Bolivian President Rene’ 
Barrientos thought that duevara was 
involved in the guerrilla movement. 

A couple of months later, in 
April, two events occurred that dra- 
matically underscored the belief of the 
CIA’s clandestine operators, both in 
Bolivia and at headquarters, that Che 
was leading the rebels. Early in the 
month a Bolivian army unit overran 
the base camp of the guerrillas at 
Nancahuazu, capturing documents, 
diaries, and photographs which the 
fleeing insurgents .had left behind. 
Included in the materials seized at the 
guerrilla base camp were photographs 
of a partially bald, gray-haired man 
with glasses who, upon close examina- 
tion of certain features, bore a striking 
resemblance to Che Guevara. In ad- 
dition, a couple of smudged finger- 
prints on some of the documents 
seemed to match Guevara’s. The 
documents, furthermore, clearly es- 
tablished that a number of the guerril- 
las operating in Bolivia were Cubans, 
probably some of the same men who 
were thought to have been with 
Guevara in the Congo. 

FRENCH JOURNALIST 
CONFESSES 

Ten days later Regis Debray, 
the leftist French journalist, who had 
disappeared months earlier upon ar- 
riving in Bolivia to do a geopolitical 
study, was captured near Muyupampa, 
along with two other foreigners sus- 
pected of having been in contact with 
the rebels. According to his state- 
ments months later, the journalist 
Debray was saved from summary ex- 
ecution by the CIA men accompany- 
ing the Bolivian forces who captured 
him. Afterward he was confronted 
with secret evidence by the same CIA 
operatives, disclosing that the agency 
knew a great deal more about his 
activities abroad and in Bolivia than he 
had thought possible. Denying, at 
first, any knowledge of Guevara’s 
connection with the rebel movement, 
Debray soon wilted and began to talk 
in an attempt to save himself from trial 
and execution. 

Even with the rapidly mount- 
ing evidence, Director Richard Helms 
still could not accept that the legend- 
ary Cuban revolutionary had indeed 
reappeared to lead another rebellion. 
He scoffed at the claims of his clandes- 

Please see CIA, next page 
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More La Rouche Questions 
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I cannot do this subject justice 
AND get on with the CIA--which I 
feel must come next in the outlaying. 
I am continually asked to comment on 
LaRouche and now, with the release 
of Dr. Coleman’s book (which I have 
recommended highly), comes more 
inquiry. 

I want you ones to discern intent of 
the LaRouche thrust. I will say that his 
all-out effort to “get” Kissinger is 
what has ended him in prison with a 
life sentence. 

You want me to sanction, some- 
how, this man. I do not. He had a 
most unConstitutio&l treatment and 
that does need to be looked into most 
closely. He also saw what was coming 
down and WHO was doing it. 

“Well, he claimed the Jews were 
this or that or the other.” No, he did 
not. Your assumption is that he did 
because the A.nti-Defamation League 
set him up and brought him down. 

LA ROUCHE AND THE ADL 

In order to discredit LaRouche. 
over the prior 15 years the ADL 
accused LaRouche of being an anti- 
Semite--the term used against anyone 
“they” want out of the way. In this 
instance it was primarily due to 
LaRouche exposing the international 
drug traffickers, which the ADL fronts 
for and protects. The testimony of one 
Irwin Suall of the ADL totally dis- 
credited the charge that LaRouche was 
an anti-Semite. Suall “swore under 
oath that he did not know what a Jew 
was. He defined an ‘anti-Semite’ as 
one who attacked the Anti-Defama- 
tion League or Edgar Bronfman! He 
had called LaRouche a ‘small-time 
Hitler’, but testified he had no first- 
hand knowledge of LaRouche’s writ- 
ings or actions. Suall thus admitted 
that he had made no effort to discover 
facts which might prove or disprove 
hearsay reports that LaRouche was 
alleged to be an ‘anti-Semite’.” So 
herein you have the actual facts of the 
matter. The accusation of “anti- 
Semitism” actually means anti-Anti- 
Defamation League and Israeli Politi- 
cal Action Committees and Lobby- 
ists. 

Now we will get to the reason for 
the confusion: During the trial John 
Weber, a member of the Club of Life 

(hold this in your heart a moment) 
AND the B’nai B’rith (ADL), testi- 
fied about his lifelong involvement 
with Jewish affairs and his personal 
association with LaRouche. He stated: 
“If Lyndon LaRouche is an anti- 
Semite, then I would have to be called 
an anti-Semite, and no one who knows 
me would ever call me that. ” Right-- 
so you see, one has no reference to the 
other than the picture which has been 
erroneously painted for you to swal- 
low. 

Then another name enters the pic- 
ture; Roy Innis. Innis is a founding 
member of the Club of Life and Chair- 
man of the Congress of Racial Equal- 
ity (CORE). So, if all these types of 
men are LaRouche’s allies then what 
could have been the matter? More 
important is the fact of an Anglo- 
American-Soviet Conspiracy. 

The important thing in this sce- 
nario which might allow you to see 
more clearly is the lack of God in 
LaRouche’s plans. There is also only 
minimal intention to utilize the Con- 
stitution of the gnited States to any 
great extent. There is a total focus on 
the “HUMANISTIC” @hysical hu- 
man aspects of physical being)--with- 
out ‘ ‘under God” being considered in 
much of any way except as a useful 
item in countering the Pugwash crowd 
and the Kissinger crowd. 

HATONN AND COLEMAN 

You will find that Dr. Coleman 
has covered this subject. I happen to 
take differing views in some instances 
but I do not wish, at this time, to 
distract from the volume just come to 
public offering. You can begin to shift 
your country about through use of 
strictly “human” means but you will 
not find solutions for life existence 
without God as your focus and goal 
intent. 

I will take time to present this to 
you without taking sides in the issue. 
I will effort to simply lay it out for you 
and then you will be able to measure 
against other documents at your dis- 
posal and perhaps you can get an 
objective view of the differing ‘ ‘sides’ ’ 
in the issue in point. 

Yes, I realize that by my writing 
on the subject I shall distract from Dr. 
Coleman’s project. I cannot, how- 
ever, allow such human ego to disal- 
low you-the-readers from having the 

Please see LA ROUCHE, next page 
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but projection of MAN. SINCE ALL OMMEND AN AUTHOR’S WORK t’ me operatives that they had acquired 
information. -There-are mmY writers PHYSICAL MEN ARE HUMAN-- BUT WILL NEVER SANCTION proof of Guevm’s presence in ~0~ 

who Will discount Dr. Coleman’s ac- THEN YOU WILL FIND ERRORS SAME IN TOTAL FOR HUMAN livia; Helms guessed the ws prob- 
counting as with all men--for or against IN DISCERNMENT AND IUDG- OPINION ALWAYS COLORS THE ably dad, Thomas timessines, 
m issue. My job is to bring the facts MENT TOWARD THIS OR THAT OUTPUT FOR THE WRITER CAN h en chief of the CIA’s Clandestine 
in addition to that which is given and OF THE HUMAN ASPECT. MINE NEVER DISASSOCIATEHIS OPIN- services, who had presented he m 

therein YOU cm begin to di=m for IS TO SEPARATE AWAY FROM ION FROM THE SUBJECT to the Director, would not, however, 
self. Am 1 biased? Indeed--for 1 come THAT FOCUS AND OFFER THAT CONCLUSIONS ACCORDING TO back down from he contention fiat 
only in ~~icetoG~of Light ad the WHICH WILL ALLOW YOU TO THE MANNER OF HIS LIFE his operatives were now hot on 
Perfect Creation. I am a “Host” MOVE WITHIN THE HUMAN AS- COURSE. MY LIFE-STREAM IS G 
come to set Preparations for this return PECT TOWARD THE SPIRITUAL NOT OF YOUR PLACE AND I seemed to spur the clandestine opera- 

uevara’s trail, and Helms’ attitude 

unto the human experience of this FULFILLMENTOFTHEJOURNEY HAVE NO INTEREST IN A MAN tars to great efforts. MOE agency 
Divine king and one human OPIN- INTO FREEDOM. ALL THINGS SAVE AS HIS RELATIONSHIP TO “advko&‘, h&ding Cuban vet- 
ION above mother makes verY little FOCUSED SOLELY ON THE GOD AND HOW HE FUNCTIONS emm ofthe hy of pigs adventure, 
difference to me. Truth is what is “PHYSICAL” LEAD ULTI- AND SERVES OR TAKES FROM were mn dispatched to Bolivia to 
Offered and it is VerY delightful when MATELY INTO SLAVERY WlTH THOSE IN HIS ENVIRONMENT. assist in theticking downofGuevafa. 

therea be overlay and confirmation ONLY THE NAMES IN POINT YOU ARE GIVEN GUIDELINES A m of experts from the Armyys 
fran the human apt--it becomes CHANGING TO SUITTHE NEEDS AND BY THOSE, IN YOUR AC- special Forces wa sent ~lap~from 
&sier for you of the human experi- OF THE PROJECTORS. so BE IT. TMMs, SHALL yE BE JUDGED-- the&d tine to train bhVian 6 ‘mg- 

ence--to accept and understand. Other- I ask that YOU be reminded as we NOT BY SOME SPACE CADET. IT ers” in the art of munkfinsurgency 

wise it simply becomes one more speakof Constitutional rights, etc. A WILL BE JUST YOU AND GOD, operations. 
confusion quarrel over ‘ ‘opinions”. 1 human can be quite vile and rightfully FRIEND--JUST YOU AND GOD. 
remind you--you can “judge” a thing be dewl+ng of consequences of his Dhanna, enough on the matter for 
(not a man) by the LAWS OF GOD 

THE CHE OBSESSION 
actions--HOWEVER, if his Constitu- now. I see that I shall have to interrupt 

AND THE CREATION. if the pre- tional “RIGHTS” are violated and the CIA to cover these myriads of The Clandestine Services were 
SenWiOn deviates frOmI the given injustice brought down--the two questions regarding the “above” but obses&w&Guevm, mdeVen Wme- 

LAWS then the projection is of false wrongs do NOT m&e the circum- I do wish to move on with the “intel- what fearful of him. He was in part a 
inbM. If the thrust is Only unto the stance correct. Please do not confuse iigence” information for it will be- constant and irritating reminder of 

ECU Currency interference in JUSTICE--only IN- material given. 
the two things. Mine is never tocause come a major discerning tool in all their failure in the Cuban operation, 

Therefore, let us Unable to vent their frustrations and 

3/2/92 #l HATONN JUSTICE--for JUSTICE IS GIVEN immediately take up where we left the 
AS A PROTECTION BY YOUR printing. Thank you.. 

anger against those U . S . officials who 
1 do not give had undercut that desperate effort, and 

The major argument over thefu- 
CONSTITUTION AND A PERSON Dharma opportunity to read material incapable of gaining direct retribution 

ture C0MMoN CuRRENCy &th IS PRESUMED INNOCENT UNTIL prior to our writing for 1 want not her by destroying Fidel himself or his 

EuroDean Co 
. e AND “IF” PROVEN TO BE opinions to give pain if they differ S 

mmunrty Is NoT ‘GUILTY. IF A MAN BE GUILTY fromthat which1 mustwrite. John has ClandestineServimwerelefttob&. 
oviet and Chinese allies. the CIA’s 

WHETHER TO HAVE ONE, GIVE 
UP SOVEREIGNTY AND SUBMIT THEN THE INVESTIGATION made the material available for her over their failure--until Guevara ex- 

TO GLOBAL GOVERNMENT AND 
SHALL PROVE THE FACTS “IF’ ’ reading--I have given her no time to do pod him&- In ~0 doing he pre- 

ONE WORLD BANK-CUR- 
THEREIS NOTTAMPERING WITH so except in small portions which sented himself to the CIA as an invit- 

RENCY--BUT OVER WHAT TO THE JUSTICEOFTHEEVIDENCE. would be given for your reader’s in- ing target; his capture or d&l would 

NAME IT. And, guess what! Look A man’s belief or non-belief in put. She, too, has the listing of the 
Sovereign Holy God is between that names on the Committee but has had past failures. 

provide some measure of-revenge for 

at how much information you get out 
of one little argument. Let me scan it Man and God--it is none of my busi- no time given to check them out except Let us take a respite at this 

and point out some things: England ~4es? If a man be accused of a on specific ones of curiosity. This is time. We shall take up the next 

will win, of course, for the term is crime” of physical perpetration and so that if there is contradiction, she is chapter utilizing this ame subject of 

he be innocent, he deserves the full not troubled by the material--if she Che. ‘ ‘f=J-u”- meaning ‘ ‘cow’ ’ in German. 
But in England it is an acronym for extent of the Constitutional laws to knows no other input then there can be 

‘*European currency unit”, which, of protect him and God belief has naught no contradiction. Afterwards, she can TRACKING CHE. CONTINUED 

course, means “because we say so! ” to do with it on that personal, physical do as you--go read it all if she can find 
“ . . . . diplomats at the communi ‘s level. The “crime” is in point--not time and then she can have all the During the summer of 1967, while 

arters IN SWITZERLAgD the man’s spiritual belief system. “opinions” she wants regarding the the agency’s speci+ OPS experts Were 

(Home of the Cdmmittee of 300 and Because,forinstance,Dr. Coleman matter. She is my secretary and, assisting the Bolivian army in hunting 

World Bank.) said.. . . . ” or George Green, Dharma or Johnny although she may be a large part of down Guevara, information as to his 

“...for the sake of consistency, 
Jump-up has an opinion regarding a “management”, her opinions do not entry into BOliViabecame avdable. It 

the name ‘ecu’ is being adopted as a circumstance of outlay of historical necessarily reflect the opinions of waslearned that in November 1966 he 

word rather than an acronym because review--DOES NOT MEAN I HOLD myself--THAT IS OUR CONTRACT had come to La Paz from Havana, via 

the acronym would vary among coun- THE SAME OBSERVATION RE- AND WE EACH HONOR THAT Prague, Frankfurt, and sao Paul% 

tries--UCE in France, EWE in Ger- 
GARDING THE MATTER. FOR CONTRACT--ALWAYS. traveling on a false Uruguayan pass- 

many,...” 
INSTANCE--JOHN COLEMAN I am not here to argue with man-- port and disguised as a balding, gray- 

‘ ‘And, after all, there is the phrase 
MAY DEPLORE OR ADMIRE BE- my man. If the answers were corm haired merchant with horn-rimmed 

‘avoir des ecus’, meaning ‘to have lots 
YOND REASON, A LYNDON LA- and YOU lived according to that Truth-- spectacles--a far cry from the familiar 
ROUCHE. I MAY WELL HAVE there would be perfection in your Poster Picture. He hadbeen Preceded 

of money’, a proposition that sounds 
AN EXACT OPPOSING VIEW OF place--not the confusion and chaos by fifteen Cubans who would assist good in any language.. . ” 

HAVE THEY BLINDED YOU 
THE MATTER--AND I WOULD which reigns. Ponder it. him in his Bolivian venture. There 

BEYONDRECOVERY? WESHALL YOUR owN REASONING 
GIVE THAT UNTO YOU FOR 

Please see CIA, next page 
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was no longer tiy doubt in anyone’s 
mind that Che Guevara was in the 
country and in charge of the guerrilla 
movement in the southern mountains. 
Both President Barrientos and Helms 
now accepted the fact. The Bolivian 
govemmentofferedareward ($4,200) 
for Guevam--dead or alive. It was 
only a matter of time until Che would 
be run to ground. 

GUEVARA CAPTURED 

In the months that followed, the 
guerrillas suffered-defeat after defeat 
at the hands of the American-trained, 
CIA-advised Bolivian rangers. One 
battle, on the last day of August, 
resulted in the death of the mysterious 
Tania, the lone female in Guevara’s 
rebel band. Although she evidently 
was a Cuban intelligence agent, a link 
between the guerillas and Havana, it 
was rumored by the CIA that the East 
German woman was actually a double 
agent. Her employer supposedly was 
the Soviet KGB which, like the CIA, 
wanted to keep tabs on Guevara’s 
Cuban-sponsored revolutionary activi- 
ties in Latin America. Less than six 
weeks later, on October 8, Guevara 
himself was wounded and captured 
near the smalI mountain village of La 
Higuera. 

GUEVARA EXECUTED 

As they had done for Debray ear- 
lier, the CIA advisors with the Boliv- 
ian army tried to bring Guevara back 
alive to La Paz for in-depth interroga- 
tions. The Bolivian commander, how- 
ever, was under orders to execute 
Guevara. All that was to be brought 

back were the head and hands--incon- 
testable proof that Che had failed in 
his mission and was dead. [H: Re- 
mind anyone of John the Baptist?] 

While the CIA advisors stalled the 
Bolivian colonel, the agency’s station 
chief in La Paz tried to convince 
President Barrientos of the long-range 
advantages of bringing Guevara out of 
the mountains as a prisoner of the 
government. Barrientoswasadamant. 
He argued that the Debray affair had 
caused enough difficulties and that the 
arrival of Che Guevara, alive, in the 
capital might sparkdisturbances among 
the students and leftists which his 
government would not be able to con- 
trol. In desperation, the station that 
night appealed to Langley headquar- 
ters for assistance, but to no avail. 

Going on the assumption that nei- 
ther the station nor headquarters would 
be successful in getting.Barrientos to 
change his position, the senior CIA 
operative at La Higuera, ( DELETED 
) attempted to question Che. The 
revolutionary, however, would not 
cooperate. He was willing to discuss 
political philosophies and revolution- 
ary movements in general, but he 
refused to permit himself to be inter- 
rogated about the details of his opera- 
tion in Bolivia or any of his previous 
guerrilla activities elsewhere. The 
CIA would have to settle for the 
contents of his personal diary, which 
he had been carrying at the time of his 
capture. 

Final word came from the capital 
early the next morning. The prisoner 
was to be executed on the spot and his 
body, strapped to the landing gear of 
a helicopter, was to be flown to Valle- 
grande for inspection at a local laun- 
dry house by a small group of report- 
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ers and government officials. After- off. But despite the CIA’s counsel, 
ward the corpse was to be buried in an Arguedas spoke out publicly against 
unmarked grave outside of town. On the agency and its activities in Bolivia. 
hearing the order, ( DELETED ) the He denounced the Barrientos regime 
CIA operative, hurried back to the as a tool of American imperialism, 
schoolhouse where Guevara was be- criticized the government’s handling 
ing held, to m&e one last attempt at of the Guevara affair, and then dis- 
interrogating Che. There was not appeared again, precipitating a major 
much time left; the execution was to political crisis in Bolivia. 
be carried out in the next hour or two. At various times during the next 

Guevara’s last moments were re- several months of 1968, Arguedas 
corded in a rare, touching message to popped up in London, New York, and 
headquarters from the CIA operator. Peru. Alternately cajoled and threat- 
The Cuban veteran, and agency con- ened at each stop by CIA operatives 
tract officer, noted that Guevara was who wanted him to shut up, the former 
at first still confident of somehow minister nevertheless admitted he had 
surviving the ordeal, but when he been the one who had released Che’s 
finally realized that he was about to diary because, he said, he agreed with 
die, his pipe fell from his mouth. Che, the revolutionary’s motivesof attempt- 
however, quickly recovered his corn- ing to- bring about popular social, 
posure and asked for some tobacco. political, and economic change in 
His painfully wounded leg no longer Bolivia and elsewhere in Latin 
seemed to bother him. He accepted America. And ultimately, much to the 
his fate with a sigh of resignation, horror of the CIA and the Barrientos 
requesting nolast favors. (DELETED) government, Arguedasannounced that 
clearly felt admiration for the rev- he had been an agent of the CIA since 
olutionary and compassion for the 1965 and claimed that certain other 
man he had helped to capture and Bolivian officials werealso in the pay 
thereby condemn. Minutes later Che of the secret agency. He described the 
Guevara was dead. circumstances under which he had 

been recruited, charging that the CIA 
CHE’S DIARY had threatened to reveal his radical 

student past and ruin his political 
The following summer Che’s di- career if he did not agree to participate 

ary suddenly surfaced and soon found in its operations. 
its way into the hands of his comrades 
in Havana and certain American ad- THE CIA-ARGUEDAS DEAL 
mirers (Ramparts magazine), who 
immediately verified its authenticity Eventually the CIA was able to 
and published it, much to the chagrin strikea bargain with Arguedas, and he 
of the CIA and the Bolivian govern- voluntarily returned to Bolivia--ap- 
ment, which had been releasing only parently to stand trial. He told a New 
those portions which buttressed their York Times reporter on the flight 
case against Guevara and his rebels. from Lima to La Paz that should 
In the midst of the confusion, charges, anything untoward happen to him, a 
and countercharges, Antonio tape recording detailing his accusa- 
Arguedas, Bolivian Minister of the tions against theCIA and the Barrientos 
Interior, disappeared in July among government would be delivered to 
rumors that he had been the one who certain parties in the United States and 
hadreleasedthedocument. Arguedas, Cuba. The tape, he said, was being 
as Minister of the Interior, was in held for him by Lieutenant Mario 
charge of the Bolivian intelligence Texan. Teran, inexplicably, was pre- 
service, with which the agency had viously identified as Che Guevara’s 
many close connections. And Ar- executioner. 
guedas himself was an agent of the Arguedas, during his interview, 
CIA. hinted at the magnitude of his po- 

tential revelations by disclosing the 
THE FLIGHT OF ARGUEDAS names of several CIA officers with 

whom he had worked in the past; 
It was quickly learned that Ar- Hugo Murray, chief of station; John 

guedas had escaped to Chile, where he S. Hilton, former COS; colonel Ed 
intended to ask for political asylum. Fox; Larry Sternfield; and Nick 
Instead, authorities there turned him Lendiris. He also identified some of 
over to the CIA station, and the agency the agency’s contract officers who had 
man who had been his original case assisted in the tracking down of 
officer was dispatched from head- 
quarters in Washington to cool him 

Please see CIA, next page 
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CIA, cont. from previous page your conscience KNOWS is right-- Every book on the subject which TIONS in any of the scandals-be- 

Guevara; Jolio Gabriel Garcia (Cu- eventually you suffer for it. As you can be really damaging is removed cause the people involved FOL 

ban), and Eddie and Mario Gonzales grow andawaken-itwillbecomemuch from the shelves in an effort to get LOWED THE RULES AS TO 

(Bolivians). Arguedas credited the moreeasy a task for you to discern that it out of print. Sometimes %stab- MANAGEMENT.] 

Gonzales brothers with having saved which is right and will move you to lishment” publishers and/or print- *** 

Debray’s life. He now claimed, how- your perfect goal. A senseof security ers wiii take a manuscript in full 

ever, that Barrientos and even the and peace always accompanies the intention of burying it-it is accepted RADIO FREE EUROPE & 

U.S. ambassador were unaware of the partnership between each of you and but simply never gets to wide publi- RADIO FREE LIBERTY 

full scope of the CIA’s penetration of your Spirit--don’t betray SELF. cation. Patriots rarely get their 

the Bolivian government, undoubt- 
SALU 

* material published by ‘Qstablish- The CIA’s best-known pro- 

edly a concession to the powers that ment presses” in these days. Be- prietaries were Radio Free Europe 

arranged his safe return to La Paz. 313192 #l HATONN ware of the ones which do--for there and Radio Liberty, both established in 
is usually a bigger purpose on the theearly 1950’s. Thecorporatestruc- 

BOLIVIAN PRESIDENT KILLED 
PROPRIETARY ORGANIZA- part of the establishment.] That tures of these two stations served as 

TIONS afternoon someone brought up the something of a prototype for other 

The final chapter in the episode CIA’s use of front companies. agency proprietaries. Each functioned 

was acted out the following summer, As far as depots of ‘ ‘Oh, you mean the Delaware under the cover provided by aboard of 

almost two years after Che Guevara’s ’ ‘untraceable arms ’ ‘, airlines and corporations, ’ ’ said Robert Amory , directors made up of prominent Ameri- 

death. President Rene Barrientos was other installations are concerned, Jr., a former Deputy Director of the cans, who in the case of RFE incorpo- 

killed in a helicopter crash while retum- one wonders how the CZA could CIA. “Well, if theagency wants to do rated as the National Commit.tee for a 

ing from a visit to the provinces. Six accomplish the tasks required of it something in Angola, it needs the Free Europe and in the case of RL as 

weeks later Antonio Arguedas, the in Southeast Asia without such Delaware corporations. ” [H: Pay the American Committee for Libera- 

self-admitted agent of the CIA who facilities. Lyman Kirkpatrick, attention here. This is no longer .a tion. But CIA officers in the key 

had yet to stand trial for treason and Former CIA Executive Director, valid place (Delaware) to get the management positions at the stations 

releasing Che Guevara’s diary, was U.S. Newsand WorldReport, Oct. I@ protection although there ls made all the important decisions re- 

apparently shot to death on a street in 11, 1971. still some shelter. Nevada remains garding the programming and opera- 

La Paz. A month later Herbert0 [H: Since the writing of IMA’s as the only state in which privacy ls tions of the stations. 

Rojas, the guide for the Bolivian rang- hook, the proprietary iist has grown assured, at this time.] 

ers and their CIA advisors during the enormously but not quite as “obvi- RADIO SWAN 

final trackdown of Guevara, and one ously”, due to scandals and Con- PROPRIETARY CORPORA- 

of the few people who possibly knew gressional hearings. All that actu- TIONS In 1960 when the agency was 

where the body of the rebel leader was ally happens is that the operations preparing for the Bay of Pigs invasion 

buried, was assassinated in Santa Crux. go further and deeper underground.] By “Delaware corporations” and other paramilitary attacks against 
Amory was referring to what are more Castro’s Cuba, it set up a radio station 

LONE SURVIVOR “THE INTELLIGENCE ESTAB- commonly known in the agency as on desolate Swan Island in the Carib- 
LISHMENT” ‘ ‘proprietary corporations’ ’ or, sim- bean to broadcast propaganda to the 

The incriminating tapes Arguedas ply, “proprietaries”. These are OS- Cuban people. Radio Swan, as it was 

claimed to have given to Mario Texan Late one windy spring after- tensibly private institutions and busi- called, was operated by a New York 

for safekeeping have never surfaced. noon in 1971 a small group of men nesses which are in fact financed and company with a Miami address, the 

Arguedas himself, however, managed gathered unobtrusively in a plush suite controlled by the CIA. From behind Gibraltar Steamship Corporation. 

to survive the Che episode. In 1970, at Washington’s Mayflower Hotel. their commercial and sometimes non- Again the CIA had found a group of 

he mysteriously .appeared in Cuba, The host for the meeting was Profes- profit covers, the agency is able to distinguished people--as usual, corpo- 

having brought with him the death sor Harry Howe Ransom of Vanderbilt carry out a multitude of clandestine rate leaders with government ties--to 

mask and embalmed hands of the University, author of 7?r43 Intelligence activities--usually covert-action op- front for its clandestine activities. 

charismatic revolutionary. JZstabZishment, a respected academic erations. Many of the firms are le- Gibraltar’s president was Thomas D. 
*** study of the U.S. intelligence system. gally incorporated in Delaware be- Cabot, who had once been president 

We shall move on to Proprietary He was then doing research for an- cause of that state’s lenient regulation of the United Fruit Company and who 

Organizations when we write on this other book on the subject and had of corporations, but the CIA has not had held a high position in the State 

subject next. invited the others for drinks and din- hesitated to use other states when it Department during the Truman Ad- 

I would like to leave you with a ner, hoping to gather some new mate- found them more convenient. m: ministration. Another “stockholder” 

thought for self in the confusion of rial from his guests, who included ex- They moved to the utilization of was Sumner Smith, also of Boston, 

weighing facts and making discem- CIA officials, congressional aides, incorporating heavily in places like who claimed (as did the Honduran 

ments in this timeof awakening. Every and David Wise, co-author of THE Panama, the Grand Cayman Is- government) that his family owned 

human being has an attendant spirit; 
I 
N 

VISIBLE 
GOVERNMENT and lands, etc., also. But their favorite, Swan Island and who was president of 

and wise are they who obey its signals, THE ESPIONAGE ESTABLISH- as with all entities wishing privacy- the Abington Textile and Machinery 

If it does not always tell you what to Works. MENT, two of the best books on the is Nevada, if in the U.S. Thii is an 

do--IT ALWAYS CAUTIONS YOU CIA and clandestine intelligence op- excellent opportunity to remind you During the Bay of Pigs op- 

WHAT NOT TO DO! erations ever published. m: I concur to utilize those shelters set forth for eration the following year, Radio Swan 

Good evening, Hatonn to stand-by with that opinion-at the time-these the benefit of the few for they are ceased its normal fare of propaganda 

reminding you: Your Spirit is your same authors have presented more totally legal and there is a reason for broadcasts and issued military com- 

inner guide. Your Spirit never, never, current work in various forms and their existence. You can function in mands to the invading forces and to 

gives you wrong direction. Because I recommend them if you can stili the same shelter streams if you at- anti-Castro guerrillas inside Cuba. 

you are human, it is all too easy to fmd them. These books are often tend your business, follow the tules What little cover Radio Swan might 

deny the voice from within and those written by a %am” but if you will and explicitly follow the laws--and have had as a “private” corporation 

sent to your assistance from without. search under the lead author you remain small. You have no idea was thus swept away. Ultimately, 

Some call thisvoicewithin, conscience. wiii be able to find the information how much %uff9 did NOT GET 
and whether or not it is out of print. NOTICED AS TO TRANSAC- 

Please see CIA, next page 
Often your behavior may belie what 
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CIA, cont. from previous page and support undoubtedly were avail- called the Pacific Corporation. ganized in North Vietnam. Like other 

Radio Swanchanged its name to Ra- 
able to it at the beginning. Although In a top-secret memorandum guerrilla operations against commu- 

dio Americas (although still broadcast- 
Interarmcois now a truly privatecorpo to General Maxwell Taylor on “un- nist countries, whether in Europe or 

ing from Swan Island), and the 
ration, it still maintains close ties with conventional-warfare resources in Asia, this CIA venture was a failure. 
the agency. And while the CIA will on 

Gibrahr Steamship CoVOration be- occasion buy arms for specific op- 
Southeast Asia’ ’ in 1961, published in Dharma, it is time for you to go. 

came the Vanguard Service Corpo- 
The Pentagon Papers, Brigadier Gen- Thank you for your service; we must 

ration (but with the same Miami ad- 
erations, it generally prefers to stock- e&l EdwardLansdaledescribed CAT’s continue to get as much to print as 

dress and telephone number as 
pile military materiel in advance. For functions as follows: possible. Salu. 

Gibraltar). The corporation, how- 
th. is reason, it maintains several stor- 

3/4/W #l HATONN 
ever, remained a CIA proprietary until 

age facilities in the United States and FROM PENTAGON PAPERS; 

its dissolution in the late 1960’s. 
abroad for untraceable or “sterile” 
weapons, which are always available CAT is a commercial air PROPRIETARY ORGANIZA- 

THE DOUBLE CHEK 
for immediate use. Interarmco and line engaged in scheduled and TIONS 

CORPORATION 
similar dealers are the CIA’s second nonscheduled air operations 
most important source, after the Pen- throughout the Far East, with head- I am first asked by Dharma to 

At least one other agency pro- 
tagon, of military materiel for para- quarters and large maintenance make a statement herein about David 

prietary, the Double-Chek Cor- 
military activities. facilities in Taiwan. CAT, a CIA Duke. This doesn’t have much to do 

poration, figured in the CIA’s oper- 
proprietary, provides air logistical with “politics” but rather, unfolding 

ations against Cuba. Double-Chek 
BIG FLEET support under commercial cover of truth and insight in unexpected and 

to most CIA and other U.S. Gov- 
was founded in Miami (which abounds 

casual ways. 
Direct CIA ownership of Ra- 

with agency PropeetarM in 1959, die Free Europe Radio Liberty and 
and, according to the records of the the ~~ of Pig; proprietaries, and 
Florida state government, “broker- direct involvement in Interarmco are 
age is the general nah~re Of the busi- largely past history now. Never&- 
ness engaged in.” In truth, Double- 
Chek was used by the agency to pro- 

less, the agency is still very much 

vi& air SUPpOfi to Cuban exile groups, 
involved in the proprietary business, 

and it was Double-Chek that recruited 
especially to suppo~ its paramilitary 

the four American pilots who were 
operations. CIA mercenaries or CIA- 

killed during the Bay of Pigs invasion. 
supports foreign troops nd an. sup- 

Afterward the CIA, through Double- 
port to fight their “secret” wars, and 

Chek, paid pensions to the dead fliers’ 
it was for just this purpose that the 

widows and warned them to maintain 
agency built a huge network of clan- 
d estine airlines which are far and away 

silence about their husbands’ former h 1 t e 
activities. 

argest and the most dangerous of 

When the CIA intervened in 
all the CIA proprietaries. 

1964, Cuban exile pilots--some of 
Incredible as it may seem, the 

whom were veterans of the Bay of 
CIA is currently the owner of one of 
the biggest--if not the biggest--fleets 

ernment agencies’ requirements. 
CAT supports covert and clandes- 
tine air operations by providing 

DAVID DUKE 

Pigs--flew B-26 bombers against the of “commercial’7 an.planes in the 
rebels. These pilots were hired by a 
company called Caramar (Carib- 

world 
* 

Agency proprietaries in- 
elude Air America, Air Asia, Civil 

trained and experienced person- “FRONTLINE” had a program 
nel, procurement of supplies and on the Public Broadcasting Slystem 
equipment through overt com- Network last evening--subject: David 
mercial channels, and the main- Duke. Duke was not interviewed but 
tenance of a fairly large inventory a fair expose’ of his past and activities 
of transport and other type aircraft to current seemed rather benign ex- 
under both China (Chinese Nation- cept the program, of course, was 
alist) and U.S. registry. totally slanted to the “anti-Semitic” 

CAT has demonstrated its approach, along with “Black” ha- 
tred. capabilities on numerous occasions 

to meet all types of contingency or No, Duke doesn’t “hate” either 
longterm covert air requirements Jews or Blacks and is, in fact, a bit 
in support of U.S. objectives. chagrinned over what to do with 
During the past ten years, it has “Jews”. Themostembarrassing thing 
had some notable achievements, to these politicians is that they know 
including support of the Chinese that most of the “so-called” “Jews” 
Nationalist withdrawal from the of today are NOT Jews but rather 
mainland, air drop support to the right out of the ranks of the “‘white” 

be~ Mm-he h-0 Corporation), Air T-pod, I&~ou&~ Av& 
French at Dien Bien Phy, com- race. Jews cannot be set aside as a 

another CIA proprietary. 
plete logistical and tactical air sup- race any longer for there are only 

tion, Southern Air Transport, (DE port for the Indonesian operation, rare fragments of the Judean race 

INTEliARMco 
LETED) and several other air char- air lifts of refugees from North or original tribes remaining. SO, 
ter companies around the world. Vietnam, more than 200 over- what the politicians are “against” are 

Often the weapons and other 
flights of Mainland China and Ti- the “so-called”, “self-styled” tools 

military equipment for ,an operation 
FLYING TIGERS BECOMES bet, and extensive air support in oftheEliteOneWorld Order. THESE 

KHAZARIAN ZIONIST ELITE ARE 
such as that in the Congo are provided 

CAT (CIA OWNED1 Laos during the current crisis.. . . 
DIRECTLY FROM THE NORDIC, 

by a “private” arms, dealer. The 
largest such dealer in the United States 

Civil Air Transport (CAT), EARLY VIETNAM RUS AND MONGOL RACES AND, 
the original link in the CIA air FAILURE 

iS the IntematiOnd Armament cop- 
THEREFORE, ARE OF THE SAME 

ration, or Interarmco, which has its 
emph was started in China in 1946 

one y& before the agency itself wag 
RACE AS ARE THE BRITISH RUL- 

main office and some warehouses on 
The air drops at Dien Bien Phy ERS . LET US BE LOGICAL, READ- 

established by Congress. CAT was an occurred in 1954 when the U.S. gov- ERS, DOYOU FINDMR. SOLARZ, 
the waterfront in A1exandria~ Vir- offshootofGeneralClaireChennault’s emment decided not to come directly LANTOS, ETC., TO BE “COL- 
ginia. Advertising that it specializes 
in arms for law-enforcement agen- 

Fl ying Tigers and during its early days to the assistance of the beleaguered ORED” IN SOME MANNER? YOU 

ties, the corporation has outlets in 
it flew missions of every kind in French force but did approve covert see, you can be accused of some- 

Manchester in England, Monte Carlo, 
support of Chiang Kai-shek’s unsuc- military support. 1954 was also the Please see CIA,, next page 

Singapore, Pretoria, South Africa, 
cessful effort to retain control of the year of the airlift of refugees from 

and in several Latin American cities. 
Chinese mainland. When Chiang was North Vietnam to the South. These 

Interarmco was founded in 1953 by 
finally d riven out of China in 1949, were non-secret missions, but the CIA America West 

Samuel Cummings, a CIA officer 
CAT went with him to Taiwan and could not resist loading the otherwise p.0. Box 986 

during the Korean war. The circum- 
continued its clandestine air opera- empty planes that flew to North Viet- 

stances surrounding Interarmco’s ear- 
tions. In 1950 CAT was reorganized nam with a cargo of secret agents and Tehachapi, CA 93581 
as a Delaware corporation under a military equipment to be used in a 

lier years are murky, but CIA funds CIA 
800-729-4131 

proprietary holding company clandestine network then being or- 
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thing or other and often it only 
shows the total ignorance of the one 
making the accusation. 

THE MARK OF THE AD- 
VERSARY 

However, this IS THEMARK of 
the adversary--to accuse in direct 
opposition to truth, with “author- 
ity”, and all believe the accusation. 

The major hit against Duke 
shakes down to be his outright, 
outspoken statement that he be- 
lieves there was ‘no Holocaust as 
stated and “ . ..if there are more 
‘survivors’ getting pay-offs than 
there were Jews to be in the camps, 
there is something very wrong with 
the story.” Now, I tell you the same 
thing--let REASON be the judge. If 
there were over 6-l/2 million Jews 
killed in the “death camps” and 
there were not even 6-l/2 million 
Jews in the European area in point- 
how can 6-l/2 million Jews have 
been killed? Oh, you quarrel, 
“...they say there were 6 million, 
not 6-l/2 million.” You count 
again-this year THEY UPPED THE 
NUMBER BY 500,000-I REPEAT: 
THIS YEAR! 

Do you not see? Ifthere had only 
been ONE-it is too many and to 
take pictures from Eisenhower’s 
death camps and pictures taken of 
the starving in the Civil War and 
tout them as “helpless Jews” is 
heinous and deceitful by any mea- 
sure of decency. This is gross dii 
honor to those precious beings who 
did have great atrocities against 
them and this degrades their own 
suffering. 

REAL JEWS ASKING FOR 
HELP 

ing about--I wanted to honor these 
groups who work so hard, at all costs, 
for their honor, dignity and tiuth. I 
wish we had a daily press so that I 
could share all the information with 
you. But we will get there if we are but 
patient and continue in support of this 
work. We could fill three or four 
papers a day and still not get it all into 
your hands. 

CIA, DAVID DUKE AND AIR 
AMERICA 

As we are into the subject of the 
Proprietary Organizations of the CIA, 
we wrote yesterday on the Air Propri- 
etaries and how and where they func- 
tioned. This is what stunned Dharma: 
On this program last evening, Duke 
was being pushed about his lack of 
participation in military services, etc. 
He countered with approximately the 
following statement: “I was very ac- 
tive in Vietnam-Ijlew on many flights 
in and out behind the enemy lines on 
air drops, rice drops, etc. Very dan- 
gerous missions these were and I 
served my country with honor--I went 
repularlv behind enemy lines with 
Air America?!’ ’ Dear ones, by any 
note--THAT IS WITH THE CIA! So 
be it--I leave the deductions into your 
own hands. 

PILES OF MAIL 

This does leave me opportunity to 
speak with you precious writers who 
send mountains of mail to me. I am in 
great appreciation and only ask that 
you be patient with us for Dharma 
simply cannot handle more load--I 
have over 200 pieces of mail needing 
response and I fear we are going to 
have to give her a rest at best, for her 
hands and arms are about to cease 
functioning. We tend them every day 
and we have encapsulated the tendons 
but even the elbow joints are now in 
serious handicap and we must begin to 
allow time for healing; 

The JOURNALS and LIBERA- 
TORS must take priority in writing--I 
simply cannot ask that this mountain 
of mail filled with inquiries be at- 
tended daily. I do wish to say that I 
shall effort to respond to inquiries as 
quickly as we can-1 would remind 
you, however, if you have only read 
one or two of the volumes--you are not 
getting theanswersas, so far, 100% of 
the questions, other than personal ones, 
have been responded to at length, i.e. , 
Melchizedek, Saul, Paul, the Church 
organizations, initiations, rituals, il- 
lumination. etc. 

Our people are working presently 
at getting an overall INDEX to the 
Journals but the indexer. doesn’t have 
the same pull to pet these works done 
as I desire--for he has no interest in the 
material because he knows nothing of 
it. I must suggest that ones wish to 
participate and glean from my work-- 
they WILL care about the important 
order of things or they shall not partici- 
pate. I want these JOURNALS in- 
dexed and a separate volume covering 
the prior printed books available to 
our readers. These are NOT novels-- 
they are reference books for civiliza- 
tion and there can be no other “more 
important*’ jobs at hand. Our people 
are overworked, as the same ones who 
must do thatjob also must put together 
myriads of “project proposals” and 
we have to ask indulgence and pa- 
tience from you precious readers. 

OIL AND THE -GULF WAR 

I use as an example of need of 
indexing, such a thing as Gen. 
Schwarzkopf s statements regarding 
the war. I spoke long and in detail 
about that war and the leaders of and 
in that war. Now comes the General 
to make a statement in Jan. 1992: 
“The war was over oil, simple as 
that.” Schwarzkopf told an audience 
of more than 2,000 in Miami Beach. 
“Sixty-seven percent of the world 
supply is in the Middle East; when the 
West runs out, they will still have a 
200-year supply. ’ ’ 

THE “MIRACLE” OF THE 
JOURNALS 

This is true--but the main reason 
was that Hussein would not play ball 
and would not succumb to the “New 
World Order”. But the biggest LIE of 
all for you ones to attend is this,one: 
“Most of their income (Soviets) came 
from selling arms throughout the 
world. No one will buy Soviet equip- 
ment anymore. ” Oh, my goodness-- 
not only is the entire Middle East 
buying Soviet arms but also importing 
Soviet scientists at full-bore ahead. 

You need confirmation that I spoke 
of these things months and years past 
but I understand the problem--you 
can’t find the information in the con- 
glomeration of the many documents-- 
some 52 volumes in 2- l/2 years. This 
is why Dharma’s hands and arms are 
shot and so, too, is her voice going 
because I talk a lot also. This has been 
an incredible job--which I believe you 
might classify as one of those asked- 
for ‘ ‘miracles’ ’ . The amount of work 

I have a stack of mail in which I am 
petitioned BY JEWS, to please help 
get the truth forth for they are stopped 
at every comer by the Zionist Organi- 
zations. These groups run ads in every 
paper which will carry them and they 
have a great many organizations des- 
perate for funding to get the TRUTH 
to the public. I must remind you-- 
THE “JEWS” OF COD ARE THE 
FIRST TO BE WIPED OUT BY 
THESE DECEIVERS IN SHEEP 
CLOTH. WHAT WILL YOU SAY 
THEN, AMERICA? “Oops, guess 
I was wrong after all and shoulda’ 
listened???” 

This is not what Dharma was ask- 
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presented, published and distributed 
in just a period of some 24-30 months 
is without matching--anywhere. Fur- 
ther, the writings are on everything 
from evil activities to the Source and 
Order of the Universe. Please be 
patient with us, for our ones are doing 
absolutely all they can--for life goes 
on and they are constantly under at- 
tackeven into the courts. Dharmaand 
Oberli go to court for a full trial by 
jury on the next Monday, over their 
home--against the RTC. Evil workers 
NEVER back off for their goal is 
never lost sight of for even a minute. 
You, too, must always hold strong and 
unbending as these slings and arrows 
come against you. Please be patient 
and “wait upon the Lord” and God 
shall work His plan in His perfect 
time. Thank you. 

THE AWAKENING FLOWS 
ACROSS T-IE LANDS 

Let us just return to the subject in 
point. It is wondrous to be able to see 
and witness you ones putting the piece? 
together--I find a new awakening flow- 
ing across the lands as you see and hear 
with different intake--it is like new life 
to see reason and knowing of Truth, 
sorting out the lies and demanding 
truth of the presenters. You who 
become discouraged--know you are 
being heard. If your loved ones can- 
not find your truth--yet--know that 
THEY WILL for they will soon not be 
able to hide as the house of cards falls. 
You must release, for force is not of 
God and ones who deny--must be 
allowed to find their way--THAT is of 
God. 

The masses feel panic as insight 
comes for the perception is that there 
is no way to counter this “thing” if it 
be true. You who KNOW must allow 
these precious ones to “find their own 
way into knowledge”, part of your 
own journey is in the ability to stop 
judging and~thrusting “your desires” 
upon another-make available the Truth 
and then ‘ ‘release it’ ’ for as the world 
comes apart--YOU OF TRUTH--are 
needed to fill your own missions and 
it will never be to “hold a single 
hand” for you are the guides of the 
many who must be gathered unto the 
Hosts that they can be brought into 
security of the fold. There will be 
many dropped to the wayside--and 
some of those will be precious to 
YOU--THAT IS YOUR BURDEN 
TO RELEASE FOR YOU CANNOT 
DO IT FOR ANOTHER--ONLY 

Please see CIA, next page 
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CIA OPERATES CHINA’S 
SELF. FURTHER, TO SACRIFICE AIRLINES 
SELF-SOUL FOR ANOTHER IS 
BUT TO PULL TWO DOWN INTO In 1964, about the time of the 
THE PITS FOR ONCE IN 6 4~0~~ mysterious crash Of a CAT plane, the 
ING’ 7 THERE IS NO RETURN INTO CIA decided that running Taiwan’s air 

DARK IGNORANCE. passenger service contributed little to 
Dharma, let us begin at the point the agency’s covert mission in Asia, 

of discussion of ‘ ‘air drops”--regard- and that the non-charter portion of 

ing the CIA. CAT should be turned over to the 
Chinese Nationalists. CAT’s former 

CIA: CONTINUED AIR DROPS p ublic-relations director, Arnold Dib- 
ble, wrote in the Saturday Review of 

BY C&the Indonesian ope.,+ May 11, 1968: “A highly suspicious 

tion”, Lansdale was referring to the crash of a C-46 claimed the lives of 
covert air and other military sup- fifty-seven persons, including that of 
port the CIA provided to the rebels lJe rhaps the richest man in Asia, Dato 
of the Sukarno government in 1958. Loke Wan Tho--the Malaysian movie 
Allen Pope, the pilot who was shot magnate--and several of his starlets 
down and captur.ed du&,g this op from his Cathay studios. The full 

eration by the Indonesian govern- story of this crash has yet to be unrav- 
ment, was a CAT pilot. Six months eled; what is known has not been told 
after his release in 1962 he went to because it has never been, for in- 
work for another CIA proprietary, stance, an official airing of the part 
Southern Air Transport. The attor- played by two apparently demented 
ney for Southern at that time was a military men aboard who had stolen 
man named Alex E. Carlson, who twomdaridentification manuals (about 

had only a year before been the the size of a mail-order catalog) in the 
lawyer for Double-Chek Corpora- Pescadores Islands, hollowed them 
tion when that CIA proprietary had out with a razor blade so each would 
furnished the pilots for the Bay of hold a .45 caliber pistol. The manuals 
pigs. and one pistol were found, but fire and 

The ~~mOre than 2o(-~ over- perhaps inadequate investigation 
flights of Mainland China and Tibet” marred the evidence. It was never 
that Lansdale mentioned occurred definitely determined if the weapons 

mainly during the 1950’s (but contin- had been fired.” 
ued well into the 1960’s), when the But the Nationalists’ own China 
CIA supported, on its own and in Air Lines had neither the equipment 
cooperation with the Chiang Kai-shek nor the experience at that time to take 
government, guerrilla operations over CAT’s routes, and the National- 
against China. CAT was the air- ist government was not prepared to 

supply arm for these operations, and it allow the CIA to abandon Taiwan’s 
was in a CAT plane that Richard p rincipal air links with the outside 
Fe&au ad John Downey were shot world- The CIA cou1d not simply 
down by the Communist Chinese in discontinue service, because such ac- 
1954. tion would have offended the Chiang 

government and made uncertain the 
CAT SPLITS INTO 

3 AIRLINES 
continued presence of the agency’s 
other proprietaries and intelligence 
facilities on Taiwan. 

By theend of the 1950’s, CAT had The negotiations over CAT’s 
split into three separate airlines, all p assenger routes dragged on through 
controlled by a CIA proprietary hold- the next four years. The CIA was so 
ing company, the Pacific Corporation. eager to reach a settlement that it sent 
One_fim . AirAmerica, took over most a spid emisv to Taiwan On temp- 

qf CAT’s Southeast Asia business; rary duty, but his short-term negotiat- 
another, Air Asia, operated a giant ing assignment eventually turned into 
maintenance facility on Taiwan. The a permanent position. Finally, in 
portion still called CAT continued to 1968 another CAT passenger plane-- 
fly open and covert charter missions this time a Boeing 727--crashed near 

out of Taiwan and to operate Nation- the Taipei airport. This second acci- 
&t China’s s&e&led domestic and dent caused twenty-one deilths ad 
international airline. CAT was best p rovided that rarest of occurrences on 
known for fie extravagant service on Taiwm, a sPntaneous Public demon- 
its “Mandarin Jet”, which linked stration--against U.S. involvement in 
Taipei to neighboring Asian capitals. the airline. Bowing< to public pres- 

THE PHOENIX LIBERA TO8 

sure, the Nationalist government then nental to move into Laos where, 
accepted a settlement with the agency: since the late 1960’s, it has flown 
China Air Lines took over CAT’s charter flights worth millions of 
international flights; CAT, despite the dollars annually. And Continental’s 
agency’s reluctance, continued to fly best customer is the CIA itself. 
domestic routes on Taiwan; and the 
CIA sweetened the pot with a large WHAT AIR AMERICA HAS 
cash payment to the Nationalists. DONE 

SOUTHEAST ASIA But even with Continental fly- 
OPERATIONS ing Laos, the agency was able to keep 

most of the flights for its own Air 
Air America, a spin-off of America. This CIA airline has done 

CAT, was set up in the late 1950’s to everything from parachuting Meo 
accommodate the agency’s rapidly tribesmen behind North Vietnamese 
growing number of operations in lines in Laos to dropping rice to refu- 
Southeast Asia. As U.S. involvement gees in the Vietnamese highlands. Air 
deepened in that part of the world, America has trained pilots for the Thai 
other government agencies--the State national police, transported political 
Department, the Agency for Intema- prisoners for the South Vietnamese 
tional Development (AID), and the government, carried paymasters and 
United States Information Agency payrolls for CIA mercenaries and, 
(USIA)--also turned to Air America to even before the Tonkin Gulf Resolu- 
transport their people and supplies. tion, furnished pilots for secret bomb- 
By 1971, AID alone had paid Air ing raids on North Vietnamese supply 
America more than $83 million for lines in Laos. It has also been accused 
charter services. In fact, Air America of participating in Southeast Asia, and 
was able to generate so much business its flights are almost never inspected 
in Southeast Asia that eventually other by customs authorities. It has its own 
American airlines took note of the separate passenger and freight termi- 
profits to be made. nals at airports in South Vietnam, 

‘Laos, and Thailand. At Udom, in 
PIERRE SALINGER & Thailand, Air America maintains a 

CONTINENTAL AIRLINES large base which is hidden within an 
even larger U.S. Air Force facility 

One private company, Con- (which is ostensibly under Thai gov- 
tinental Airlines, made a successful emment control). The Udom base is 
movein themid-1960’s to take some used to support virtually all of the 
of the market away from Air “secret” war in Laos, and it also 
America. Pierre Salmger, who be- houses a “secret” maintenance facil- 
came an officer of Continental after ity for the planes of the Thai, Cambo- 
his years as President Kennedy’s dian, and Laotian air forces. 
press secretary, led Continental’s Before the cease-fire in Viet- 
fight to gain its share of the lucra- nam, Air America was flying 125 
tive Southeast Asian business. The planes of its own, with roughly 40 
Continental position was that it was more on lease, and it had about 5,000 
a questionable, if not illegal, prac- employees, roughly 10 percent of 
tice for a government-owned busi- whom were pilots. It was one of 
ness (even a CIA proprietary under America’s largest airlines, ranking 
cover) to compete with truly private just behind National in total number of 
companies in seeking government planes. 
contracts. The CIA officers who Now that the U.S. military 
had to deal with Continental were forces have withdrawn from the Viet- 
very uncomfortable. They knew namese theater, the role of maintain- 
that Salinger had learned during his ing a significant American influence 
White House days of the agency’s has reverted largely to the CIA--and 
activities in Southeast Asia and, Air America, under the circumstances, 
specifically, of Air America’s tie to is finding its services even more in 
the CIA. They feared that implicit demand than previously. Even the 
in Continental’s approach for a share International Supervisory and Control 
of the Southeast Asian market was Commission, despite the membership 
the threat that if the agency refused of Communist Poland and Hungary, 
to cooperate, Continental would has signed a contract with the CIA 
make its case publicly--using infor- proprietary to support its supervision 
mationsuppliedby Salinger. Rather of the Vietnam cease-fire. In 1973, 
than face the possibility of unwanted 
publicity, the CIA permitted Conti- Pkase see CIA, next page 
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CIA, cont. from previous page ern awaited its calI to be the Air 
America of future Latin American 

Air America had ‘contracts with the gUell%h WZU’S, it “lived its Cover” 

Defense Department worth $41.4 and cut down CIA’s costs by hiring 
million. out its planes on charter. 

AIR ASIA 16 LINES DELETED 

A wholly owned subsidiary of When the CIA brought Tibetan 
Air America, Air Asia, operates on tribesmen to the United States in the 
Taiwan the largest &- rep&and main- late 199'S t0 prepare them fOl’QM?I’- 

tenance facility in the Pacific region. rilla forays into China, the agency’s 
Established in 1955, Air Asia employs Intermountain Aviation assisted in 
about 8,000 people. It not only ser- the tmti4!I Prog-• 
vices the CIA’s own planes, it also Then in the early 1960’s CIA 
repairs private and military aircraft. air operations grew by leapsand bounds 
The U.S. Air For= makes heavy use with the eXp.UlSiOIl Of the Wan in 

of Air Asia and consequently has not Southeast Asia and the constant fight- 
had to build a major maintenance ing in the Congo. 
facility of its own in East Asia, as 
would have been necessary if the CIA 5% LINES DELETED 
proprietary had not been available. 
Like Air America, Air Asia is a self- But a reporter visiting Tucson in 
sustaining, profit-making enterprise. 1966 still wrote, “Anyone driving by 

could see more than a hundred B-26’s 
SOUTHERN AIR TRANSPORT with their armor plate, bomb bays, 

and gun ports”. Not long after this 
Until the CIA decided to ~11 it di=losure appeared in the Press, ( 

off in mid- 1973, Southern Air Trans- DELETED ) were made available to 
port, another agency proprietary, op- ( DELETED ) to build hangers for 
erated out of offices in Miami and the Parked aircraft. Prying reporters 
Taiwan. Unlike CAT, Air America, and the curious public soon saw less. 
and Air Asia, it was not officially 
connected with the Pacific Corpora- ILLEGAL SALES OF BOMB- 
tion holding company, but Pacific did ERS TO PORTUGAL 
guarantee $6.6 million loaned to it by 
private banks, and Air America loand In 1965, Intermountain Avi- 
it an additional $6.7 million funnelled atiOn served as a conduit in the sale of 
through yet another CIA proprietary B-26 bombers to Portugal for use in 
called Actus Technology. Southern’s that country’s colonial wars in Africa. 
role in the Far East was largely limited The sale directly violated the official 
to flying profitable routes for the De- United States Policy against arms ex- 
fense Department. Other U.S. gov- ports to Portugal for use in Angola, 
emment agencies have also chartered Mozambique, or Portuguese Guinea. 
Southern on occasion, In the first half The U.S. government, at its highest 
of 1972 it received a $2 million AID level, had decided to sell twenty B- 
contract to fly relief supplies to the 26’s to Portugal, and the CIA propi+ 
new state of Bangladesh. etary was following official orders, 

But within the CM, SOU& TheOreticaiiy, the embargo on weap- 
ern Air Transport was primarily ons exports for use in Portugal’s colo- 
important as the agency’s air arm nies remained intact--but not in fact. 
for potential Latin bedan inter- The U.S. government WAS, thus, do- 

vention. This was the justification ing covertly what it had forbidden 
when the CIA took control of it in itself to do openly. 
1960, and it provided the agency Through the spring and sum- 
with a readily available “air force” mer of 1965, seven B-26’s were flown 
to Support counterinsurgency ef- from Arizona to Lisbon by an English 
forts or to help bring down an un- pilot hired by an ostensibly private 
friendly government. While South- firm called Acro As=iates. BY Sep- 

tember the operation’s cover had worn 
America West so thin that Soviet and Hungarian 

l?O. Box 986 
representatives in the United Nations 
speciftcally attacked the transaction. 

Tehachapi, CA 93581 The American U.N. delegation con- 
ceded that seven B-26’s had been 

800-729-4131 delivered to Portugal, but Ambassa- 
dor Arthur Goldberg stated that “the 

only involvement of officials of the 
United States has been in prosecuting 
a malefactor against the laws of the 
country.” This was a simple mis- 
truth. Ambassador Goldberg, how- 
ever, may have not known what the 
facts were. Adlai Stevenson before 
him had not been fully briefed on the 
Bay of Pigs invasion and wound up 
unknowingly making false statements 
at the U.N. 

The same techniques were used 
to distort the prosecution of the ‘ ‘male- 
factor”. Ramsey Clark, at the time 
Deputy Attorney General, got in con- 
tact with Richard Helms, when the 
latter was the CIA’s Deputy Director, 
‘and the agency’s General Counsel, 
Lawrence Houston, to discuss the 
Portuguese airplane matter. Agency 
officials assured Clark that the CIA 
had not been involved. Recalling the 
case, Clark says, “We couldn’t have 
gone to trial if they (the CIA) had been 
involved. I don’t see how you can just 
prosecute the little guys acting in the 
employ of a government agency., * ’ 

Still, the United States had 
been exposed as violating its own 
official policy, and, for political rea- 
sons, those knowledgeable about the 
facts refused to intervene to aid “the 
little guys”. Thus, one agency of the 
government, the Justice Department, 
unwittingly found itself in the curious 
position of prosecuting persons who 
had been working under the direct 
orders of another government agency, 
the CIA. Five indictments were fi- 
nally secured, but one of the accused 
fled the country, and charges against 
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two of the others were dropped. But 
in the fall of 1966 the English pilot, 
John Richard Hawke, and Henri Marie 
Francois de Marin de Montmarin, a 
Frenchman who had been a middleman 
in the deal, were brought to trial in a 
Buffalo, New York, federal court. 

Hawke admitted in court, 
“Yes, I flew B-26 bombers to Por- 
tugal for use in their African colonies, 
and theoperation wasarranged through 
the State Department and the CIA.” 
However, CIA General Counsel Hous- 
ton flatly denied under oath that the 
agency had been involved in the trans- 
action. Houston did reveal that the 
agency “knew about” the bomber 
shipment on May 25, 1965, five days 
before it began, and that this informa- 
tion had been passed on to the State 
Department and eleven other govem- 
ment agencies. He also said that on 
July 7 the CIA was “informed” that 
four of the B-26’s had actually been 
delivered to Portugal; again the CIA 
gave notice to State and other agen- 
cies. He did not explain why, if the 
U.S. government had so much in- 
telligence on the flights, nothing was 
done to stop them, although their 
flight plans had been filed with the 
Federal Aviation Administration and 
Hawke, on one mission, even inad- 
vertently buzzed the White House. 

The jury found Hawke and 
Montmarin innocent. Members of the 
panel later let it be known that they had 
not been convinced that the two ac- 
cused had deliberately violated the 

Please see CIA, next page 
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A CALL TO SERVE FORALL 

CALLED TO SERVE COL. JAMES “BO” GRIT2 
By James “Bo” Gritz PALO ALTO, CA. 7/91 

%24.95...Book $20.00...2 I-Iour...Video Tape 
In his book, Gritz lifts the veil of Bo tells the story behind the co- 
National Security to reveal how vert CIAoperations of Viet Nam. 
U. S. Forces have been usedas tools He names those key individuals 
by international elitists who are involved in the Golden Triangle 
guilty of drug trafficking, prevent- heroin trade. His is amessage of 
ing American POWs from coming courage and he delivers a “final 
home, and more. call to serve” to all who will 

To Order Call: America West awaken to the evil behind the 
1800-729-4131 “New Worid Order”. 
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11 LINES DELETED 

HELMS WON’T, HUMPHREY 
WILL 

Former Director Helms, how- 
ever, refused to fly ( DELETED ) 
because he believed that its commer- 
cial cover was too transparent. He 
preferred instead to travel on legiti- 
mate commercial airlines. Less reluc- 
tant was Vice President Hubert 
Humphrey, who often used ( DE 
LETED ) Gulfstream during his 1968 
presidential campaign. 

11 LINES DELETED 

THE CIA IN NEPAL 

Perhaps the CIA’s most out- 
of-the-way proprietary was located 
in Katmandu, Nepal. It was estab- 
lished to provide air support for 
agency-financed and -directed 
tribesmen who were operating the 
CXnese-controlled Tibet. CAT origi- 
nally flew these missions, as indicated 
by General Lansdale’s reference to 
CAT’s “more than 200 overflights of 
Mainland China and Tibet”. But 
flying planes from Taiwan to the CIA’s 
operational base in northeastern India 
proved too cumbersome; thus the 
Nepalese proprietary was set up. As 
the Tibetanoperations were cut back 
and eventually halted during the 
1960’s, this airline was reduced in 
size to a few planes, helicopters, and 
a supply of spare parts. Still, up to 
the late 1960’s, it flew charters for 
the Nepalese government and pri- 
vate organizations in the area. 

DIFFICULTIES OF SELLING A 
PROPRIETARY 

The CIA’s Planning, Pro- 
gramming, and Budgeting Staff back 
in Langley believed that the airline’s 
usefulness as an agency asset had 
passed, and the decision was made to 
sell it off. But, for the CIA to sell a 
proprietary is a very difficult process. 
The agency feels that it must maintain 
the secrecy of its covert involvement, 
no matter how moot or insignificant 
the secrecy, and it does not want to be 
identified in any way, either before or 
after the actual transaction. More- 
over, there is a real fear within the 
Clandestine Services that a profit will 
be made, and then by law, the CIA 

would be obliged to return the gain to 
the U.S. Treasury. The clandestine 
operatives do not want to be troubled 
by the bureaucratic red tape this would 
entail. It simply goes against the grain 
of the clandestine mentality to have to 
explain and justify such a transaction 
to anyone--let alone to the bookkeep- 
ers at the Treasury. [H: It may make 
more sense now, as to why Oliver 
North’s little personal gains such as 
fences and security systems might 
have been reasonable and accept- 
able--it was the way everything was 
handled. This is also why the ones 
involved in the Iran mess felt they 
had earned money return for their 
services rendered and profits made. 
It is you-the-people who don’t seem 
to understand the system.] 

SELLING SOUTHERN AIR 
BECOMES A FIASCO 

Unloading Southern Air Trans- 
port in 1973 proved to be something of 
a fiasco for the agency. Following 
past practice, the CIA tried to sell it 
quietly to a former employee--pre- 
sumably at an attractive price--but the 
effort failed when three legitimate 
airlines protested to the Civil Aero- 
nautics Board. They complained that 
Southern had been built up with govem- 
ment money, that it had consequently 
received lucrative charter routes, and 
that it represented unfair competition. 
When word of this prospective sale 
got into the newspapers, the CIA 
backtracked and voluntarily dropped 
Southern’s CAB certification--greatly 
reducing the airline’s value but guar- 
anteeing that the agency could sell it 
off in complete secrecy. 

A “GIVEAWAY” FOR SE- 
CRECY 

And with the Nepalese air- 
line, CIA found a buyer who had 
previously worked for other agency 
air proprietaries. Since he was a 
former “company man”, secrecy 
was preserved. He was allowed to 
purchase the airline’s for a small 
down payment. Following highly 
unorthodox business procedure, the 
airline itself served as collateral for 
the balance due. A CIA auditor at 
headquarters privately described the 
sale as a “giveaway”, but this was 
the way the Clandestine Services 
wanted the affair handled. The new 
owner remained in Miami although 
all his airlines’ operations were in 
Nepal. Within a comparatively short 
period of time, he liquidated all .the 

airline’s assets. He wound up with 
a considerable profit, but the agency 
made back only a fraction of its 
original costs. The Clandestine Ser- 
vices was pleased with the sale, in 
any case, because it had been able to 
divest itself of a useless asset in a 
way both to guarantee maximum 
security and to assure the future 
loyalty and availability of the buyer. 

14% LINES DELETED 

NO LAWS FOR CIA 
EXPENSES 

While ethics of transactions of 
this sort are questionable, conflict of 
interest laws presumably do not apply 
to the CIA; the Central InteUiEence 
APencvActof1949convenientlv states 
that The sums made available to the 
Apencv mav be expended without 
rezard to the or&sions of law and 
rePulations rektinp to the exoendi- 
ture of Government funds. ” In any 
case, the use of proprietary companies 
opens up to the participants an oppor- 
tunity to make substantial profits while 
“living their cover”. 

NO REAL AUDITS OF CIA 

The fact remains that CIA pro- 
prietaries are worth hundreds of mil- 
lions of dollars, and no one outside the 
agency is able to audit their books. 
m: Sounds just like the Federal 
Reserve and IRS, doesn’t it???] And 
as will be seen later in this writing, 
CIA headquarters sometimes has only 
the vaguest notion about what certain 
proprietaries are doing or what their 
assets are. Undoubtedly, there are 
wide opportunities for abuse, and many 
of the people involved in fields such as 
the arms trade, paramilitary soldiering, 
and covert air operations are not known 
for high ethical standards. While only 
a few agency career employees would 
take money for personal gain, there is 
little to prevent officers of the propri- 
etaries from doing so, if they are so 
inclined, 

As can be seen, the CIA’s 
proprietary corporations serve largely 
in support of special, or paramilitary, 
operations, information purposes and, 
like most other covert assets, propri- 
etaries can also be used on occasion to 
further the espionage and 
counterespionage efforts of the Clan- 
destine Services. In the main, how- 
ever, there has been a definite trend in 
the agency for more than a decade to 
develop the air proprietaries as the 
tactical arm for the CIA’s secret mili- . . 
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tary interventions in the Third World. 
The fleets of these CIA airlines have 
been continually expanded and mod- 
ernized, as have been their base facili- 
ties. In the opinion of most CIA 
professionals, theagency’s capabilities 
to conduct special operations would 
be virtually nonexistent without the 
logistical and other support provided 
by the air proprietaries. 

CIA CONSIDERS PROPRI- 
ETARY AIRLINES ESSENTIAL 

The performance of the Pa- 
cific Corporation and its sub- 
sidiaries, Air America and Air Asia, 
in assisting the CIA’s many special 
ops adventures over the years in the 
Far East and Southeast Asia has 
deeply impressed the agency’s lead- 
ership. The exploits of the contract 
air officers in that strife-ridden cor- 
ner of the world have become al- 
most legendary within the CIA. 
Furthermore, the advantages of 
having a self-sustaining, self-run 
complex which requires no CL4 
funds and little agency manpower 
are indeed much appreciated by the 
Clandestine Services. 

Without the air proprietaries, 
there could have been no secret raids 
in Communist China. There could 
have been no Tibetan or Indonesian or 
Burmese operations. And most im- 
portant of all, there could have been 
no “secret” war in Laos. Even many 
of the CIA’s covert activities in Viet- 
nam could not have been planned, 
much less implemented, without the 
assurance that CIA airlines were avail- 
able to support such operations. Thus, 
it is small wonder that the agency, 
when it moved to intervene in the 
Congo (and anticipating numerous 
other insurgencies on the continent), 
hastily tried to develop the same kind 
of air support there that traditionally 
was available to special operations in 
Asia. And one can easily understand 
why the planners of the Bay of Pigs 
operation now regret not having made 
similar arrangements for their own air 
needs instead of relying on the U.S. 
armed forces. 

*** 

COMING UP! GEORGE 
DOOLE 

Let us close this chapter, please. 
When we write again we shall speak of 
the fabulous George Doole who “re- 
ally got around! ” 

Please see CIA, new page 
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Election Year Theater 
BY DR. J. COLEMAN 

In September, 199 1, President 
Bush gave a very polished perfor- 
mance in the long-running Washington 
play, “Will He or Won’t He?” Other 
players included James Baker III, Ariel 
Sharon, Yitzhak Shamir, Benjamin 
Netanyahu, Hafez el Assad and Hosni 
Mubarek, backed by a large support- 
ing cast. The plot was based on 
promises made by President Bush to 
provide loan guarantees for Prime 
Minister Shamir, to enable 400,000 
Russian Jews to live in nice little 
homes in the “promised land”. 

Enter the villain, Ariel Sharon, 
from Israel. He demanded that the 
world stop interfering with the right of 
Israel to build houses on land that 
belongs to someone else. “This,” 
declared the bellicose Ariel, “is a 
right we shall never give up.” Natu- 
rally, Ariel’s attitude caused prob- 
lems with Hosni, the ruler of Egypt. 
“I mean, you know, Pharaoh would 
never have stood for this kind of 
thing, ” he complained to George. 

“Don’t you remember, Georgie, 
when we went against our very own 
kith-and-kin and sent our legions to 
fight your war in Kuwait, how you 
promised me and Hafez to put the 
Israelis in their place after we had 
helped them and you do the dirty 
work? ‘No more stomping all over 
Americans and Arabs,’ you said. We 
took you at your word, even though 
you told a whopping lie when you 
promised your citizens, ‘No new 
taxes’.” 

Put on the spot, George said he 
would get on with his promise and put 
a spanner in the works of Ariel, al- 
though he had just received bad news 
from Tel Aviv. ‘ ‘Ariel has built so 
many settlements on the land belong- 
ing to those pesky Palestinians that the 

CIA, cont. from previous page 

Hatonn to move to stand-by. I 
apologize for the over-long session. I 
do, however, note that you ones are 
very interested--isn’t it refreshing to 
be on the inside with information 
instead of always the last to know? 
What you don’t know CAN hurt you 
very, very badly. Good-day. 

process will soon be irreversible. ‘* 
Bush thereupon summoned the 

Council of the Wise, which consisted 
of 100 hand-picked yes-men chosen 
from the ranks of Capitol Hill Lobby- 
ists Inc., headed by the intrepid James 
Baker. “What you must do, Mr. 
President,” saidasolemn-faced James, 
“is move while pretending that you 
are not giving in to Ariel and old 
Yitzhak. That way, we will be able to 
keep the Tel Aviv boys happy and 
deceive our own people at the same 
time. Make a brilliant speech like 
Valet-us Aurelian or Caligula, you 
know the routine; ‘Let them hate me 
but let them fear me. ’ That will 
impress Hosni no end, and stop him 
from coming to us for another hand- 
out. This time it might even be more 
than the $7 billion we gave him for 
sending his legions to Kuwait. ” 

George immediately sent for his 
scribes and told them to write, “Let it 
be known that as of September, 199 1, 
I will no longer cave in to bully-boy 
Yitzhak and enforcer Ariel Sharon. ” 
Mounting the rostrum, his face set in 
stone, George told thegathered throng 
who were eagerly awaiting his new 
“no nonsense” policy toward Yitzhak: 
‘ ‘As you know, I promised our Egyp- 
tian and Arab friends that, as a token 
of appreciation for their efforts in our 
war on behalf of that gallant firm, 
British Petroleum, Al Sabah & Four 
Hundred Sheiks, who so daringly re- 
fused to knuckle under to the Brute 
from Baghdad (loud boos from paid 
extras in the audience), I would get 
Yitzhak to consider giving back the 
land taken from the Palestinians. ” 

“Now that moment has arrived. I 
am going to fight for what I believe. 
(Slams his hands on the rostrum to 
emphasize sincerity.) And, it may not 
be politically popular to delay the vote 
(to give old Yitzhak my guarantee to 
get his hands on $40 billion), but good 
politics is not the question here. We 
are up against very strong and effec- 
tive groups up there on the Hill. I 
heard today that there were a thousand 
lobbyists on the Hill working on the 
other sideofthequestion.” (Note that 
George always talks in riddles to avoid 
using the word ZIONISTS .) “We’ve 
got one, lonely, little guy down here 
(pointing to himself) doing it.” 

Following his successful public “The U.S. restates its commit- 
announcement that he was now a cer- ment to the principle of providing 
tified public hero, George’s scribes at Israel with aid to help settle Soviet 
Newsweek, a tabloid devoted to mis- immigrants.” Never mind the 4 mil- 
lading and, in some cases, downfight lion homeless in America. If the 
falsifying the news, trumpeted the prickly question should unfoflunately 
word to the Bloc of the Faithful back come up, James had b=n bfiefd to 
in Tel Aviv, ‘The settlements now say that they didn’t count because they 
make it impossible to draw a con- had no clout and would probably be 
ventional border between Israelis and too cold and hungry to go to the polls 
Palestinians. In effect, the settlers anyway on that great day when George 
have won. ” would be reelected. 

At the same time, George hur- After all, better to worry about all 
+-lly dispatch4 James to Tel Aviv those Zionist fat cats up on the Hill 
with orders m smooth Yitzhak’s ruffled with their string of faithful servants in 
feathers. James was much beloved by Congress, rather th; .I a bunch ofdown- 
the Queen for his sterling perfor- at-heel people thrown on the scrap 
mantes in duplicity par-excellence heap, even if it did include 150,000 
during the BPALS FHS crisis. The VETERANS who had fought for their 
crisis almost cost her billions when COUntly in h%MnL Whatever WOUkf 

The Thief of Baghdad audaciously the Queen say if she found out that he 
tried to steal back his own property. and George were going soft on people 
James well remembered how Her who didn’t amount to a hill of beans? 
Majesty bestowed on him the Order of None of THEM would ever qualify 
the Golden Garter of the Hermetic for the Order of the Golden Garter of 
Order of Polished Liars, the Hermetic Order of Polished Liars! 

Arriving in Jerusalem, James was Thus reassured, James told the 
thoroughly rough&Up by Ariel, who world: “The administration will so- 
has a penchant for rough stuff. (Re- licit housing aid from other coun- 
member 1982, and all those nice fat tries,” meaning those nasty Japan= 
American bombs falling willy-nilly and the European Economic Commu- 
on &rut?) James managed to draw nity. Leaning back to whisper in the 
just enough breath to yell to a beaming ear ofaglowering Ariel, James his=& 
Yi&h& “STOP HIM! Don’t YOU “Don’t worry, NONE of it Will go to 
know by now that when it comes to the homeless in America, it is ALL for 
crossing you guys, George is only you.” In closing, James, who is 
kidding?” Thereupon, Ariel re- known to keep his master-strokes for 
luctamly loosed his grip on Jim’s last, assured Yitzhak and Ariel: “The 
throat. After much “negotiating”, it United States will reimburse your out- 
was decided that another round of of-pocket expenses, which have inevi- 
throwing West Bank sand in the eyes tably occurred because of the uncon- 
of the world was called for. scionable wait for your $40 billion. 

Characterizing his rough-house Just send the chits to the White House. 
with Ariel “a dispute”, James said, Incidentaliy, you can pad them up as 
“There has been a satisfactory con- much as you like. When it comes to 
elusion to the dispute. We will agree Israel the GAG won’t dare to say a 
not to ask for delays beyond January word!” 
1992. The White House will lobby for James’s ‘trip to Tel Aviv was a 
the acceptance of the $10 billion guar- smashing success, except for that 
antee by Congress in January.” It “roughing up” incident. What is a 
seemed as though George did have Smtil difference Of opinion between 
some troops up on the Hill after all. friends? Yitzhakand Arielwerehappy. 
He was not the “lonely little guy” he Benjamin could go tell the newly- 
held himselfout to be. NO matter, the arrived Russian immigrants and the 
American people have remarkably Bloc of the Faithful not to worry, they 
short memories. Just understate the would soon be getting their housing. 
amount -for Yitzhak. $10 billion After all, didn’t they know that in the 
sounded less of a problem than $40 
billion. Please see THEATER. next page 
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Seminars with * 
George& Desire* 

Green 
PRIL 25, 
kuiene Pierce 8 17-45 l-33 13 
1R 8 17-656-5976 
lallas, TX. 
IAY9&10 
FO Expo West 

A. Calif. 
lo sponsor a seminar in your area 
tontact: Sandy (805)-822-9655 

George/De&reef Green 
Lecture at Berkeley, 3124191 

$20.00...3 hours. 
Ihe Greens discuss their involvement 
with extratenestrials and their corn. 
m&cation with Hatonn. This is an 
ntroductory lecture that covers all 
aspects of Earth man’s transition. 

Ceorge/Desiree’ Green 
Palo Alto, Ca. Seminar, 7/91 

$20.00...3 hours 
George covers his background, am 
involvement with extraterrestrials. Ht 
gives facts on economic collapse anr 
details on how you can protect your 
self. Desiree’ introduces some of the 
current Cosmic knowledge container 
within the 

Introduction To The Greens 
Questions and Answers 

$22.00...1-l/2 hours 
Video #l 

George gives infqrmation about hi 
involvement. with Billy Meier. In 
eludes photographs of craft taken h 
Meier and portions of live footage o 
craft, plus more. 

George’s UFO Background, 
Government Conspiracy And 

Spiritual Lessons 
$22.00...1 l/2 

Video #2 
George discusses his history of El 
involvement and UFO investigation 
The Global economic/poiitical con 
spiracy. Desire& discusses The Lav 
of One, Creation and our persona 
responsibility in our soul’s progres 

sion* To Order These 
Video Tapes Contact 

America West 
. l-800-729-413 1 

America West 
RO. Box 986 

Tehachapi, CA 93581 
800-729-4131 

FIND OUT WHAT‘S 
REALLY GOING ON! 

This audio tape set is an intro- 
duction to the Socioeconomic, 
Political, Geophysical and 
Spiritual transmissions/mes- 
sages contained within “The 
Phoenix Journals”. Some top- 
ics covered are: “New World 
Order”, UFO cover-up, U.S. 
Constitution, AIDS, Spiritual 
Transition of Man and more. 

GEORGE & DESIREE’ 
GREEN AUDIO TAPE 
$12.OO...(Plus Shipping) 
‘Two-Tape set...3 hours 

To order contact: 
America West 
800-729-4131 

L 

OTHER LOSSES 
A. best seller in Canada 

An Investigation into the Mass 
Deaths of Gerrnan Prisoners at the 
Hands of the French and Arneri- 
cans under direct orders from Presi- 
dent Eisenhower during World 
War II, 

$22.95..Plus Shipping 
Hard Back.. . James Bacque 

To order: Contact America 
800-729-4131 

Citizens’ Rule Book 
$2.00 Includes shipping 

Pocket-size book that includes: 
* Jurors Handbook 

* Liberty information from 
Patrick Henry, William Penn & 

Thomas Jefferson 
* Original Copies of 

The Declaration of Independence 
The Constitution and 
The Bill Of Rights. 

‘Rights come from GOD 
not the state” 
To order call 

AMERICA WEST 
800-729-4131 

‘THE 
PHOENIX LIBERATOR 

I Subscription Rates 
I I 
THE PHOENIX LIBERATOR is 
published by America West, 800-729- 
4131, P.O.. Box 986 Tehachapi, CA. 
9358 1. Subscription rates are: $20 for 
13 issues (US); $22 (Canada/Mexico); 
$30 (Foreign); or 26 issues for $40 
(US); $44 (Canada/Mexico); $60 (For- 
eign); or 52 issues for $75 (US); $80 
(Canada/Mexico); $110 (Foreign). 
Includes back issues for current 
volume. 
Ouantitv Subscrintions: $97.50 for 25 
copies of 13 issues; $125. for 50 cop- 
ies of 13 issues (US); $250 for 100 
copies, of 13 issues( $500for 100 
copies of 26 issues (US); or $1,000 for 
!OO copies of 52 issues (US). UPS 
postpaid Continental US, Alaska, Hi., 
Canada, Mexico and Foreign, call or 
write for shipping charges. 
Back orders of THE PHOENIX LIB- 
ERATOR/EXPRESS. Minimumor- 
der 5-49 copies of one issue $0.50 
eachPostpaidintheContinenta1U.S.A. 
50 copies of one issue $15.00 plus 
$7.50 shipping. 100 copies of one 
issue $30.00 plus $11.75 shipping in 
the Continental U.S.A. 
Alaska, Hawaii, Canada & Foreign 
orders please call or write for addi- 

IAM SANANDA 
tional shipping charges. 

JESUS, ESU, 
IMMANUEL 

SANANDA POSTER 
This full color poster of Sananda was 
painted by artist, Randall B. Singleton. 
It is a life-like portrait masterfully cre- 
ated and a wonderful art piece that will 
add special meaning to your home, 
office, church or meeting room. The 
poster also makes an excellent gift for 

1 If you want to connect with others in yourarea 
who are also interested in this info~ation, 

’ drop us a note giving us permission to release 
your name, address and phone number (op- 
tional). 

CoDyright Statement 
4 
1 

I 
COPYRIGHT 1992 by America West Pub- 
-ishers, Inc. Reproduction of this newspaper 
for private, non-profit use is expressly en- 
couraged, as long as the content and integ- 
rity is not altered. For commercial purposes, 
reproduction is strictly forbidden until per- 
mission is granted in writing from America 
West Publishers. 

Networking 

THEATER, cont. from previous page 

end, the short, stubby little tail of 
Yitzhak always wagged thebig Ameri- 
can Sheepdog? 

Everybody lived happily ever af- 
ter. That is, except for 4 million 
homeless Americans and the millions 
of Palestinian and Arabs whose land 
“the promised land” actually was. 
But then, nobody worried about them. 

The big thing was that George had 
successfully played politics with the 
American people. After September, 
1991, they saw him as a heroic figure 
willing to risk his career by standing 
up to Yitzhak and Ariel, and they were 
about to cough up the promised $40 
billion. Not all theater plays end on 
such a happy note, do they? 

Mike Babcock 
483 S. Kirkwood if I63 
Kirkwood, No. 63 122 

314-343-1849 

Carol Keppler 
13010 N. 48th 

Scottsdale, AZ. 85254 
602-996-9753 
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